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INSPIRED
How To Create Tech Products Consumers Love,  
2nd Edition
Marty Cagan
Get Inspired to bring your business to the next level!
Fully revised to reflect the fast paced world of business and technology, the second 
edition of Inspired returns to reveal how the best tech companies create products in a 
manner very different from how most companies create products. Along the way, it 
skillfully shares the techniques these successful companies use, and shows how you 
can use them in your own organization’s endeavors to excel. Inspired covers companies 
from early stage start-ups to large, established companies, and the insights found here 
can be used for consumer products or devices, business services for small businesses 
to enterprises, internal tools, as well as developer platforms.
• Contains lessons learned, techniques, and best practices that work for some of 

the most successful companies in the tech industry
• Discusses what it takes to develop a product that is valuable, usable, and feasible
• Addresses the often-conflicting demands of company executives, customers, sales, 

marketing, and engineering and design

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-38750-3 • Cloth • €26.90 • Jan 2018 • 320PP

About the Author
Marty Cagan is widely recognized as the primary thought leader for technology product management. He has headed product organizations 
at some of the world’s leading tech companies.

The Leadership Contract
The Fine Print to Becoming a Great Leader, 3rd Edition
Vince Molinaro
A comprehensive blueprint for the enlightened leader
The Leadership Contract, Third Edition is the modern leader’s handbook for 
organizational renewal. Leaders are no longer “rulers,” nor are they accidental. In 
today’s business climate, leadership is both a trait and a specific set of skills. It’s about 
trust, commitment, communication, and drive. This book shows you how to become the 
leader your organization needs. You’ll go beyond adopting the habits and practices of 
an effective leader and actually put it in writing to establish a leadership contract that 
ensures the success of your company.
• Outlines a blueprint for today’s leaders, and guides you toward becoming the 

leader your employees deserve
• Discusses how you can motivate and inspire by making the right connections
• Reveals what it take to facilitate a vibrant, positive culture that innovates and thrives

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-44053-6 • Cloth • €26.90 • Dec 2017 • 240PP
Previous Edition: 978-1-119-21184-6

About the Author
Vince Molinaro has spent more than twenty years as an adviser to boards and senior executives looking to improve leadership in their 
organizations. He is a Managing Director of Talent and Leadership Development within Knightsbridge Human Capital Solutions, helping 
organizations seamlessly execute their strategies through people.

The Leadership 
Contract

Leadership & Management

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119387507
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=111944053X
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=111944053X
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The Leadership Contract Field Guide
Vince Molinaro
Get the most out of The Leadership Contract with this companion Field Guide
The Leadership Contract Field Guide is an essential tool for leaders and managers to 
implement each step of the Leadership Contract implementation process. Using the 
author’s deep leadership accountability research and case studies from major 
organizations, the Field Guide not only summarizes and integrates everything you’ve 
learned in the previous Leadership Contracts, but also introduces new content that 
resonates with organizational needs around leadership accountability. This Field Guide 
provides a blueprint for readers and guides them towards becoming an exceptional 
leader that their employees deserve.
• Shares the most powerful insights that author Vince Molinaro has learned from 

helping leaders discover and live up to their fullest potential
• Personalizes and unlocks the central lessons of its companion book
• Written by a respected expert in this field

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-44065-9 • Cloth • €29.90 • Jan 2018 • 240PP

About the Author
Vince Molinaro has spent more than twenty years as an adviser to boards and senior executives looking to improve leadership in their 
organizations. He is a Managing Director of Talent and Leadership Development within Knightsbridge Human Capital Solutions, helping 
organizations seamlessly execute their strategies through people.

The Leadership 
Contract Field 

Guide

Introductory Relational Database Design for Business, with Microsoft Access
Jonathan Eckstein & Bonnie R. Schultz

Introductory Relational Database Design for Business with Microsoft Access takes a different 
approach to relational database design in that it develops understanding step-by-step, through numerous 
compact but realistic examples which build gradually in complexity. Readers will be able to achieve a 
thorough grounding in the technology and its applications and at every stage, the technology is presented 
through applications examples from business, as well as other fields, giving the reader a chance to 
concretely think through the details and issues that often arise. By using this textbook, the student will be 
able to achieve: 
• Lasting hands-on knowledge of a pervasive and useful technology 
• Acquisition of immediately marketable skills 
• Development of analytical thinking and problem solving 

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-32941-1 • Cloth • €89.90 • Nov 2017 • 304PP

Introductory 
Relational 
Database 
Design for 
Business, 

with Microsoft 
Access

Managing Networks in Project-Based Organisations
Stephen Pryke
University College London

The first book demonstrating how to apply the principles of social network analysis to managing 
complex projects 
This groundbreaking book gets project managers and students up to speed on state-of-the-art applications 
of social network analysis (SNA) for observing, analysing, and managing complex projects. Written by an 
expert at the leading edge of the SNA project management movement, it clearly demonstrates how the 
principles of social network analysis can be used to provide a smarter, more efficient, holistic approach to 
managing complex projects. Managing Networks in Project-Based Organisations: 
• Offers a framework and a fully-developed approach to applying SNA theory and methodologies to large, complex projects 
• Describes highly effective strategies and techniques for managing the iterative and transient relationships between network-

defining actor roles involved in the delivery of complex projects 
• Uses numerous real-world examples and case studies of successful applications of SNA to large-scale construction and 

engineering projects around the world 

Print ISBN:  978-1-118-92992-6 • Paper • €89.90 • Sep 2017 • 232PP

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119440653
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119440653
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119329418
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119329418
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1118929926
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The CEO of Technology
How 21st Century CIOs Leverage Innovation to Drive Revenue and Value in 
Competitive Markets
Hunter Muller

The CIO playbook, with lessons from the world’s best leaders 
The CEO of Technology shows today’s CIOs how to become exceptional leaders and bring value to their 
organization. By taking lessons from some of the world’s best CEOs, you’ll develop the traits and 
characteristics that drive legendary leadership. Interviews with top executives at leading global technology 
companies including Apple, Boeing, Direct TV, Facebook, and more provide deep and valuable insight into 
what it means to lead in a hyper-driven tech environment. You’ll quickly learn how to maximize the value of 
your greatest asset — your team — and how to drive performance to unprecedented levels. You’ll also discover how 
great leaders communicate business strategy across the modern enterprise, and become a driving force behind 
your organization’s success.

Series: Wiley CIO
Print ISBN:  978-1-119-27023-2 • Cloth • €47.90 • Jan 2018 • 256PP

The CEO of 
Technology

The LIVING Supply Chain
The Evolving Imperative of Operating in Real Time
Robert Handfield & Tom Linton

• Features emerging trends that are shaping supply chain operations worldwide as well as impacting the 
global business landscape 

• Written a well-known researcher in the field of supply chain management and covers a broad range of 
topics in real-time supply chains, fractal supply chains; and supply chain genome networks 

• Offers comprehensive explanations behind major developments taking place in industry and references 
leading companies such as Flextronics, Honda, Whole Foods, Elementum, Nike, John Deere, among others 

• Uniquely presents the application of real-time data in addition to discussing practical and real-world 
challenges such as increased disruptions in supply chains, use of big data, and increased optimization 
using data 

• Discusses traditional scholarly approaches along with the current phenomenon that is challenging many of these prescribed 
supply chain strategies 

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-30625-2 • Cloth • €93.90 • Jul 2017 • 224PP

Non-Profit & Governmental
Joint Ventures Involving Tax-Exempt Organizations
2017 Cumulative Supplement, 4th Edition
Michael I. Sanders

The definitive guide to compliance for nonprofit joint ventures
Joint Ventures Involving Tax-Exempt Organizations explores the laws, rules, and policies surrounding 
increasing collaborations between the nonprofit and for-profit sectors. Comprehensive, authoritative, and 
focused on the practical, this resource has been fully updated to reflect the latest rulings and regulatory 
changes pertaining to tax-exempt organizations. Countless footnotes, numerous citations to case law, 
Internal Revenue Code sections, and other relevant authority are provided, along with a host of useful 
sample forms.

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-41018-8 • Paper • €155.00 • Dec 2017 • 122PP
Previous Edition: 978-1-118-92848-6

Strategic Planning for Public and Nonprofit Organizations
A Guide to Strengthening and Sustaining Organizational Achievement, 5th Edition
John M. Bryson
University of Minnesota

An updated and accessible edition of the leading book in the field of nonprofit strategic planning
Strategic Planning for Public and Nonprofit Organizations explores John Bryson’s strategic planning model 
and outlines the reasons public and nonprofit organizations must embrace strategic planning to improve 
their performance. The book offers leaders, managers, and students detailed guidance on implementing the 
process, and specific tools and techniques to make the process work. This Fifth Edition features updated 
cases and examples, a new “Periodic Table of Strategy Change Micro-Processes”, a guide to the array of 
strategic change tools and techniques, updated resources, and new multi-media content in the 
accompanying instructor materials.

Series: Bryson on Strategic Planning
Print ISBN:  978-1-119-07160-0 • Cloth • €65.90 • Jan 2018 • 576PP
Previous Edition: 978-0-470-39251-5

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119270235
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119270235
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119306256
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119410185
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119071607
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No Small Change
Why Financial Services Needs A New Kind of Marketing
Anthony Thomson & Lucian Camp
A practical look at developing a marketing-led financial services business, which 
can compete in the digital age
At a time when responsibility for financial well-being rests more heavily than ever on 
consumers’ shoulders, this book calls on financial services providers to move on from 
their sales-led past and adopt a new, different, fully marketing-led approach which will 
work to the benefit of their customers — and themselves. Migrating to a marketing-led 
business model is an organization-wide challenge. It is everything from market 
segmentation, research, product development, and pricing through to marcomms and 
measurement — a complete reconfiguration. No Small Change takes these issues into 
consideration and provides a proven roadmap to transform your business and compete 
in the new, marketing-led age of financial services.
• Addresses how financial services firms can follow the marketing-led framework to 

identify their customers’ needs
• Speaks to the challenges of financial services posed by FinTech and proposes a new business model
• Focuses on finding successful and profitable ways of meeting the needs of a customer in the modern financial world

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-37803-7 • Cloth • €38.90 • Jan 2018 • 248PP

About the Authors
Anthony Thomson is the Founder and Chairman of Atom Bank, Chairman of the Financial Services Forum, and Chairman of the National 
Skills Academy for Financial Services. 

Lucian Camp is an independent financial services branding, marketing, and communications consultant.

No Small Change

Demographics of Innovation
Why Demographics is a Key to the Innovation Race
James Liang
The book explains why current demographic trends are so worrying — because an 
aging population hurts innovation and hampers growth. The book predicts which nations 
will be best placed to build an innovation economy and thus to grow in the future, 
making it a must-read for policy makers, business decision makers, and investors. 
There are many books about demographics in the market but they usually focus on the 
financial burden of demographic change, after making some scary predictions of a 
global population collapse and trying to advise how to profit from this trend. The author 
takes a different approach, connecting the dots of demographic change with innovation 
and entrepreneurship.

Print ISBN:   978-1-119-40892-5 • Cloth • €29.90 • Dec 2017 • 180PP

About the Author
James Liang co-founded Ctrip, now China’s largest travel portal, and served as CEO from 2000 to 2006, including leading its Nasdaq 
listing — he returned to this role in 2013. Taking a career break between 2006 and 2013, James returned to university and obtained a PhD 
in economics from Stanford University, focusing on innovation, entrepreneurship, and the labor force. In addition to serving as the CEO and 
Chairman of Ctrip, he is also a Professor at Peking University.

Demographics of 
Innovation

General Finance & Investing

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=111940892X
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=111940892X
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International Private Equity
2nd Edition
Eli Talmor & Florin Vasvari
The industry reference text on private equity — now expanded and updated for the 
shifting global market
International Private Equity, Second Edition is the industry reference text on private 
equity. It combines practitioner and academic perspectives and draws from a wide 
range of business sectors to provide a comprehensive compendium for a broad 
spectrum of the field, illustrating all stages of the private equity deal process. It serves 
as an indispensable guide to anybody who wishes to engage in the asset class as an 
investor, manager, consultant, banker, policymaker, or service provider.
• Details private equity fund-level analysis, including performance measurement, 

emerging markets, fund diligence, accounting, and risk management
• Delves into deal-level analysis with discussions on valuation, LBO transactions and 

modeling, post deal execution, and exit strategies
• Addresses the intricacies of venture investing, including business angels, crowdfunding, 

incubators, corporate venture capital, and venture lending 

Series: The Wiley Finance Series
Print ISBN:  978-1-119-27284-7 • Cloth • €77.90 • Jan 2018 • 600PP
Previous Edition: 978-0-470-97170-3

About the Authors
Eli Talmor is a Professor of Accounting at London Business School and founding Chairman of its Coller Institute of Private Equity. 

Florin Vasvari is an Associate Professor of Accounting at London Business School. Dr Vasvari is also an associate editor of European 
Accounting Review.

International 
Private Equity

Globalization, Gating, and Risk Finance
Charles S. Tapiero & Unurjargal Nyambuu

Globalization, Gating and Risk Finance offers perspectives on global and risk finance and risks in a world 
with economies in transition. Developed from lectures and research projects investigating the consequences 
of globalization and strategic approaches to fundamental economic and finance, it provides an approach to 
global and risk finance based on financial models and data based case problems. It departs from the 
traditional approach to international finance that emphasizes its macro-economic aspects, choosing instead 
to emphasize a global and strategic risk finance approach where economic power, risks and geopolitical 
issues are intermingled to create a complex and future financial systems.

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-25265-8 • Cloth • €83.90 • Dec 2017 • 496PP

Globalization, 
Gating, and 

Risk Finance

Investing in Your 20s and 30s For Dummies
2nd Edition
Stuart Donnelly

The easy way to make sense of investing when you’re just starting out
Investing in Your 20s & 30s For Dummies, Second Edition offers investment advice for taking the first steps 
as you star out on your own earning a livable income. It cuts to the chase by providing emerging 
professionals, like yourself, the targeted investment advice that you need to establish your own unique 
investment style. Covering everything from evaluating assets and managing risk to demystifying what the 
phrase “diversifying your portfolio” really means, this guide offers expert investment advice that you 
shouldn’t be without.

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-43140-4 • Paper • €20.90 • Jan 2018 • 336PP
Previous Edition: 978-1-119-29341-5

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119431409
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J.K. Lasser's Your Income Tax Professional Edition 2018
J.K. Lasser Institute

America’s number one tax guide for professionals 
J.K. Lasser’s Your Income Tax, Professional Edition 2018 is an essential guide for tax professionals. Filled 
with easy-to-use tax planning tips and strategies, this comprehensive guide arms you with the information 
needed to maximize your clients’ tax savings. Completely updated with all the latest tax law changes, this 
guide makes preparing 2017 tax returns easier than ever. Filled with the classic tax guidance that only J.K. 
Lasser can provide, this Professional Edition is the book of choice for serious tax professionals from CPAs 
to financial advisors. 

Series: J.K. Lasser
Print ISBN:  978-1-119-38005-4 • Cloth • €77.90 • Jan 2018 • 1024PP
Previous Edition: 978-1-119-24823-1

Material Adverse Change
Lessons from the M&As Failures of the Great Recession
Robert Stefanowski

The ultimate guide to successful M&As — no matter what the economy’s doing 
No one has written about the true root causes of recent large M&A failures and why the mergers that were 
supposed to save the companies and the economy did not work. Material Adverse Change not only shows 
the sequence of events that led to some M&A failures, but provides a detailed review of the root causes and 
personality traits that drove the outcomes. By looking at the true motivations behind the deals, we can learn 
a lot about what works and the common pitfalls that need to be overcome.

Series: Wiley Finance
Print ISBN:  978-1-118-06689-8 • Cloth • €67.90 • Jan 2018 • 304PP

Millionaire Expat
How To Build Wealth Living Overseas, 2nd Edition
Andrew Hallam

Build your strongest-ever portfolio from anywhere in the world 
Millionaire Expat is a handbook for the smart investor looking to save for retirement and build wealth while 
overseas. As a follow-up to The Global Expatriate’s Guide to Investing, this book provides savvy investment 
advice for everyone — no matter where you’re from — to help achieve your financial goals. Andrew Hallam 
was a high school teacher who built a million-dollar portfolio on a teacher’s salary. He knows how everyday 
people can achieve success in the market. In Millionaire Expat, he tailors his best advice to the unique 
needs of those living overseas to give you the targeted, real-world guidance you need.

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-41189-5 • Paper • €24.90 • Jan 2018 • 320PP
Previous Edition: 978-1-119-02098-1

Personal Finance in Your 20s and 30s For Dummies
Stuart Donnelly

Get on the right path to financial security with this informative guide
For those just starting out, navigating the world of personal finance in today’s ever-changing landscape can 
be difficult. That’s why there’s Personal Finance in Your 20s & 30s For Dummies. This reliable resource 
offers valuable insights on a wide array of issues you need to be familiar with, including building a strong 
foundation through smart spending and saving; renting, buying, or selling a home; purchasing adequate 
insurance if needed; and much more. If you want to make smart financial decisions, look no further than 
Personal Finance in Your 20s & 30s For Dummies.

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-43141-1 • Paper • €20.90 • Jan 2018 • 336PP

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119380057
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1118066898
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119411890
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119431417
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The Investment Writing Handbook
How to Craft Effective Communications to Investors
Assaf Kedem

The writing “bible” for financial professionals 
The Investment Writing Handbook provides practical, accessible guidance for crafting more effective investor 
communications. Written by an award-winning writer, editor, and speechwriter, this book explains the 
principles and conventions that help writing achieve its purpose. Whether you need to inform, educate, 
persuade, or motivate, you’ll become better-equipped to develop a broad range of communications and 
literature for investor consumption. Examples from real-world financial institutions illustrate expert execution, 
while explanations and advice targeted specifically toward investor relations gives you the help you need 
quickly. From white papers and investment commentary to RFPs, product literature, and beyond, this book 
is the financial writer’s “bible” that you should keep within arm’s reach.

Series: Wiley Finance
Print ISBN:  978-1-119-35672-1 • Cloth • €65.90 • Jan 2018 • 208PP

Trading
Candlestick and Pivot Point Trading Triggers + Website
Setups for Stock, Forex, and Futures Markets, 2nd Edition
John L. Person

Technical analysis for today’s market, with smarter setups for less risk 
Candlestick and Pivot Point Trading Triggers makes Pivot Point analysis relevant for today’s market, with 
up-to-date data and new techniques that reflect the current trading environment. Tried-and-true tactics are 
modernized with new tools and approaches, and novel methodologies are introduced to help you make 
smarter trades while minimizing risk. The author’s own proprietary setups have been updated to align with 
the new trading realities, and a new chapter on volume analysis covers the techniques used in his book 
Mastering the Stock Market. Combined with the tools and resources featured on the companion website, 
this book gives you the tools and techniques you need to boost your portfolio’s performance. 

Series: Wiley Trading
Print ISBN:  978-1-119-29553-2 • Paper • €73.90 • Jan 2018 • 432PP
Previous Edition: 978-0-471-98022-3

Accounting & Auditing
2017 Valuation Handbook
Industry Cost of Capital + Semiannual PDF Update (Set)
Roger J. Grabowski, Carla Nunes & James P. Harrington

Real-world cost of capital data from across industries and around the globe
This reliable resource provides industry-level cost of capital estimates (cost of equity, cost of debt, and 
weighted average cost of capital, or WACC), plus detailed industry-level statistics for sales, market 
capitalization, capital structure, various levered and unlevered beta estimates (e.g., ordinary-least squares 
(OLS) beta, sum beta, peer group beta, downside beta, etc.), valuation (trading) multiples, financial and 
profitability ratios, equity returns, aggregate forward-looking earnings-per-share (EPS) growth rates, and more.

Series: Wiley Finance
Print ISBN:  978-1-119-36691-1 • Cloth • €870.00 • Jan 2018

2017 Valuation 
Handbook

Principles of Islamic Accounting
Nabil Baydoun, Maliah Sulaiman, Shahul Ibrahim & Roger Willett

Your official introduction to Islamic accounting 
Principles of Islamic Accounting is the first and only text that covers the fundamentals of Islamic accounting 
in English. A comprehensive guide, this groundbreaking reference offers both insight into Islamic accounting 
best practices and disclosure for Shariah-compliant instruments. Covering everything from basic transaction 
analysis to the preparation of financial statements, this reference serves as a broad framework around 
which undergraduate students can build their understanding of the Islamic business environment by offering 
context and showcasing how Islamic values can influence the disclosure of financial information. 

Series: Wiley Finance
Print ISBN:  978-1-119-02329-6 • Paper • €97.90 • Jan 2018 • 600PP

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119356725
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=111929553X
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119366917
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119366917
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Valuation for Financial Reporting
Fair Value Measurement in Business Combinations, Early Stage Entities, Financial 
Instruments and Advanced Topics, 4th Edition
Mark J. Edwards, James R. Hitchner & Michael J. Mard

Practical guidance toward FASB ASC compliance, with expert interpretation and helpful tools 
Valuation for Financial Reporting provides clear guidance toward transactions and fair value, in full 
alignment with the latest Financial Accounting Standards Board Accounting Standards Codification. Written 
by recognized valuation authorities, this useful guide provides preparers, auditors, and investors with 
detailed coverage of the latest accounting requirements, complete with interpretations and application 
advice. This updated Fourth Edition includes new information on fair value elements for early stage entities 
and financial instruments, and the companion website provides worksheets, flowcharts, checklists, and 
valuation models that help ease implementation. Readers will find complete information, clear explanation, 
and easy navigation, making this book suitable for both quick reference and deep study.

Print ISBN:  978-1-118-79740-2 • Cloth • €122.00 • Jan 2018 • 304PP
Previous Edition: 978-0-470-53489-2

Wiley GAAP 2018
Interpretation and Application of Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles, 2nd Edition
Joanne M. Flood
Complete coverage of the entire GAAP hierarchy
Wiley GAAP 2018: Interpretation and Application of Generally Accepted Accounting 
Principles, Second Edition is a thorough study and analysis of all US. Generally 
Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) set forth in the pronouncements of the FASB 
(Financial Accounting Standards Board) and its predecessors. This useful guide also 
contains AICPA Accounting Standards Executive Committee (ASEC) Statements of 
position. All pronouncements are explained with relevant terminology and practice-
oriented real world examples. Each chapter is composed of a discussion of perspectives 
and issues, sources of GAAP, a definition of terms, concepts, rules, and, where 
applicable, specific appendices.
• Contains interpretive guidance, analytical explanations, graphic tools, and real-world examples
• Reflects new FASB guidance on various topics
• Includes a detailed index for easy reference use

Series: Wiley Regulatory Reporting
Print ISBN:  978-1-119-39654-3 • Paper • €129.00 • Jan 2018 • 1488PP
Previous Edition: 978-1-119-35692-9

About the Author
Joanne M. Flood, MBA, CPA, has accounting experience within both a Big 4 international firm and a small firm. She has written and 
produced training materials in a wide variety of media, including print, video, and audio, and pioneered the AICPA’s e-learning product line.

Wiley GAAP 2018

Wiley GAAP 2018
Interpretation and Application of Generally Accepted Accounting Principles Set
Joanne M. Flood

The most comprehensive coverage of pronouncements from the Financial Accounting Standards 
Board
Wiley GAAP 2018 Set is a thorough study and analysis of all US. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles 
(GAAP) set forth in the pronouncements of the FASB (Financial Accounting Standards Board) and its 
predecessors. This useful set also contains AICPA Accounting Standards Executive Committee (ASEC) 
Statements of position. All pronouncements are explained with relevant terminology and practice-oriented 
real world examples. Each chapter is composed of a discussion of perspectives and issues, sources of 
GAAP, a definition of terms, concepts, rules and examples, and, where applicable, specific appendices. 
This set comes with a supplementary CD-ROM.

Series: Wiley Regulatory Reporting
Print ISBN:  978-1-119-39656-7 • Paper • €272.00 • Jan 2018

Wiley GAAP 
2018

Accounting Test Prep

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=111879740X
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119396549
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119396549
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119396565
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Philosophy

Standpoints
10 Old Ideas in a New World
Svend Brinkmann
Aalborg University

For many of us, life still seems hollow and meaningless. Brinkmann 
argues that the important things are those with intrinsic value, like 
goodness, freedom, truth and love. By embracing these unconditional 
principles, or standpoints, we can find a more meaningful and 
sustainable way of living.
• In this follow-up to his bestselling Stand Firm, Brinkmann explores 

the ten ideas or standpoints that give life true meaning and purpose 
• Standpoints extends his critique of contemporary culture and its 

obsession with personal development
• A thoughtful and welcome corrective to the glut of self-help books 

that encourage us to strive for goals and constant self-improvement
• Wise, witty and filled with insights that will appeal to anyone 

struggling to keep up with the accelerating pace and demands of 
modern life 

Print ISBN:   978-1-5095-2372-6 • Cloth • €51.90 /  
978-1-5095-2373-3 • Paper • €16.90 • Jan 2018 • 160PP

About the Author
Svend Brinkmann is Professor of General Psychology and Qualitative Methods at Aalborg University.
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A Companion to Simone de Beauvoir
Edited by Laura Hengehold & Nancy Bauer 

• Considers Beauvoir’s intellectual reflection on her forbearers and contemporaries
• Comprehensive articulation of all themes in Beauvoir’s work, grouped into a sensible four-part structure
• Essays cut across traditional disciplines, and are appropriate for range of scholars interested in 

feminism, gender, sexuality, and women’s studies
• Features essays from classic Beauvoir scholars and pioneering work by a new wave of Beauvoir 

scholars

Series: Blackwell Companions to Philosophy
Print ISBN:  978-1-118-79602-3 • Cloth • €155.00 • Sep 2017 • 552PP

A Companion to Confucius
Edited by Paul R. Goldin

• Provides readers with a broad range of perspectives on the ancient philosopher
• Traces the significance of Confucius throughout Chinese history — past, present, and future
• Offers a unique, interdisciplinary overview of Confucianism
• Curated by a team of distinguished scholars in philosophy, history, religious studies, and the history of art

Series: Blackwell Companions to Philosophy
Print ISBN:  978-1-118-78387-0 • Cloth • €155.00 • Sep 2017 • 416PP

The Wiley Blackwell History of Islam
Edited by Armando Salvatore, Roberto Tottoli & Babak Rahimi

A theoretically rich, nuanced history of Islam and Islamic civilization with a unique sociological 
component
The Wiley Blackwell History of Islam explores the complex and varied history of Islam and its traditions. It 
provides an in-depth study of the diverse ways through which the religious dimension at the core of Islamic 
traditions has led to a distinctive type of civilizational process in history. The book illuminates the ways in 
which various historical forces have converged and crystallized in institutional forms at a variety of levels, 
embracing social, religious, legal, political, cultural, and civic dimensions. The book also discusses the 
genesis of a new social order in 7th-century Arabia, right up to the rise of revolutionary Islamist currents in 
the 20th century and the varied ways in which Islam has grown and continues to pervade daily life in the 
Middle East and beyond.

Print ISBN:  978-0-470-65754-6 • Cloth • €169.00 • Nov 2017 • 664PP

Religion

Theology
The Basic Readings, 3rd Edition
Alister E. McGrath
University of Oxford

The definitive introduction to two thousand years of writings on Christianity by many of its greatest 
theologians
• Readings are drawn from a broad theological spectrum and include both historical and contemporary, 

mainstream, and cutting-edge approaches 
• Uses the Apostles Creed as a framework to introduce readers to writings on key issues, such as faith, 

God, Jesus, creation, and salvation 
• Represents two thousand years of sustained critical reflection within western Christianity 
• Encourages readers to interact with each text and to engage with primary sources 
• Serves as an ideal companion to the bestselling, Theology: The Basics or as a standalone text 

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-15815-8 • Paper • €24.90 • Jan 2018 • 248PP

Theology

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1118796020
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=0470657545
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A Social and Cultural History of Late Antiquity
Douglas Boin

A Social and Cultural History of Late Antiquity examines the social and cultural landscape of the Late 
Antique Mediterranean. The text offers a picture of everyday life as it was lived in the spaces around and 
between two of the most memorable and towering figures of the time — Constantine and Muhammad. A 
Social and Cultural History of Late Antiquity is an essential guide that:
• Paints a rich picture of daily life in Late Antique that is not simply centered on Rome, Constantinople, or 

Christianity
• Balances a thematic approach with rigorous attention to chronology
• Stresses the need for appreciating both sources and methods in the study of Late Antique history
• Offers a sophisticated model for investigating daily life and the complexities of individual and group 

identity in the rapidly changing Mediterranean world
• Includes useful maps, city plans, timelines, and suggestions for further reading

Series: Wiley Blackwell Social and Cultural Histories of the Ancient World
Print ISBN:   978-1-119-07700-8 • Cloth • €105.00 / 978-1-119-07681-0 • Paper • €46.90 • Jan 2018 • 300PP

History

A Social 
and Cultural 

History of Late 
Antiquity

The Western Mediterranean and the World
400 CE to the Present
Teofilo F. Ruiz

From the Straits of Gibraltar to Sicily, the European northern Mediterranean nations to the shores of North 
Africa, the western Mediterranean is a unique cultural and sociopolitical entity which has had a singular role 
in shaping today’s global society. The Western Mediterranean and the World is the fascinating story of the 
rise of that peculiar world and of its evolution from the end of the Western Roman Empire to the present. 
• Describes the move from religious and linguistic unity under Roman rule to the fragmented cultural 

landscape of today
• Explores the relationship of language, culture, and geography, focusing on the role of language 

formation and linguistic identity in the emergence of national communities
• Traces the movements of peoples across regions and their encounters with new geographical, cultural, and political realities
• Addresses the emergence of various political identities and how they developed into set patterns of political organization
• Emphasizes the theme of encounters as seen from Christian, Muslim, and Jewish perspectives

Series: Blackwell History of the World
Print ISBN:   978-1-4051-8817-3 • Cloth • €77.90 / 978-1-4051-8816-6 • Paper • €32.90 • Oct 2017 • 384PP

A History of Eighteenth-Century British Literature
John Richetti

A History of Eighteenth-Century British Literature is a lively exploration of one of the most diverse and 
innovative periods in literary history. Capturing the richness and excitement of the era, this book provides 
extensive coverage of major authors, poets, dramatists, and journalists of the period, such as Dryden, Pope 
and Swift, while also exploring the works of important writers who have received less attention by modern 
scholars, such as Matthew Prior and Charles Churchill. Uniquely, the book also discusses noncanonical, 
working-class writers and demotic works of the era.
During the eighteenth-century, Britain experienced vast social, political, economic, and existential changes, 
greatly influencing the literary world. The major forms of verse, poetry, fiction and non-fiction, experimental 
works, drama, and political prose from writers such as Montagu, Finch, Johnson, Goldsmith and Cowper, 
are discussed here in relation to their historical context. 

Series: Blackwell History of Literature
Print ISBN:  978-1-4051-3502-3 • Cloth • €112.00 • Sep 2017 • 320PP

Literature

The Romantic Poetry Handbook
Michael O'Neill & Madeleine Callaghan
Durham University, UK & Durham University, UK

An absorbing survey of poetry written in one of the most revolutionary eras in the history of British 
literature
This comprehensive survey of British Romantic poetry explores the work of six poets whose names are 
most closely associated with the Romantic era — Wordsworth, Coleridge, Blake, Keats, Byron, and Shelley 
— as well as works by other significant but less widely studied poets such as Leigh Hunt, Charlotte Smith, 
Felicia Hemans, and Letitia Elizabeth Landon. Along with its exceptional coverage, the volume is alert to 
relevant contexts, and opens up ways of understanding Romantic poetry.
The Romantic Poetry Handbook encompasses the entire breadth of the Romantic Movement, beginning with Anna 
Laetitia Barbauld and running through to Thomas Lovell Beddoes and John Clare. In its central section 'Readings' it 
explores tensions, change, and continuity within the Romantic Movement, and examines a wide range of individual poems and poets 
through sensitive, attentive and accessible analyses. In addition, the authors provide a full introduction, a detailed historical and cultural 
timeline, biographies of the poets whose works are featured in the 'Readings' section, and a helpful guide to further reading.

Series: Wiley Blackwell Literature Handbooks
Print ISBN:  978-1-118-30872-1 • Paper • €23.90 • Dec 2017 • 288PP

The Romantic 
Poetry 

Handbook

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1405188162
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A Companion to Fandom and Fan Studies
Paul Booth

A Companion to Media Fandom and Fan Studies offers scholars and fans an accessible and engaging 
resource for understanding the rapidly expanding field of fan studies. International in scope and written by a 
team that includes many major scholars, this volume features over thirty especially-commissioned essays on 
a variety of topics, which together provide an unparalleled overview of this fast-growing field.
Separated into five sections — Histories, Genealogies, Methodologies; Fan Practices; Fandom and Cultural 
Studies; Digital Fandom; and The Future of Fan Studies — the book synthesizes literature surrounding 
important theories, debates, and issues within the field of fan studies. It also traces and explains the social, 
historical, political, commercial, ethical, and creative dimensions of fandom and fan studies. Exploring both 
the historical and the contemporary fan situation, the volume presents fandom and fan studies as models of 
21st century production and consumption, and identifies the emergent trends in this unique field of study.

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-23716-7 • Cloth • €202.00 • Jan 2018 • 550PP

A Companion 
to Fandom and 

Fan Studies

Reporting Elections
Rethinking the Logic of Campaign Coverage
Stephen Cushion & Richard Thomas
Cardiff University; Leeds Trinity University

• An engaging and timely study of an extremely important and topical issue 
• Broadly addresses the topic through several different lenses by relying on diverse strands of literature 
• Written in a conversational and accessible style that will appeal to students 
• A benchmark book for further study of elections and media

Print ISBN:   978-1-5095-1750-3 • Cloth • €65.90 / 978-1-5095-1751-0 • Paper • €21.90 • Jan 2018 • 224PP

Reporting 
Elections

The International Encyclopedia of 
Intercultural Communication
3 Volume Set
Edited by Young Yun Kim
The International Encyclopedia of Intercultural Communication employs a broadly-based 
taxonomy of intercultural communication (ICC) that consists of six organizing themes. 
Those themes are the traditional ICC core theme — known as intercultural 
communication — and five associated themes recognized as cross-cultural 
communication, cultural communication, intergroup communication, intercultural training, 
and critical intercultural communication. This encyclopedia addresses issues of ethnicity 
and race in intercultural communication — not as a separate theme, but as an integral 
part of each thematic area. It also provides entries outside the ICC's discipline of communication, such as cross-cultural 
psychology, cultural anthropology, and social psychology. This work features 256 articles written by 249 authors 
representing 19 different countries. The articles address issues, theories, and concepts that have substantively contributed 
to the development of ICC theory and research; methodological issues of importance to ICC research; and summaries of 
findings from original studies directly pertaining to the ICC domain. 
The International Encyclopedia of Intercultural Communication is an ideal book for international communication 
undergraduate and graduate students as well as for academic researchers and professional practitioners of intercultural 
communication. 

Series: ICAZ - Wiley Blackwell-ICA International Encyclopedias of Communication
Print ISBN:  978-1-118-78394-8 • Cloth • €620.00 • Dec 2017 • 1650PP

About the Editor 
Young Yun Kim is Professor of Communication at the University of Oklahoma. She has been continuously active over the past four decades 
in teaching, research, and service in the ICC field. She has developed a broad and detailed understanding of ICC as a field of study as well 
as a range of domestic and international contacts with individuals working in the field.

Media & Communication Studies

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1509517502
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Sociology

Understanding Development
2nd Edition
Paul Hopper
University of Brighton

Understanding Development offers a comprehensive introduction to the 
multidimensional and evolving nature of international development in 
the contemporary world. The second edition has been fully revised and 
includes three new chapters which explore development in relation to 
global policy formation and the new Sustainable Development Goals.
• New edition of Paul Hopper’s popular and widely adopted 

introductory international development textbook 
• Fully revised throughout and extended to include three new 

chapters, covering the UN Sustainable Development Goals and the 
growing role of ‘new donors’ such as China, India and Brazil 

• Richly illustrated and packed with pedagogical features for beginner 
students 

• Its issues-driven approach sets it apart from competing texts and 
offers a lively and engaging way into the topic

Print ISBN:   978-1-5095-1050-4 • Cloth • €83.90 / 978-1-5095-1051-1 • Paper • €24.90 • Jan 2018 • 400PP

About the Author
Paul Hopper lectures in humanities, with a research focus on the politics and cultures of globalisation, at the University 
of Brighton.
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Politics

Why Bother with Elections?
Adam Przeworski
New York University

What are the virtues and weaknesses of elections? Are there 
limitations to what they can realistically achieve? In this deeply 
informed and wide-ranging little book, world-renowned democratic 
theorist Adam Przeworski offers a warts-and-all analysis of elections 
and the ways in which they affect our lives.
• World-renowned democracy scholar Adam Przeworski looks at 

elections past and present to offer an impressively concise and 
pithy guide to their virtues and limitations 

• Divided into two clear parts that explain how elections work in 
practice and what they do and do not achieve 

• Makes a compelling case for elections as the least bad way of 
selecting our leaders 

• Its historical and geographical range make it an ideal primer for 
students of politics globally

Print ISBN:   978-1-5095-2659-8 • Cloth • €51.90 • 160PP /  
978-1-5095-2660-4 • Paper • €16.90 • Jan 2018 • 154PP

About the Author
Adam Przeworski is Carroll and Milton Petrie Professor of Politics and (by courtesy) of Economics at New York University.
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Civil Disobedience
William E. Scheuerman
Indiana University

• A cutting-edge introduction which expertly lays out competing concepts of civil disobedience and 
identifies some important commonalities 

• Explores the impact of contemporary developments like postnationalization/privatization and digitalization 
on civil disobedience today 

• Pushes back against the fashionable contemporary tendency to devalue the political and legal impact of 
civil disobedience 

• A strong text for upper-division modules on social movements, contentious politics, political theory and 
philosophy

Print ISBN:   978-1-5095-1862-3 • Cloth • €65.90 / 978-1-5095-1863-0 • Paper • €20.90 • Jan 2018 • 216PP

The Political Power of Global Corporations
John Mikler
University of Sydney

• A robust and unflinching account of the ongoing takeover of politics by global corporations 
• Lifts the lid on the political power of corporations and the likely ramifications for national sovereignty 
• Integrating approaches from IPE and globalization studies, it offers a rich analysis that makes an original 

contribution to debates about the nature and scope of global corporate power today 
• A valuable teaching resource for university courses on global governance, international political 

economy and international business

Print ISBN:   978-0-7456-9845-8 • Cloth • €71.90 / 978-0-7456-9846-5 • Paper • €23.90 • Jan 2018 • 208PP

Would the World Be Better without the UN?
Thomas G. Weiss
City University of New York

• An analytically powerful and highly original book which explores a world both with and without the UN 
• Its refreshing and original approach draws out the UN's shortcomings and its potential as the key 

organization driving change in global politics 
• A timely and persuasive intervention at a moment when President Trump is pushing back on the utility 

of the UN for achieving its objectives 
• Thomas G. Weiss is a world-renowned UN scholar and author of many successful books on the UN and 

humanitarian action

Print ISBN:   978-1-5095-1725-1 • Cloth • €71.90 / 978-1-5095-1726-8 • Paper • €21.90 • Jan 2018 • 228PP

Economic Geography
A Critical Introduction
Trevor Barnes & Brett Christophers
University of British Columbia & Uppsala University, Sweden

• Addresses the key theories and methods that form the basis of economic geography, and describe its 
"communities of practice" and relations to related fields such as economics and sociology 

• Provides numerous illustrative examples of how economic geographers look at the world and how and 
why the discipline takes the forms it does 

• Demonstrates the critical value of economic geography in making sense of globalization, uneven 
development, money and finance, urbanization, environmental change, and industrial and technological 
transformation 

• Highlights those economic-geographic approaches which offer the most penetrating and valuable insights 

Series: Critical Introductions to Geography
Print ISBN:   978-1-118-87433-2 • Cloth • €77.90 / 978-1-118-87432-5 • Paper • €32.90 • Jan 2018 • 320PP

Geography
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The Psychology of Human Sexuality
2nd Edition
Justin J. Lehmiller
Ball State University

New edition of an authoritative guide to human sexual behavior from a 
biopsychosocial perspective
The Psychology of Human Sexuality, Second Edition explores the roles that biology, 
psychology, and the social and cultural context play in shaping human sexual behavior. 
The author — a noted authority on the topic and an affiliate of the acclaimed Kinsey 
Institute — puts the spotlight on the most recent research and theory on human 
sexuality, with an emphasis on psychology. 
• Features broad coverage of topics including anatomy, gender and sexual orientation, 

sexual behaviors, sexual difficulties and solutions, prostitution, and pornography
• Offers more in-depth treatment of relationships than comparable texts, with 

separate chapters dealing with attraction and relationship processes
• Includes cutting-edge research on the origins of sexual orientation and gender 

identity, as well as new treatments for sexually transmitted infections and sexual dysfunctions
• Is written from a sex-positive perspective, with expanded coverage of cross-cultural research throughout and 

material that is inclusive and respectful of a diverse audience
• Includes numerous activities to facilitate dynamic, interactive classroom environments

Print ISBN:   978-1-119-16471-5 • Cloth • €89.90 • 490PP / 978-1-119-16473-9 • Paper • €44.90 • Dec 2017 • 496PP
Previous Edition:  978-1-118-35121-5 

About the Author 
Justin J. Lehmiller, PhD, is the Director of the Social Psychology Graduate Program and an Assistant Professor of Social Psychology at Ball 
State University. He is also a Faculty Affiliate of The Kinsey Institute at Indiana University. 

Psychology

Online Teaching at Its Best
Linda B. Nilson & Ludwika A. Goodson

A comprehensive edition for online teaching and learning based on the bestselling Teaching at Its Best
Online Teaching at Its Best addresses online course design, online teaching, and online student motivation, 
integrating these with pedagogy and cognitive science, and grounding its recommendations in research. The 
book helps faculty design or redesign their online courses to ensure strong course alignment and effective 
student learning. The authors draw on cognitive science to explain how learning works. Both instructional 
design research and the scholarship of teaching and learning are reviewed to recommend research-based 
teaching methods for the online environment. The emphasis on evidence-based practices make this book 
the most scholarly — in fact, the only scholarly — one of its kind on the market today. 

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-24229-1 • Paper • €47.90 • Jan 2018 • 456PP

Education
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Engaging Archaeology
25 Case Studies in Research Practice
Stephen W. Silliman
University of Massachusetts, USA

An exploration of research through 25 case studies written by top professional 
archaeologists 
Bringing together 25 case studies from archaeological projects worldwide, Engaging 
Archaeology candidly explores personal experiences, successes, challenges, and even 
frustrations from established and senior archaeologists who share invaluable practical 
advice for students and early-career professionals engaged in planning and carrying out 
their own archaeological research. 
• Behind-the-scenes tour of the archaeological research process 
• Helps illustrate the nature of the research process in field- and lab-based disciplines 
• Case studies collectively span many regions, time periods, issues, methods, and datasets 

Print ISBN:   978-1-119-24050-1 • Cloth • €99.90 / 978-1-119-24051-8 • Paper • €36.90 • Jan 2018 • 256PP

About the Author
Stephen W. Silliman, PhD, is Professor, and current Department Chair, in the Department of Anthropology at the University of 
Massachusetts, Boston. He has conducted fieldwork in the Northeastern USA, the American West Coast, Bermuda, and Japan. His research 
interests focus on Native American history, colonialism and post-colonialism, identity, social and practice theories, collaborative research, and 
the politics of heritage.

Engaging 
Archaeology

Archaeology
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Inflammation
From Molecular and Cellular Mechanisms to the Clinic,  
4 Volume Set
Edited by Jean-Marc Cavaillon & Mervyn Singer
Institut Pasteur, France & University College London, UK

The leading reference on this topic of increasing medical relevance is unique in offering 
unparalleled coverage. The editors are among the most respected researchers in 
inflammation worldwide and here have put together a prestigious team of contributors. 
Starting with the molecular basis of inflammation, from cytokines via the innate immune 
system to the different kinds of inflammatory cells, they continue with the function of 
inflammation in infectious disease before devoting a large section to the relationship 
between inflammation and chronic diseases. The book concludes with wound and 
tissue healing and options for therapeutic interventions. A must have for clinicians and 
biomedical researchers alike.

Print ISBN:  978-3-527-33899-3 • Cloth • €649.00 • Nov 2017 • 1720PP

About the Editors
Jean-Marc Cavaillon is Professor and Head of Cytokines and Inflammation at Institut Pasteur (Paris). He is member of the 
Editorial Boards of few journals including Shock, Journal of Infectious Diseases, and International Journal of Inflammation. 
He is the co-author of Sepsis and non-infectious inflammation: from biology to critical care (Wiley VCH, 2009). 
Mervyn Singer is Professor of Intensive Care Medicine at University College London. His primary research interests are 
sepsis and multi-organ failure, infection, shock and haemodynamic monitoring. He developed an oesophageal Doppler 
haemodynamic monitor that is now in widespread use worldwide, the use of which has been shown in multiple studies to 
improve outcomes after major surgery and reduce length of stay. He has authored various papers and textbooks including 
the Oxford Handbook of Critical Care, now in its 3rd edition, and is a Council member of the International Sepsis Forum.

Medicine
Essential Human Development
Edited by Samuel Webster, Geraint Morris & Euan Kevelighan
As our understanding of the human body broadens, so does the need for a 
comprehensive text that encompasses all aspects of human development. Essential 
Human Development is a great course companion that focuses on the human life cycle, 
ideal for the undergraduate student new to these fields, or for qualified practitioners 
looking for a reference guide. Featuring key information points and self-test 
assessments in each chapter, the book is organised in an accessible manner, beginning 
with fertilisation and embryology, then moving on to obstetric medicine, neonatal care 
and child health, with the final section exploring gynaecological medicine. Ensuring that 
information is placed in context to aid understanding, Essential Human Development is 
the perfect support for the modern medical school curriculum, as well as a vital 
reminder of the core information needed whilst on a women or child health clinical 
placement.

Series: Essentials
Print ISBN:  978-1-118-52862-4 • Paper • €59.90 • Jan 2018 • 528PP

About the Editors
Samuel Webster, Lecturer in Anatomy, Swansea University, Swansea, UK.

Geraint Morris, Consultant in Neonatology, Swansea University, Swansea, UK.

Euan Kevelighan, Consultant in Obstetrics & Gynaecology, Singleton Hospital, Swansea, UK.

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=3527338993
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PACS and Imaging Informatics
Basic Principles and Applications, 3rd Edition
H. K. Huang
University of California, San Francisco

PACS and Imaging Informatics, Third Edition addresses the latest in PACS, from the electronic patient record 
to the full range of topics in digital imaging. The third edition uses the framework of image informatics, not 
physics or engineering principles, to explain PACS and its application in clinical settings and labs. 
• Covers the critical issues of PACS hardware and software design and implementation
• New topics include Data Grid and Cloud Computing, IHE XDS-I Workflow Profile (Integrating the 

Healthcare Enterprise Cross-enterprise Document Sharing for Imaging), extending XDS to share 
images, and diagnostic reports and related information across a group of health care sites 

• Expanded coverage of PACS and eHR's (Electronic Health Record), with HIPPA compliance 
• New coverage of PACS in Pathology 
• Reorganized and expanded clinical chapters discuss one distinct clinical application each 

Print ISBN:  978-1-118-79573-6 • Cloth • €259.00 • Jan 2018 • 768PP
Previous Edition: 978-0-470-37372-9

PACS and 
Imaging 

Informatics

Veterinary Epidemiology
4th Edition
Michael Thrusfield & Robert Christley
University of Edinburgh, UK & University of Liverpool, UK

A comprehensive introduction to the role of epidemiology in veterinary medicine 
This fully revised and expanded edition of Veterinary Epidemiology introduces readers 
to the field of veterinary epidemiology. The new edition also adds new chapters on the 
design of observational studies, validity in epidemiological studies, systematic reviews, 
and statistical modelling, to deliver more advanced material. This updated edition begins 
by offering an historical perspective on the development of veterinary medicine. It then 
addresses the full scope of epidemiology, with chapters covering causality, disease 
occurrence, determinants, disease patterns, disease ecology, and much more. 
Veterinary Epidemiology, Fourth Edition:
• Features updates of all chapters to provide a current resource on the subject of veterinary epidemiology
• Presents new chapters essential to the continued advancement of the field
• Includes examples from companion animal, livestock, and avian medicine, as well as aquatic animal diseases 
• Focuses on the principles and concepts of epidemiology, surveillance, and diagnostic-test validation and performance
• Includes access to a companion website providing multiple choice questions 

Print ISBN:  978-1-118-28028-7 • Paper • €105.00 • Jan 2018 • 600PP
Previous Edition: 978-0-632-06397-0, 978-1-4051-5627-1

About the Authors
Michael Thrusfield is Professor of Veterinary Epidemiology at the Royal (Dick) School of Veterinary Studies in the University of Edinburgh in 
Edinburgh, UK.

Robert Christley is Reader in Epidemiology at the Institute of Infection and Global Health and the Institute of Veterinary Science in the 
University of Liverpool in Liverpool, UK.

Veterinary Science

ABC of Pleural Diseases
Ian Hunt, Nick Maskell & Fergus Gleeson

Pleural diseases are very common and of increasing prevalence. This brand new title in the ABC series 
covers a wide range of conditions including pneumothorax, pleural effusions, pleural infections, chylothorax 
and mesothelioma. Written by a team of specialists this overview of pleural diseases is a practical guide for 
the management of pleural diseases including general practitioners, junior doctors, specialist nurses, 
radiologists and all healthcare professionals working within chest medicine. 

Series: ABC Series
Print ISBN:  978-0-470-65474-3 • Paper • €34.90 • Jan 2018 • 64PP

ABC of Pleural 
Diseases
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Physical Rehabilitation for Veterinary Technicians and Nurses
Edited by Mary Ellen Goldberg & Julia Tomlinson

• Provides a comprehensive introduction to physical rehabilitation for veterinary technicians and nurses 
• Offers a thorough grounding in the knowledge and skills needed to become a valued member of a 

veterinary rehabilitation team 
• Features contributions from leading practitioners from across the United States sharing their knowledge 

and expertise on all aspects of veterinary physical rehabilitation 
• Presents practical tips, tricks and advice to meet common challenges faced by rehabilitation technicians 
• Covers pain management, hands-on therapy, therapeutic exercises, patient motivation, troubleshooting, 

and more 

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-01735-6 • Paper • €85.90 • Nov 2017 • 300PP

Interpretation of Equine Laboratory Diagnostics
Edited by Nicola Pusterla & Jill Higgins

Interpretation of Equine Laboratory Diagnostics offers a comprehensive approach to equine laboratory 
diagnostics, including hematology, clinical chemistry, serology, body fluid analysis, microbiology, clinical 
parasitology, endocrinology, immunology, and molecular diagnostics.
• Offers a practical resource for the accurate interpretation of laboratory results, with examples showing 

real-world applications
• Covers hematology, clinical chemistry, serology, body fluid analysis, microbiology, clinical parasitology, 

endocrinology, immunology, and molecular diagnostics
• Introduces the underlying principles of laboratory diagnostics
• Provides clinically oriented guidance on performing and interpreting laboratory tests
• Presents a complete reference to establish and new diagnostic procedures

Print ISBN:  978-1-118-73979-2 • Cloth • €129.00 • Nov 2017 • 250PP

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1118739795
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Antimicrobial Resistance in Wastewater Treatment Processes
Edited by Patricia L. Keen & Raphaël Fugère

• Designed as a companion volume to Antimicrobial Resistance in the Environment (Wiley-Blackwell, 
2012), this book is a multi-disciplinary synthesis of topics related to antimicrobial resistance and 
wastewater treatment processes

• Offers a multidisciplinary synthesis of environmental engineering, microbiology, chemistry and human 
and ecological risk assessment in one volume 

• Assembles scholarly writings from graduate students and established researchers with interdisciplinary 
interests in natural science and engineering 

• Functions as an introduction to basics in microbiology and human health and ecological risk assessment 
concerned with antimicrobial resistance in wastewater treatment

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-19243-5 • Cloth • €155.00 • Jan 2018 • 400PP

AC Circuits and Power Systems in Practice
Graeme Vertigan

The essential guide that combines power system fundamentals with the practical aspects of equipment 
design and operation in modern power systems 
Written by an experienced power engineer, AC Circuits and Power Systems in Practice offers a comprehensive 
guide that reviews power system fundamentals and network theorems while exploring the practical aspects of 
equipment design and application. The author covers a wide-range of topics including basic circuit theorems, 
phasor diagrams, per-unit quantities and symmetrical component theory, as well as active and reactive power 
and their effects on network stability, voltage support and voltage collapse. Magnetic circuits, reactor and 
transformer design are analyzed, as is the operation of step voltage regulators. In addition, detailed introductions 
are provided to earthing systems in LV and MV networks, the adverse effects of harmonics on power equipment 
and power system protection. Finally, European and American engineering standards are presented where 
appropriate throughout the text, to familiarize the reader with their use and application. 

Print ISBN:  978-1-118-92459-4 • Cloth • €109.00 • Dec 2017 • 400PP

Advances in Biofeedstocks and Biofuels
Production Technologies for Biofuels, Volume 2
Edited by Lalit Kumar Singh & Gaurav Chaudhary

This second volume in the Advances in Biofeedstocks and Biofuels series focuses on the production of 
biofuel, covering all of the major biofuels, such as biodiesel, biohydrogen, bioethanol, and others. This 
engaging text touches on all of the most important new processes and technologies, providing the most 
up-to-date coverage of the science available to industry. It is a must-have for any engineer or scientist 
working with biofuel technology. 
• Covers all of the latest technologies in biofuels production, such as bioethanol from lignocellulosic 

biomass, bioethanol, production from Lignocellulosics, and many others 
• Includes 3 chapters of material on biodiesel, one of the most important biofuels being produced and an 

increasingly popular choice among consumers and organizations as an alternative to gasoline 
• Discusses other biofuels, such as biobutanol, biomethane, biohydrogen, and others

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-11752-0 • Cloth • €232.00 • Jul 2017 • 256PP
Scrivener

Electric Powertrain
Energy Systems, Power Electronics & Drives for Hybrid, Electric & Fuel Cell Vehicles
John G. Hayes & G. Abas Goodarzi

• The authors unique depth of industry experience provides novel insight into power electronics as well as 
experience of practical training within the industry environment 

• Introduces the key technologies, develops the basic theories and integrates the technologies from an 
automotive electric powertrain system perspective 

• Provides a comprehensive overview of existing industrial solutions and also addresses a number of 
emerging technologies and concepts such as SIC & GaN switches and fuel cell developments 

• Problems and assignments based on industrial device data make the material useful to design 
engineers and researchers alike 

• Strongly embedded in modern technology presenting specifications data sheets and components 
• Companion website will host problems & solutions, assignments and worked examples

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-06364-3 • Cloth • €112.00 • Dec 2017 • 400PP
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Electrical Power System Essentials
2nd Edition
Pieter Schavemaker & Lou van der Sluis
Both of Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands

This revised edition of Electrical Power System Essentials contains not only an accessible, broad and up-to-
date overview of alternating current (AC) power systems, but also end-of-chapter exercises in every chapter, 
aiding readers in their understanding of the material introduced. 
• Provides a broad introduction to alternating current (AC) power systems for undergraduate engineering 

students, and practitioners/post-graduates of all disciplines who are interested in working in the field 
• Thorough updates to the chapters on electricity markets and future power systems/smart grids — a very 

topical subject currently 
• A brand new chapter on grounding, protection and system faults 
• 10 to 15 new end of chapter exercises, with solutions in the appendix 
• A new appendix covering symmetrical components

Print ISBN:  978-1-118-80347-9 • Cloth • €69.90 • Jul 2017 • 424PP
Previous Edition: 978-0-470-51027-8

Electricity Markets
Theories and Applications
Jeremy Lin & Fernando H. Magnago

A comprehensive resource that provides the basic concepts of electric power systems, 
microeconomics, and optimization techniques
Electricity Markets: Theories and Applications offers students and practitioners a clear understanding of the 
fundamental concepts of the economic theories, particularly microeconomic theories, as well as information 
on some advanced optimization methods of electricity markets.
• Introduces fundamental economic concepts necessary to understand the operations and functions of 

electricity markets
• Presents basic characteristics of power systems and physical laws governing operation
• Includes mathematical optimization methods related to electricity markets and their applications to practical 

market clearing issues

Series: IEEE Press Series on Power Engineering
Print ISBN:  978-1-119-17935-1 • Cloth • €129.00 • Oct 2017 • 336PP

Environmental Aspects of Oil and Gas Production
John O. Robertson & George V. Chilingar

• Offers a thorough coverage of the issues and complications of the environmental aspects of oil and gas 
production 

• Covers recently developed technologies, such as hydraulic fracturing (fracking) 
• Covers the hot-button issues relating to the environment, such as climate change and the release of 

carbon dioxide (CO2) into the atmosphere, as a result of oil and gas production 
• Is filled with many case studies and sample problems, for the student and the veteran engineer alike 
• In addition to the hot topics and environmental concerns covered heavily by the media, includes the 

most thorough and responsible coverage of the basics of oil and gas production issues, such as gas 
migration, scaling, and corrosion

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-11737-7 • Cloth • €259.00 • Jul 2017 • 416PP
Scrivener

Flexible Pipes
Advances in Pipes and Pipelines
Qiang Bai, Yong Bai & Weidong Ruan

• Introduces a new approach to the design, construction, and installation of flexible pipes 
• Presents both the theory and practical applications of flexible pipes with a view toward its use in 

pipelines and other industrial settings 
• Describes the new materials being used in flexible pipes and goes through them, considering their 

construction, chemical composition, strengths, and weaknesses in various industrial contexts 
• Introduces engineering students to a profound theory for stronger and more efficient designs in pipelines 

and provides the veteran engineer a valuable references

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-04126-9 • Cloth • €259.00 • Jun 2017 • 640PP
Scrivener
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Grid-Integrated and Standalone Photovoltaic Distributed Generation Systems
Analysis, Design and Control
Bo Zhao, Caisheng Wang & Xuesong Zhang

• A practical and systematic elaboration on the analysis, design and control of grid integrated and 
standalone distributed photovoltaic (PV) generation systems, with Matlab and Simulink models

• Analyses control of distribution networks with high penetration of PV systems and standalone microgrids 
with PV systems 

• Covers in detail PV accommodation techniques including energy storage, demand side management 
and PV output power regulation 

• Features examples of real projects/systems given in OPENDSS codes and/or Matlab and Simulink 
models 

• Provides a concise summary of up-to-date research around the word in distributed PV systems

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-18733-2 • Cloth • €129.00 • Oct 2017 • 350PP

Lignocellulosic Biomass Production and Industrial Applications
Edited by Arindam Kuila & Vinay Sharma

This book covers the utilization of lignocellulosic biomass for biofuel production as well as other 
industrial applications such as in biotechnology, paper and pulp, chemical and bioplastics
Lignocellulosic materials such as agricultural residues (e.g., wheat straw, sugarcane bagasse, corn stover), forest 
products (hardwood and softwood), and crops such as switchgrass and salix, are becoming a potent source for 
generating valuable products.
Lignocellulosic Biomass Production and Industrial Applications describes the utilization of lignocellulosic biomass for 
various applications. Although there have been numerous reports on lignocellulosic biomass for biofuel application, 
there have been very few other applications reported for lignocellulosic biomass-based biotechnology, chemicals 
and polymers. This book covers both application areas. Besides describing the various types of biofuel production, 
such as bioethanol, biobutanol, biodiesel and biogas from lignocellulosic biomass, it also presents various other 
lignocellulosic biomass biorefinery applications for the production of enzymes, chemicals, polymers, paper and 
bioplastics. In addition, there are chapters on valorization of lignocellulosic materials, alkali treatment to improve the 
physical, mechanical and chemical properties of lignocellulosic natural fibers, and a discussion of the major 
benefits, limitations and future prospects of the use of lignocellulosic biomass.

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-32360-0 • Cloth • €202.00 • Jul 2017 • 304PP

Scrivener

Offshore Wind Energy Technology
Olimpo Anaya-Lara, John O. Tande, Kjetil Uhlen & Karl Merz

This reference book is based on research material developed by the Norwegian Research Centre for 
Offshore Wind Technology and teaching material developed by the authors over the last 20 years. It will 
cover all aspects of offshore wind energy technology including the wind resource and the offshore 
environment; wind energy conversion systems technology, control and materials; grid connection and 
system integration; novel structures including bottom-fixed and floating; operation and maintenance 
strategies and technologies; and design tools for novel offshore wind energy concepts.

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-09776-1 • Cloth • €122.00 • Dec 2017 • 525PP

Optimization of Energy Systems
Ibrahim Dincer, Marc A. Rosen & Pouria Ahmadi
University of Ontario Institute of Technology, Canada; University of Ontario Institute of Technology, Canada; 
Simon Fraser University, Canada

An essential resource for optimizing energy systems to enhance design capability, performance and 
sustainability 
Optimization of Energy Systems comprehensively describes the thermodynamic modelling, analysis and 
optimization of numerous types of energy systems in various applications. 
• Provides a comprehensive introduction to the optimization of energy systems and enhances 

understanding of energy system design and performance 
• Includes comprehensive thermodynamic modelling and analyses of several energy systems 
• Provides guidance on how to build a system efficiently and cost effectively, with low environmental impacts 
• Includes case studies, illustrative examples and problems 
• Considers practical systems and applications

Print ISBN:  978-1-118-89443-9 • Cloth • €129.00 • Jul 2017 • 504PP
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Power System Dynamics and Stability
With Synchrophasor Measurement and Power System Toolbox, 2nd Edition
Peter W. Sauer, M. A. Pai & Joe H. Chow

Classic power system dynamics text now with phasor measurement and simulation toolbox 
This new edition addresses the needs of dynamic modeling and simulation relevant to power system 
planning, design, and operation, including a systematic derivation of synchronous machine dynamic models 
together with speed and voltage control subsystems. 
• New chapters on synchrophasor measurements
• New chapter on the Power System Toolbox (PST), which provides readers with the knowledge of how 

commercial power system simulation software is coded, and provides examples on how to properly use 
the software

• Insight in to power systems as seen from PMU data — described and supported by analytical 
expressions and exercises

Series: Wiley - IEEE
Print ISBN:  978-1-119-35577-9 • Cloth • €119.00 • Sep 2017 • 376PP

Signal Processing for Radiation Detectors
Mohammad Nakhostin

• Presents a comprehensive compilation of digital pulse processing algorithms 
• Describes both analog and digital techniques of signal processing 
• Extrapolates content from more than 700 references covering classic papers up until 2016 
• Demonstrates concepts with 340 original illustrations

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-41014-0 • Cloth • €TBA • Dec 2017 • 520PP

Guidelines for Pressure Relief and Effluent 
Handling Systems
2nd Edition
CCPS (Center for Chemical Process Safety)
Providing in-depth guidance on how to design and rate emergency pressure relief 
systems, Guidelines for Pressure Relief and Effluent Handling Systems incorporates the 
current best designs from the Design Institute for Emergency Relief Systems as well as 
American Petroleum Institute (API) standards.
• Provides in depth guidance on how to design and rate emergency relief systems
• Presents methodologies in order to properly size all the components in a 

pressure relief system from the relief device to the discharge device
• Includes detailed pressure drop calculations that take into account mixed vapor-

liquid streams, non-steady-state pressure driving force, and reacting streams so 
that engineers can select and properly install relief systems

• Includes comprehensive references compiling the state of the art design 
methodologies from Design Institute for Emergency Relief Systems (DIERS) as well as 
applicable API standards

• Includes a code allowing access to the CCFlow suite of programs and Superchems for 
DIERS® Lite used for helping design engineers calculate the correct sizing of the relief 
valves needed on various pieces or process equipment

Print ISBN:  978-0-470-76773-3 • Cloth • €329.00 • Jun 2017 • 784PP
Previous Edition: 978-0-8169-0476-1

About the Authors
The Design Institute for Emergency Relief Systems (DIERS), formed in 1976, was a consortium of 29 companies that developed methods 
for the design of emergency relief systems to handle runaway reactions. 
Since 1985, the Center for Chemical Process Safety (CCPS) has been the world leader in developing and disseminating information on 
process safety management and technology.
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An Introduction to Textile Coloration
Principles and Practice
Roger H. Wardman

• Written and presented in a clear and coherent style to benefit readers who may have a limited scientific 
background and fills an information gap for those people from allied fields as well as those who are not 
hard core dyers

• Includes sections on the general chemistry relating to textiles, textile fibres, the chemistry of dyes and 
pigments, industrial coloration methods, textile printing, colour measurements, laboratory dyeing, 
preparation and finishing techniques 

• Features commercial references to the major companies involved in the production of fibres, dye and 
auxiliaries

• Full colour illustrations and an extensive glossary of terms 
• Part of the Wiley and Society for Dyers and Colourists series

Series: SDC-Society of Dyers and Colourists
Print ISBN:  978-1-119-12156-5 • Paper • €83.90 • Oct 2017 • 256PP

Academic Entrepreneurship
How to Bring Your Scientific Discovery to a Successful Commercial Product
Michele Marcolongo

• Addresses a growing trend of academic faculty commercializing their discoveries, especially those 
supported by the National Science Foundation and National Institutes of Health 

• Offers faculty a pathway and easy-to-follow steps towards determining whether their discovery / idea / 
technology is viable from a business perspective, as well as how to execute the necessary steps to 
create a new start-up company 

• Has a light-hearted and accessible style of a step-by-step guide to help graduate students, post-docs, 
and faculty learn how to go about spinning out their research from the lab 

• Includes interviews by faculty in the disciplines of materials science, pharmaceuticals, medical devices, 
information technology, energy, and mechanical devices — offering tips and discussing potential pitfalls to be avoided

• Provides interviews with investors, heads of tech transfer offices, incubators, economic development organizations, proof-of-
concept centers, and attorneys in the academic entrepreneurship ecosystem

Print ISBN:  978-1-118-85908-7 • Paper • €63.90 • Dec 2017 • 230PP

Adhesion in Pharmaceutical, Biomedical and Dental Fields
Edited by K. L. Mittal & F. M. Etzler

The only book to cover adhesion in pharmaceutical, biomedical and dental fields
The phenomenon of adhesion is of cardinal importance in the pharmaceutical, biomedical and dental fields. 
A few eclectic examples will suffice to underscore the importance/relevance of adhesion in these three 
areas. For example, the adhesion between powdered solids is of crucial importance in tablet manufacture. 
The interaction between biodevices (e.g., stents, bio-implants) and body environment dictates the 
performance of such devices, and there is burgeoning research activity in modifying the surfaces of such 
implements to render them compatible with bodily components. In the field of dentistry, the modern trend is 
to shift from retaining of restorative materials by mechanical interlocking to adhesive bonding.
The topics covered include: Theories or mechanisms of adhesion; wettability of powders; role of surface free 
energy in tablet strength and powder flow behavior; mucoadhesive polymers for drug delivery systems; 
transdermal patches; skin adhesion in long-wear cosmetics; factors affecting microbial adhesion; biofouling 
and ways to mitigate it; adhesion of coatings on surgical tools and bio-implants; adhesion in fabrication of 
microarrays in clinical diagnostics; antibacterial polymers for dental adhesives and composites; evolution of 
dental adhesives; and testing of dental adhesive joints. 

Series: Adhesion and Adhesives: Fundamental and Applied Aspects
Print ISBN:  978-1-119-32350-1 • Cloth • €232.00 • Jul 2017 • 432PP

Scrivener

Analytical Characterization of Biotherapeutics
Jennie R. Lill & Wendy Sandoval

The definitive guide to the myriad analytical techniques available to scientists involved in 
biotherapeutics research 
Analytical Characterization of Biotherapeutics covers all current and emerging analytical tools and 
techniques used for the characterization of therapeutic proteins and antigen reagents. From basic 
recombinant antigen and antibody characterization, to complex analyses for increasingly complex molecular 
designs, the book explores the history of the analysis techniques and offers valuable insights into the most 
important emerging analytical solutions. In addition, it frames critical questions warranting attention in the 
design and delivery of a therapeutic protein, exposes analytical challenges that may occur when 
characterizing these molecules, and presents a number of tested solutions.
Key topics covered in-depth include the structural characterization of recombinant proteins and antibodies, 
antibody de novo sequencing, characterization of antibody drug conjugates, characterization of bi-specific or 
other hybrid molecules, characterization of manufacturing host-cell contaminant proteins, analytical tools for 
biologics molecular assessment, and more.

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-05310-1 • Cloth • €202.00 • Sep 2017 • 386PP
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Analytical Characterization Methods for Crude Oil and Related Products
Edited by Ashutosh K. Shukla

Basic theory, applications, and recent trends in analytical techniques used in crude oil and related 
products analysis 
This book covers the application of different spectroscopic methods to characterize crude oil and related 
products. Its topics are presented in a pedagogical manner so that those new to the subject can better 
understand the content. The book begins by familiarizing the reader with the rheological characterization of 
crude oil and related products. Subsequent chapters are directed towards the current trends of different 
spectroscopic methods for the characterization of crude oil. 
• Uses a bottom-up approach — starting from the basic theory of the technique followed by its applications 

and recent trends in crude oil analysis 
• Includes informative content so as to take a technician to the level of using a particular analytical method 
• Covers relevany information so as to enable a manager in the industry to make purchasing decisions 

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-28631-8 • Cloth • €155.00 • Dec 2017 • 326PP

Anticancer Therapeutics
From Drug Discovery to Clinical Applications
Adam Todd, Paul W. Groundwater & Jason H. Gill

An integrated presentation of the basic science and clinical applications of anticancer agents 
Aimed at both undergraduate and postgraduate readers, this unique text provides readers with a fully-integrated 
presentation of all aspects of the science of anticancer drugs, including their chemistry, pharmacology, and 
clinical applications. Anticancer Therapeutics is divided into three sections. Section 1 is an introduction to cancer 
and therapeutics, and covers the etiology and cellular and molecular basis of cancer. In Section 2, the authors 
focus on the anticancer agents — their discovery, synthesis, mode of action, mechanisms of resistance, and 
adverse reactions. Section 3 focuses on specific cancers, explaining how and why the various agents discussed 
in Section 2 are used, both individually and in combination, to treat different cancers. 
Providing the reader with an integrated understanding of all aspects of the science of anticancer agents, this is an ideal textbook for 
undergraduates studying medicine, nursing, medicinal chemistry, pharmacy, pharmacology and other allied heath / life sciences. It is 
also a valuable bench reference for pharmacists, medics, and pharmaceutical researchers working in both academia and industry.

Print ISBN:  978-1-118-62212-4 • Cloth • €175.00 • Dec 2017 • 326PP

Business Chemistry
How to Build and Sustain Thriving Businesses in the Chemical Industry
Edited by Jens Leker, Carsten Gelhard & Stephan von Delft

Business Chemistry: How to Build and Sustain Thriving Businesses in the Chemical Industry is a concise 
text aimed at chemists, other natural scientists, and engineers who want to develop essential management 
skills. Written in an accessible style with the needs of managers in mind, this book provides an introduction 
to essential management theory, models, and practical tools relevant to the chemical industry and 
associated branches such as pharmaceuticals and consumer goods. Drawing on first-hand management 
experience and in-depth research projects, the authors of this book outline the key topics to build and 
sustain businesses in the chemical industry. Features of this practitioner-oriented book include: 
• Eight chapters covering all the management topics relevant to chemists, other natural scientists and 

engineers
• Chapters co-authored by experienced practitioners from companies such as Altana, A.T. Kearney, and Evonik Industries
• Featured examples and cases from the chemical industry and associated branches throughout chapters to illustrate the practical 

relevance of the topics covered
• Contemporary issues such as business model design, customer and supplier integration, and business co-operation

Print ISBN:  978-1-118-85849-3 • Cloth • €97.90 • Dec 2017 • 492PP

Catalysis
Concepts and Green Applications, 2nd Edition
Gadi Rothenberg
University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands

This introductory textbook covers all aspects of catalysis. It also bridges computational methods, industrial 
applications and green chemistry. The author, a renowned researcher in catalysis, teaches scientific writing 
as well as chemistry. Following an introduction to green chemistry and the basics of catalysis, the book 
covers biocatalysis, homogeneous catalysis and heterogeneous catalysis, as well as computer applications 
in catalysis research. Each chapter also features integrated exercises that help students prepare for their 
exams. 

Print ISBN:  978-3-527-34305-8 • Paper • €65.00 • Nov 2017 • 350PP
Previous Edition: 978-3-527-31824-7
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Chemicals and Methods for Conservation and Restoration
Paints, Textiles, Fossils, Wood, Stones, Metals and Glass
Johannes Karl Fink

A unique book showing how conservators and scientists can work together to develop new methods 
in the restoration of art and artefacts
Before the 1970s, most information concerning the conservation and restoration of paintings, wood, and 
archaeological artefacts were focused on the history of the artefacts, previous attempts of conservation, and 
the future use of these artefacts. The technical methods of how the restoration and conservation were made 
were dealt with only very briefly. Today however, sophisticated methods of scientific analysis such as DNA 
are common place, and this encourages conservators and scientists to work together to share the 
development of new methods for analysis and conservation of artefacts.
This book focuses on the chemicals used for conservation and restoration of various artefacts in artwork and 
archaeology, as well as special applications of these materials. Also, the methods for cleaning, conserving and 
restoring, as well as the methods for the analysis of the state of the respective artefacts, are described and 
detailed. Topics include oil paintings, paper conservation, textiles and dyes, archaeological wood, fossils, 
stones, metals and metallic coins, as well as glasses, including church windows.

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-41824-5 • Cloth • €202.00 • Aug 2017 • 304PP

Scrivener

Comprehensive Quality by Design for Pharmaceutical Product Development 
and Manufacture
Gintaras V. Reklaitis, Christine Seymour & Salvador García-Munoz

• Chapters deal with Quality by Design (QbD) concepts through concrete case studies in various 
products, current and emerging developments of the technology, and regulatory implications 

• Guides pharmaceutical engineers and scientists involved in product and process development how to 
utilize QbD practices and applications effectively while complying with government regulations 

• Chapters in the book are devoted to applications of QbD methodology in four main processing 
sectors — drug substance processing, drug product processing, bioprocess, and solid-liquid processing 

• Includes continuous quality verification, role of real-time monitoring tools and chemometrics, lessons 
learned from QbD practice in other industries, and automatic control tools and strategies in QbD 

• FDA perspectives on QbD based on FDA-Novartis CRADA experienced are discussed, as well as 
perspectives from professionals working for the regulatory agencies around the world 

• Edited by the three researchers renowned for their research on the design, development and 
manufacturing of pharmaceutical products and highly respected in the field

Print ISBN:  978-0-470-94237-6 • Cloth • €182.00 • Oct 2017 • 416PP

Drug Selectivity
An Evolving Concept in Medicinal Chemistry
Edited by Norbert Handler & Helmut Buschmann

The book provides a current overview and comprehensive compilation for medicinal chemists that discusses 
the effects of aiming for multiple targets on the entire drug development process. The result is a broad 
survey of current and future strategies for drug selectivity in medicinal chemistry with theoretical but also 
practical aspects. Different strategies are presented and evaluated, such as various design approaches, 
merged multiple ligands, discovery technologies and a broad range of successful examples of unselective 
drugs taken from all major disease areas. With its wide-ranging view of an emerging new paradigm in drug 
development, this handbook is of prime importance for every medicinal and pharmaceutical chemist. 

Series: Methods and Principles in Medicinal Chemistry
Print ISBN:  978-3-527-33538-1 • Cloth • €159.00 • Nov 2017 • 400PP

Dynamic Covalent Chemistry
Principles, Reactions and Applications
Edited by Wei Zhang & Yinghua Jin

Dynamic Covalent Chemistry: Principles, Reactions, and Applications presents a comprehensive review of 
the theory, thermodynamic fundamentals, mechanisms, and design principles of dynamic covalent systems. 
• The first comprehensive book dedicated to the rapidly growing field of dynamic covalent chemistry
• A broad review of the theory, thermodynamic fundamentals, mechanisms and design principles of 

dynamic covalent systems, covering a wide array of applications 
• Dynamic covalent chemistry is a powerful synthetic tool in organic synthesis, materials development, 

nanotechnology, drug discovery, and biotechnology
• A must-read for those working in dynamic covalent chemistry or supramolecular chemistry 
• Edited by a well-respected expert in the field

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-07563-9 • Cloth • €182.00 • Oct 2017 • 424PP
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Experimental Organic Chemistry
3rd Edition
Philippa B. Cranwell, Laurence M. Harwood & Christopher J. Moody

The definitive guide to the principles and practice of experimental organic chemistry — fully updated 
and now featuring more than 100 experiments 
• Comprehensively updated new edition of this popular textbook which gives a complete guide to working 

in the organic chemistry laboratory with a sharp focus on practical skills, procedures and tips 
• Describes the correct use of all apparatus the student is likely to find in the organic laboratory and 

outlines key practical skills all chemistry students must learn 
• All aspects of health and safety in the laboratory are highlighted throughout the text 
• This edition includes new sections on databases and information retrieval, electronic notebooks and record keeping, modelling/

simulation as a laboratory aid, and modern techniques such as semi-automated chromatography 
• Include over 100 validated experiments 
• An accompanying website includes an instructor manual, and powerpoint slides of the figures in the book

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-95238-1 • Paper • €67.90 • Aug 2017 • 688PP

Fundamentals of Ionic Liquids
From Chemistry to Applications
Douglas R. MacFarlane, Mega Kar & Jennifer M. Pringle 

Written by experts who have been part of this field since its beginnings in both research and academia, this 
textbook introduces readers to this evolving topic and the broad range of applications that are being 
explored. The book begins by examining what it is that defines ionic liquids and what sets them apart from 
other materials. Chapters describe the various types of ionic liquids and the different techniques used to 
synthesize them, as well as their properties and some of the methods used in their measurement. Further 
chapters delve into synthetic and electrochemical applications and their broad use as “Green” solvents. Final 
chapters examine important applications in a wide variety of contexts, including such devices as solar cells 
and batteries, electrochemistry, and biotechnology. The result is a must-have resource for any researcher 
beginning to work in this growing field, including senior undergraduates and postgraduates. 

Print ISBN:  978-3-527-33999-0 • Cloth • €89.00 • Sep 2017 • 248PP

Groundwater Remediation
A Practical Guide for Environmental Engineers and Scientists
Nicholas P. Cheremisinoff

• Provides an overview of the most common groundwater contaminants and their industrial context 
• Covers the processes of selecting a remediation strategy and methods of execution of the strategy 
• Gives in-depth coverage of various common chemical compounds that are known contaminants 
• Covers health risk studies of common contaminants and why they are so persistent

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-40757-7 • Cloth • €259.00 • Aug 2017 • 416PP

Scrivener

Tools for Green Chemistry
Volume 10
Edited by Paul T. Anastas, Evan S. Beach & Soumen Kundu

• Volume 10 presents important tools, databases, and laboratory approaches to support chemists to 
achieve their green chemistry goals

• The book gives a number of useful and practical tools to achieve green chemistry goals. For example, 
prediction software, life cycle assessment methodology, screening tools and many more are included

Series: Handbook of Green Chemistry
Print ISBN:  978-3-527-32645-7 • Cloth • €149.00 • Jun 2017 • 308PP
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ICH Quality Guidelines
An Implementation Guide
Edited by Andrew Teasdale, David Elder & Raymond W. Nims

Examining the implications and practical implementation of multi-disciplinary International Conference on 
Harmonization (ICH) topics, this book gives an integrated view of how the guidelines inform drug 
development strategic planning and decision-making.
• Addresses a consistent need for interpretation, training, and implementation examples of ICH guidelines 

via case studies
• Offers a primary reference point for practitioners addressing the dual challenge of interpretation and 

practical implementation of ICH guidelines
• Uses case studies to help readers understand and apply ICH guidelines
• Provides valuable insights into guidelines development, with chapters by authors involved in generating or with experience 

implementing the guidelines
• Includes coverage of stability testing, analytical method validation, impurities, biotechnology drugs and products, and good 

manufacturing practice (GMP)

Print ISBN:  978-1-118-97111-6 • Cloth • €362.00 • Oct 2017 • 752PP

Introduction to Renewable Biomaterials
First Principles and Concepts
Edited by Ali Ayoub & Lucian A. Lucia
North Carolina State University

This pedagogical textbook covers the entire evolutionary spectrum of biomass, from its genetic modification 
and harvesting, to conversion technologies, life cycle analysis, and its value to the current global 
economy. Combining the underpinning science with technology applications and sustainability 
considerations, this interdisciplinary textbook provides advanced students with the broad focus required for 
understanding this new discipline. Each chapter includes a glossary of terms, 2-3 problem sets, and feature 
boxes to highlight novel discoveries and instruments. At the end of the chapters there are questions for 
further consideration and suggestions for further reading. This textbook has been developed from a 
successful USDA funded course run by a partnership of three US universities, the internationally recognized 
BioSUCCEED education and research platform (BioProducts Sustainability, a University Cooperative Center 
for Excellence in Education).   

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-96229-8 • Cloth • €89.90 • Oct 2017 • 288PP

Microfluidics
Fundamentals, Devices and Applications
Edited by Yujun Song, Daojian Cheng & Liang Zhao

The first book offering a global overview of fundamental microfluidics and the wide range of possible 
applications, for example, in chemistry, biology, and biomedical science. As such, it summarizes recent 
progress in microfluidics, including its origin and development, the theoretical fundamentals, and fabrication 
techniques for microfluidic devices. The book also comprehensively covers the fluid mechanics, physics and 
chemistry as well as applications in such different fields as detection and synthesis of inorganic and organic 
materials. A useful reference for non-specialists and a basic guideline for research scientists and technicians 
already active in this field or intending to work in microfluidics.

Print ISBN:  978-3-527-34106-1 • Cloth • €179.00 • Dec 2017 • 542PP

MALDI-TOF and Tandem MS for Clinical Microbiology
Edited by Haroun N. Shah & Saheer E. Gharbia

• Covers many of the prevalent human and plant pathogens, including legionella, e.coli, c. difficile, etc. 
• Consolidates current strengths of the MALDI technology and highlights new frontiers in tandem MS/MS
• Aimed at biomedical professionals and researchers involved in microbiology analysis, as well as early-

stage researchers in clinical applications of mass spectrometry 
• A comprehensive group of world-leading researchers presenting the applications of mass spectrometry 

inclinical microbiology 
• Presents in vitro diagnostic protocols recognized by the FDA, Medicines and Healthcare Products 

Regulatory Agencies

Print ISBN:  978-1-118-96025-7 • Cloth • €155.00 • Jun 2017 • 648PP

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1118971116
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119962293
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=3527341064
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1118960254
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Metalloprotein Active Site Assembly
Edited by Michael K. Johnson & Robert A. Scott

Summarizes the essential biosynthetic pathways for assembly of metal cofactor sites in functional 
metalloproteins
Metalloprotein Active Site Assembly focuses on the processes that have evolved to orchestrate the 
assembly of metal cofactor sites in functional metalloproteins. It goes beyond the simple incorporation of 
single metal ions in a protein framework, and includes metal cluster assembly, metal-cofactor biosynthesis 
and insertion, and metal-based post-translational modifications of the protein environments that are 
necessary for function. Several examples of each of these areas have now been identified and studied; the 
current volume provides the current state-of-the-art understanding of the processes involved. 
An excellent companion to the earlier book in this series Metals in Cells, this comprehensive book provides a diverse sampling of 
what is known about metalloprotein active site assembly processes. It covers all major biological transition metal components (Mn, 
Fe, Co, Ni, Mo), as well as the other inorganic components, metal-binding organic cofactors (e.g., heme, siroheme, cobalamin, 
molybdopterin), and post-translationally modified metal binding sites that make up the patchwork of evolved biological catalytic sites. 
The book compares and contrasts the biosynthetic assembly of active sites involving all biological metals. 

Series: EIC Books
Print ISBN:  978-1-119-15983-4 • Cloth • €195.00 • Oct 2017 • 400PP

Molecular and Biochemical Toxicology
5th Edition
Edited by Robert C. Smart & Ernest Hodgson
Both of North Carolina State University

Written as an advanced text for toxicology students, this book is much more than an introduction and 
provides in-depth information describing the underlying mechanisms through which toxicants produce their 
adverse responses. 
• Links traditional toxicology to modern molecular techniques, important for teaching to graduate courses 

and professional studies 
• Uses a didactic approach with basic biological or theoretical background for the methodology presented 
• Brings together and comprehensively covers a range of dynamic aspects in biochemical and molecular 

toxicology 
• Guides student and professional toxicologists in comprehending a broad range of issues, compiled and authored by a diverse 

group of experts 
• A good introductory textbook covering the biochemical toxicology of organic substances and the relevant methodology in some detail

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-04241-9 • Cloth • €179.00 • Jan 2018 • 1008PP
Previous Edition: 978-0-470-10211-4

Multivalency
Concepts, Research & Applications
Edited by Jurriaan Huskens, Leonard Prins, Rainer Haag, Bart Jan Ravoo

• Provides students and young researchers with an excellent introduction to multivalent interactions, and 
expands the knowledge of experienced researchers in the field

• Multivalency is a widespread phenomenon, with applications spanning supramolecular chemistry, 
materials chemistry, pharmaceutical chemistry and biochemistry

• Examples and case studies from biochemistry/bioorganic chemistry, as well as synthetic systems, 
feature throughout the book

• Edited by leading experts in the field with contributions from established scientists

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-14346-8 • Cloth • €119.00 • Jan 2018 • 424PP

Nanoporous Catalysts for Biomass Conversion
Edited by Feng-Shou Xiao, Liang Wang

A comprehensive introduction to the design, synthesis, characterization, and catalytic properties of 
nanoporous catalysts for the biomass conversion 
This book covers an array of nanoporous catalysts currently in use for biomass conversion, including resins, 
metal oxides, carbons, mesoporous silicates, polydivinylbenzene, and zeolites. The authors summarize the 
design, synthesis, characterization and catalytic properties of these nanoporous catalysts for biomass 
conversions, discussing the features of these catalysts and considering future opportunities for developing 
more efficient catalysts. 
• Introduces the design, synthesis, characterization and catalytic properties of various nanoporous 

catalysts for biomass conversion 
• For effective and controllable conversion of biomass to desired products, developing novel catalytic materials is of great importance 
• Edited by an expert in the field with contributions from an international array of well-respected authors 
• Part of the successful Wiley Renewable Resources Series

Series: Wiley Series in Renewable Resource
Print ISBN:  978-1-119-12808-3 • Cloth • €149.00 • Oct 2017 • 488PP

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119159830
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119042410
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119128080
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Personalizing Precision Medicine
A Global Voyage from Vision to Reality
Kristin Ciriello Pothier

• Combines a unique cross section of history, current technologies, and future directions for how precision 
medicine has and will affect people worldwide 

• Reviews precision medicine around the world, including the US, China, Japan, the Middle East, Europe, 
and Latin America 

• Discusses a number of diseases areas — cancer, cardiovascular, neurodegenerative, infectious disease, 
pain, immunology, rare diseases 

• Includes information and quotes from over 100 interviews with key industry experts in biotech, pharma, 
informatics, diagnostics, health providers, advocacy groups, and more 

• Has stories illustrating current issues and future promises in precision medicine for a human touch

Print ISBN:  978-1-118-79211-7 • Paper • €31.90 • Sep 2017 • 272PP

Pharmaceutical Quality by Design
A Practical Approach
Edited by Walkiria S. Schlindwein & Mark Gibson

A practical guide to Quality by Design for pharmaceutical product development 
Pharmaceutical Quality by Design: A Practical Approach outlines a new and proven approach to 
pharmaceutical product development which is now being rolled out across the pharmaceutical industry 
internationally. Written by experts in the field, the text explores the QbD approach to product development. 
This innovative approach is based on the application of product and process understanding underpinned by 
a systematic methodology which can enable pharmaceutical companies to ensure that quality is built into 
the product. Familiarity with Quality by Design is essential for scientists working in the pharmaceutical 
industry. The authors take a practical approach and put the focus on the industrial aspects of the new QbD 
approach to pharmaceutical product development and manufacturing. The text covers quality risk management tools and analysis, 
applications of QbD to analytical methods, regulatory aspects, quality systems and knowledge management. In addition, the book 
explores the development and manufacture of drug substance and product, design of experiments, the role of excipients, multivariate 
analysis, and include several examples of applications of QbD in actual practice. 

Series: Advances in Pharmaceutical Technology
Print ISBN:  978-1-118-89520-7 • Cloth • €83.90 • Jan 2018 • 368PP

Reactive Extrusion
Principles and Applications
Edited by Günter Beyer & Christian Hopmann

This first comprehensive overview of reactive extrusion technology for over a decade combines the views of 
contributors from both academia and industry who share their experiences and highlight possible 
applications and markets. They also provide updated information on the underlying chemical and physical 
concepts, summarizing recent developments in terms of the material and machinery used. As a result, 
readers will find here a compilation of potential applications for reactive extrusion to access new and cost-
effective polymeric materials, while using existing compounding machines.

Print ISBN:  978-3-527-34098-9 • Cloth • €149.00 • Oct 2017 • 440PP

Resource Efficiency of Processing Plants
Monitoring and Improvement
Edited by Stefan Krämer & Sebastian Engell

Covering the current state of research, this monograph provides clear explanations, guidelines and 
examples for improving resource efficiency during the operation of processing plants. The first part of the 
book contains an up-to-date analysis as well as new scientific and practical research results, while Part II is 
titled ‘Process Monitoring and Improvement’ and clearly addresses the practitioner. The final then goes on to 
introduce real-life examples with a benchmark character, which serve to support the code of practice 
developed in part II. Written with industrial solutions in mind, this text will benefit practitioners as well as the 
academic community.

Print ISBN:  978-3-527-34074-3 • Cloth • €149.00 • Nov 2017 • 504PP

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1118792114
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=352734098X
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Single-Chain Polymer Nanoparticles
Synthesis, Characterization, Simulations and Applications
Edited by José A. Pomposo

This first book on this important and emerging topic presents an overview of the very latest results obtained 
in single-chain polymer nanoparticles obtained by folding synthetic single polymer chains, painting a 
complete picture from synthesis via characterization to everyday applications. The initial chapters describe 
the synthetics methods as well as the molecular simulation of these nanoparticles, while subsequent 
chapters discuss the analytical techniques that are applied to characterize them, including size and 
structural characterization as well as scattering techniques. The final chapters are then devoted to the 
practical applications in nanomedicine, sensing, catalysis and several other uses, concluding with a look at 
the future for such nanoparticles. Essential reading for polymer and materials scientists, materials engineers, 
biochemists as well as environmental chemists. 

Print ISBN:  978-3-527-34242-6 • Cloth • €149.00 • Sep 2017 • 408PP

Solvents as Reagents in Organic Synthesis
Reactions and Applications
Edited by Xiao-feng Wu

Written by highly renowned and experienced authors, this is the only reference on the application of 
solvents as reagents. Clearly structured, the text describes various methods for the activation and reaction 
of these small molecules, highlighting the synthetic opportunities as well as process-oriented advantages. To 
this end, all relevant types of solvents are covered separately and emphasized with numerous synthetic 
examples, while taking care to explain applications so as to avoid undesired side reactions. The result is a 
unique resource for every synthetic chemist and reaction engineer in industry and academia working on the 
methodical optimization of synthetic transformations.

Print ISBN:  978-3-527-34196-2 • Cloth • €159.00 • Oct 2017 • 496PP

Statistics for Process Control Engineers
A Practical Approach
Myke King

The first statistics guide focussing on practical application to process control design and maintenance 
Statistics for Process Control Engineers is the only guide to statistics written by and for process control 
professionals. It takes a wholly practical approach to the subject. The book begins with an overview of 
various statistical applications in the field of process control, followed by discussions of data characteristics, 
probability functions, data presentation, sample size, significance testing and commonly used mathematical 
functions. It then shows how to select and fit a distribution to data, before moving on to the application of 
regression analysis and data reconciliation. 
• Takes a back-to-basics approach with a focus on techniques that have immediate, practical, problem-

solving applications for practicing engineers, as well as engineering students 
• Shows how to avoid the many common errors made by the industry in applying statistics to process control 
• Describes not only the well-known statistical distributions but also demonstrates the advantages of applying the large number that 

are less well-known 
• Inspires engineers to identify new applications of statistical techniques to the design and support of control schemes 
• Provides a deeper understanding of services and products which control engineers are often tasked with assessing 

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-38350-5 • Cloth • €142.00 • Oct 2017 • 514PP

Targeted Biomarker Quantitation by LC-MS
Edited by Naidong Weng & Wenying Jian

The first book to offer a blueprint for overcoming the challenges to successfully quantifying 
biomarkers in living organisms 
Target Biomarker Quantitation by LC-MS provides a detailed blueprint for quantifying biomarkers in 
biological systems. It uses numerous real-world cases to exemplify key concepts, all of which were carefully 
selected and presented so as to allow the concepts they embody to be easily expanded to future 
applications, including new biomarker development.
• Covers introduction, theory, and applications of state of art mass spectrometry, chromatography, and 

their applications in biomarker quantitation 
• Exemplifies the challenges and issue driven resolutions for real life studies using innovative approaches 
• Discusses in detail a tiered approach and fit for purpose assay establishment for target biomarker quantitation 
• Highlights the current understanding of regulatory requirements

Series: Wiley Series on Pharmaceutical Science and Biotechnology: Practices, Applications and Methods
Print ISBN:  978-1-119-10306-6 • Cloth • €202.00 • Sep 2017 • 464PP

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=3527342427
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=352734196X
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119383501
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119103061
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Enzyme Kinetics
Principles and Methods, 3rd Edition
Hans Bisswanger
University of Tübingen, Germany

Now in full color for a more intuitive learning experience, this new edition of the long-selling reference also 
features a number of new developments in methodology and the application of enzyme kinetics. Starting 
with a description of ligand binding equilibria, the experienced author goes on to discuss simple and 
complex enzyme reactions in kinetic terms. Special cases such as membrane-bound and immobilized 
enzymes are considered, as is the influence of external conditions, such as temperature and pH value. The 
final part of the book then covers a range of widely used measurement methods and compares their 
performance and scope of application. With its unique mix of theory and practical advice, this is an 
invaluable aid for teaching as well as for experimental work.

Print ISBN:  978-3-527-34251-8 • Cloth • €139.00 • Aug 2017 • 352PP
Previous Edition: 978-3-527-31957-2

Reversible Ligand Binding
Theory and Experiment
Andrea Bellelli & Jannette Carey

Presents the physical background of ligand binding and instructs on how experiments should be 
designed and analyzed 
Reversible Ligand Binding: Theory and Experiment discusses the physical background of protein-ligand 
interactions — providing a comprehensive view of the various biochemical considerations that govern 
reversible, as well as irreversible, ligand binding. 
• A much-needed textbook presenting the physical background of ligand binding 
• Bridges theory of ligand binding and allostery with experiments; discusses how experiments should be 

designed and analyzed, practical considerations and commonly encountered problems 
• Protein-ligand interactions are of fundamental relevance in biological processes, since they govern transport, catalysis, signaling 

and immune defense 
• The authors are renowned for their long-standing research and teaching expertise in the area of ligand-binding and allostery 
• Based on FEBS Advanced Course lectures on the topic

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-23848-5 • Cloth • €105.00 • Dec 2017 • 296PP

Biochemistry

Doppler Radar Physiological Sensing
Edited by Olga Boric-Lubecke, Victor M. Lubecke, Amy D. Droitcour, Byung-Kwon Park & Aditya Singh

Presents a comprehensive description of the theory and practical implementation of Doppler radar-
based physiological monitoring 
• Explains pros and cons of different Doppler radar architectures, including CW, FMCW, and pulsed 

Doppler radar 
• Discusses nonlinear demodulation methods, explaining dc offset, dc information, center tracking, and 

demodulation enabled by dc cancellation 
• Reviews advanced system architectures that address issues of dc offset, spectrum folding, motion 

interference, and range resolution 
• Covers Doppler radar physiological measurements demonstrated to date, from basic cardiopulmonary 

rate extractions to more involved volume assessments

Series: Wiley Series in Biomedical Engineering and Multi-Disciplinary Integrated Systems
Print ISBN:  978-1-118-02402-7 • Cloth • €145.00 • Jul 2017 • 304PP

Advances in High Temperature Ceramic Matrix Composites and Materials for 
Sustainable Development
Ceramic Transactions Volume 263
Edited by Mrityunjay Singh, Tatsuki Ohji, Shaoming Dong, Dietmar Koch, Kiyoshi Shimamura, Bernd Clauss, 
Bernhard Heidenreich & Jun Akedo

Global population growth and tremendous economic development has brought us to the crossroads of long-
term sustainability and risk of irreversible changes in the ecosystem. Energy efficient and ecofriendly 
technologies and systems are critically needed for further growth and sustainable development. While 
ceramic matrix composites were originally developed to overcome problems associated with the brittle 
nature of monolithic ceramics, today the composites can be tailored for customized purposes and offer 
energy efficient and ecofriendly applications, including aerospace, ground transportation, and power 
generation systems. 

Series: Ceramic Transactions Series
Print ISBN:  978-1-119-40643-3 • Cloth • €259.00 • Jul 2017 • 592PP

Biotechnology

Materials Science

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=3527342516
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Catalysis
An Integrated Textbook
Edited by Ulf Hanefeld & Leon Lefferts

Written by an excellent, highly experienced and motivated team of lecturers, this textbook is based on one 
of the most successful courses in catalysis and as such is tried-and-tested by generations of graduate and 
PhD students. It covers all essential aspects of this important topic, including homogeneous, heterogeneous 
and biocatalysis, but also kinetics, reactor design and engineering. The perfect source of information for 
graduate and PhD students in chemistry and chemical engineering, as well as for scientists wanting to 
refresh their knowledge.

Print ISBN:  978-3-527-34159-7 • Paper • €79.00 • Nov 2017 • 376PP

Catalytic Hydroarylation of Carbon-Carbon Multiple Bonds
Edited by Lutz Ackermann, T. Brent Gunnoe & Laurel Goj Habgood

Filling a gap in the literature, this book comprehensively reviews catalytic addition reactions of (hetero)
aromatic hydrocarbons across carbon-carbon multiple bonds. In so doing, it summarizes both the scope as 
well as the limitations of different catalyst systems and building blocks, while highlighting their application to 
the synthesis of pharmaceuticals. Focusing on the latest developments, the team of authors comprising 
leaders in the field covers such topics as the hydroarylation of olefins, alkyne hydroarylation in the presence 
of transition metal catalysts, reaction of alkynes with arylboronic acids, and allene hydroarylation, as well as 
the synthesis of functionalized arenes and heteroaromatics. A must-have for synthetic chemists in academia 
and industry dealing with catalysis, organometallic chemistry, the synthesis of natural products, fine 
chemicals, pharmaceuticals, and organic materials.

Print ISBN:  978-3-527-34013-2 • Cloth • €149.00 • Nov 2017 • 350PP

CESP Set 2016
ACerS (American Ceramics Society, The)

The Ceramic Engineering and Science Proceeding has been published by The American Ceramic Society 
since 1980. This series contains a collection of papers dealing with issues in both traditional ceramics (i.e., 
glass, whitewares, refractories, and porcelain enamel) and advanced ceramics. Topics covered in the area 
of advanced ceramic include bioceramics, nanomaterials, composites, solid oxide fuel cells, mechanical 
properties and structural design, advanced ceramic coatings, ceramic armor, porous ceramics, and more. 
With new volumes added annually in one organized and readily accessible place, volumes include 
proceedings from a variety of conferences including, The Glass Problems Conference, The International 
Conference on Advanced Ceramics and Composites, The Porcelain Enamel Institute Technical Forum, and 
the Whitewares and Materials Division meeting of The American Ceramic Society. This series has become 
THE source for staying informed about cutting-edge ceramic science and technologies.

Series: Ceramic Engineering and Science Proceedings
Print ISBN:  978-1-119-32619-9 • Cloth • €750.00 • Jul 2017 • 1480PP

Concepts of Modern Catalysis and Kinetics
3rd Edition
I. Chorkendorff & J. W. Niemantsverdriet

Concepts of Modern Catalysis and Kinetics (first edition 2003, second 2007) is the first textbook to span the 
full range from fundamentals of kinetics and heterogeneous catalysis via modern experimental and 
theoretical results of model studies to their equivalent large-scale industrial production processes. This 
expanded third edition includes significant new developments, particularly in the application of catalysis in 
energy technology. Several chapters have been updated with new examples, and all chapters now have a 
separate section with literature references. With its focus on practical application on the basis of 
fundamental understanding, the book provides key knowledge for students at technical and comprehensive 
universities and professionals already working in industry or academia. 

Print ISBN:  978-3-527-33268-7 • Paper • €89.00 • Aug 2017 • 524PP
Previous Edition: 978-3-527-31672-4

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=3527341595
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=3527340130
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Design of Nanostructures
Self-Assembly of Nanomaterials
Himadri B. Bohidar & Kamla Rawat

Adopting a unique approach, this book provides a thorough, one-stop introduction to nanoscience and self-
assembly of nanomaterials composed of such materials as metals, metal oxides, metal sulphides, polymers, 
and biopolymers. Clearly divided into three sections covering the main aspects of nanoscience, the first part 
deals with the basic principles of nanoscale science. Alongside essential approaches and forces, this section 
also covers thermodynamics, phase transitions, and applications to biological systems. The second and third 
parts then go on to provide a detailed description of the synthesis of inorganic and organic nanoparticles, 
respectively. With its interdisciplinary content of importance to many different branches of nanoscience, this 
is essential reading for material scientists, physicists, biophysical chemists, chemical engineers, and 
biotechnologists alike. 

Print ISBN:  978-3-527-34333-1 • Cloth • €149.00 • Aug 2017 • 352PP

Durability of Fiber-Reinforced Polymers
Yasushi Miyano & Masayuki Nakada

The result of the authors? 40 years of experience in durability testing, this book describes the advanced 
testing methodology based on the viscoelasticity of matrix polymer. After a short introduction to the 
viscoelastic behavior of fiber-reinforced plastics, the text goes on to review in detail the concepts of static, 
fatigue and creep strengths in polymer composites. An application-oriented approach is adopted such that 
the concepts developed in the book are applied to real-life examples. Indispensable information for materials 
scientists and engineers working in those industrial sectors concerned with the development and safe use of 
polymer composite-based products. 

Print ISBN:  978-3-527-34356-0 • Cloth • €119.00 • Oct 2017 • 200PP

Green Materials for Electronics
Edited by Mihai Irimia-Vladu, Eric D. Glowacki, Niyazi S. Sariciftci & Siegfried Bauer

Combining the materials science, technological, and device aspects of organic bioelectronics based on 
green materials, this is the first overview of the emerging concepts involving fabrication techniques for 
sustainable electronics with low energy and material consumption. With contributions from top-notch editors 
and authors, in one focus, the book covers a collection of natural materials suited for electronics 
applications such as paper, silk, melanin, DNA and nucleobases, resins, gums, saccharides, cellulose, 
gelatine and peptides. In another thrust, the book focuses on device fabrication based on these materials, 
including processing aspects, and applications such as sensors, signal transducers, transient, implantable 
and digestible electronics. With its interdisciplinary approach this text will appeal to the chemistry, physics, 
materials science, and engineering communities. 

Print ISBN:  978-3-527-33865-8 • Cloth • €149.00 • Oct 2017 • 352PP

Hybrid Nanomaterials
Advances in Energy, Environment and Polymer Nanocomposites
Edited by Suneel Kumar Srivastava & Vikas Mittal

Hybrid Nanomaterials highlights applications of hybrid materials in solar energy systems, lithium ion 
batteries, electromagnetic shielding, sensing of pollutants and water purification. The Book examines all the 
recent developments in the research and specially covers the following subjects:
• Hybrid nanostructured materials for development of advanced lithium batteries
• High performing hybrid nanomaterials for supercapacitor applications
• Nanohybrid materials in the development of solar energy applications
• Application of hybrid nanomaterials in water purification
• Advanced nanostructured materials in electromagnetic shielding of radiations
• Preparation, properties and application of hybrid nanomaterials in sensing of environmental pollutants
• Development of hybrid fillers/polymer nanocomposites for electronic applications
• High performance hybrid filler reinforced epoxy nanocomposites
• State-of-the-art overview of elastomer/hybrid filler nanocomposites

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-16034-2 • Cloth • €232.00 • Aug 2017 • 544PP

Scrivener
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Nano- and Biomaterials
Compounds, Properties, Characterization and Applications
Zhypargul Abdullaeva

A comprehensive introduction to nano- and biomaterials shining light on the different research disciplines 
from various perspectives. The straightforward and well-structured concept is designed to cater for entrants 
as well as experienced researchers in the field of nanotechnology. The initial chapters introduce 
nanomaterials, their classification and synthesis techniques, while subsequent chapters discuss the various 
characterization tools as well as mechanical properties and their applications in biotechnological and 
biomedical fields. Further understanding of the topic is supported by case studies used for practical 
purposes. The book concludes with a look at future technology advances. With its explanation of a wide 
variety of materials, this is an essential reference for chemists, physicists, materials scientists and 
biomedical engineers.

Print ISBN:  978-3-527-34270-9 • Cloth • €139.00 • Aug 2017 • 304PP

Multifunctional Nanocomposites for Energy and Environmental Applications
Edited by Zhanhu Guo, Yuan Chen & Na Luna Lu

Focusing on real applications of nanocomposites and nanotechnologies for sustainable development, this 
book shows how nanocomposites can help to solve energy and environmental problems, including a broad 
overview of energy-related applications and a unique selection of environmental topics. Clearly structured, 
the first part covers such energy-related applications as lithium ion batteries, solar cells, catalysis, 
thermoelectric waste heat harvesting and water splitting, while the second part provides unique perspectives 
on environmental fields, including nuclear waste management and carbon dioxide capture and storage. The 
result is a successful combination of fundamentals for newcomers to the field and the latest results for 
experienced scientists, engineers, and industry researchers.

Print ISBN:  978-3-527-34213-6 • Cloth • €299.00 • Nov 2017 • 704PP

Photomechanical Materials, Composites, and Systems
Wireless Transduction of Light into Work
Edited by Timothy J. White

• Reviews the history and future development of a rapidly growing and dynamic area of photomechanical 
effects in materials 

• Details the coupling between chemistry, physics, and mechanics of light-controlled systems 
• Covers the full scope of photomechanical materials: polymers, crystals, ceramics, and nanocomposites
• Deals with an interdisciplinary topic of advanced materials research with extensive description of current 

and future applications in optics, medicine, and robotics
• Features an internationally-recognized collection of leading contributing authors

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-12330-9 • Cloth • €202.00 • Jul 2017 • 432PP

Probabilistic Physics of Failure Approach to Reliability
Modeling, Accelerated Testing, Prognosis and Reliability Assessment
Mohammad Modarres, Mehdi Amiri & Christopher Jackson

The book presents highly technical approaches to the probabilistic physics of failure analysis and 
applications to accelerated life and degradation testing to reliability prediction and assessment. Beside 
reviewing a select set of important failure mechanisms, the book covers basic and advanced methods of 
performing accelerated life test and accelerated degradation tests and analyzing the test data. The book 
includes a large number of very useful examples to help readers understand complicated methods 
described. Finally, MATLAB, R and OpenBUGS computer scripts are provided and discussed to support 
complex computational probabilistic analyses introduced.

Series: Performability Engineering Series
Print ISBN:  978-1-119-38863-0 • Cloth • €202.00 • Jul 2017 • 288PP

Scrivener
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Progress in Adhesion and Adhesives
Volume 2
Edited by K. L. Mittal

A solid collection of interdisciplinary review articles on the latest developments in adhesion science 
and adhesives technology
Based on the success and the warm reception accorded to the premier volume in the Progress in Adhesion 
and Adhesives series, volume 2 comprises 14 review articles published in Volume 4 (2016) of Reviews of 
Adhesion and Adhesives. The subjects of these 14 reviews fall into the following general areas:
• Surface modification of polymers for a variety of purposes
• Adhesion aspects in reinforced composites
• Thin films/coatings and their adhesion measurement
• Bioadhesion and bio-implants
• Adhesives and adhesive joints
• General adhesion aspects

Series: Adhesion and Adhesives: Fundamental and Applied Aspects
Print ISBN:  978-1-119-40638-9 • Cloth • €232.00 • Jul 2017 • 464PP

Scrivener

Responsive Polymer Surfaces
Dynamics in Surface Topography
Edited by Danqing Liu & Dirk J. Broer

Adopting an integrated approach, this book covers experiments, theory, and emerging applications. In the 
first part surfaces are described that change from flat to either a random corrugated or to a well-structured 
structure, while the second part deals with those surface structures integrated in the coating surface where 
the structures change their shape or dimension when addressed by an external trigger. A variety of materials 
are addressed, including liquid crystal polymers, hydrogels, hard acrylates, and soft silicones. The whole is 
rounded off by a discussion of various applications, including surface controlled flows in microfluidic 
systems. Of interest to chemists and engineers, researchers in industry and academia, as well as those 
working in the paint industry and hydrodynamics.

Print ISBN:  978-3-527-33869-6 • Cloth • €129.00 • Aug 2017 • 296PP

X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy for the Chemical and Materials Sciences
John Evans
University of Southampton

This book is a practical guide to help investigators choose the right experiment, carry it out properly and 
analyse the data to give the best reliable result. The book gives readers insights to extract what they need 
from the world of large scale experimental facilities like synchrotrons.
• A no-nonsense introduction to the technique and applications of x-ray absorption spectroscopy 
• XAFS is now an everyday tool for the structural analysis of material science, biology and catalysts 
• Features Questions and Answers to support the students learning through the book 
• Relevant to all working on synchrotron sources and applications in physics, materials, environment/

geology, and biomedical materials 
• Four-colour representation to allow easy interpretation of images and data for the reader

Print ISBN:   978-1-119-99091-8 • Cloth • €129.00 / 978-1-119-99090-1 • Paper • €55.90 • Jan 2018 • 216PP

Electromagnetic Compatibility
Analysis and Case Studies in Transportation
Donald G. Baker

This book provides an in-depth study of the electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) issues related to specific topics 
in transportation and communications, including Light Rail Transit, shadow effects, and radio dead spots, through 
the analysis of real-world case studies in the United States and Europe. The author provides Cartesian, 
cylindrical, and spherical solutions that can be applied to Maxwell's and Wave Equations, and covers topics such 
as SCADA Systems, shielding, and complexities of radio frequencies and their effect on communication houses.
• Presents a series of over twenty real-world case studies related to EMC in transportation and communications 
• Covers power line radiation, shadow effects on subway cars, train control systems, and edge distortions 
• Includes the OATS testing method and Department of Transportation (DOT) test results 
• Provides access to a companion website housing power point slides and additional appendices

Print ISBN:  978-1-118-98539-7 • Cloth • €135.00 • Jun 2017 • 416PP
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Fundamentals of Ionizing Radiation Dosimetry
2nd Edition
Pedro Andreo, David T. Burns, Alan E. Nahum, Jan Seuntjens & Frank H. Attix

A new, comprehensively updated edition of the acclaimed textbook by F.H. Attix (Introduction to Radiological 
Physics and Radiation Dosimetry) taking into account the substantial developments in dosimetry since its 
first edition. This monograph covers charged and uncharged particle interactions at a level consistent with 
the advanced use of the Monte Carlo method in dosimetry; radiation quantities, macroscopic behaviour and 
the characterization of radiation fields and beams are covered in detail. A number of chapters include 
addenda presenting derivations and discussions that offer new insight into established dosimetric principles 
and concepts. The theoretical aspects of dosimetry are given in the comprehensive chapter on cavity theory, 
followed by the description of primary measurement standards, ionization chambers, chemical dosimeters 
and solid state detectors. Chapters on applications include reference dosimetry for standard and small fields 
in radiotherapy, diagnostic radiology and interventional procedures, dosimetry of unsealed and sealed radionuclide sources, and 
neutron beam dosimetry. The topics are presented in a logical, easy-to-follow sequence and the text is supplemented by numerous 
illustrative diagrams, tables and appendices. 

Print ISBN:  978-3-527-40921-1 • Cloth • €159.00 • Jul 2017 • 1000PP
Previous Edition: 978-3-527-40921-1

Infrared Thermal Imaging
Fundamentals, Research and Applications, 2nd Edition
Michael Vollmer & Klaus-Peter Möllmann

This new up-to-date edition of the successful handbook and ready reference retains the proven concept of 
the first, covering basic and advanced methods and applications in infrared imaging from two leading expert 
authors in the field. All chapters have been completely revised and expanded and a new chapter has been 
added to reflect recent developments in the field and report on the progress made within the last decade. In 
addition there is now an even stronger focus on real-life examples, with 20% more case studies taken from 
science and industry. For ease of comprehension the text is backed by more than 590 images which include 
graphic visualizations and more than 300 infrared thermography figures. The latter include many new ones 
depicting, for example, spectacular views of phenomena in nature, sports, and daily life. 

Print ISBN:  978-3-527-41351-5 • Cloth • €189.00 • Oct 2017 • 662PP
Previous Edition: 978-3-527-40717-0

Introduction to the Physics of Electron Emission
Kevin L. Jensen

• An extensive description of the physics behind four electron emission mechanisms; thermal, field, photo, 
and secondary

• Electron emission is a fundamental phenomenon and technique. It is used in electron microscopy, 
spectroscopy, holography, lithography, free electron laser which are at the heart of modern science and 
technology, and the electron source is truly the basis of these techniques

• Introducing readers to mathematical and numerical methods, their origins and how they may be correctly 
used to model actual sources for devices using electron beams

• A useful learning tool and reference resource for graduate level students, professional academics and 
researchers, specifically those working in the beam physics community

• Author has combined his expertise in electron emission physics and electron beam physics into one comprehensive volume

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-05189-3 • Cloth • €142.00 • Nov 2017 • 512PP

Magnetoelectric Polymer-Based Composites
Fundamentals and Applications
Edited by Senentxu Lanceros-Méndez & Pedro Martins

The first book on this topic provides a comprehensive and well-structured overview of the fundamentals, 
synthesis and emerging applications of magnetoelectric polymer materials. Following an introduction to the 
basic aspects of polymer based magnetoelectric materials and recent developments, subsequent chapters 
discuss the various types as well as their synthesis and characterization. There then follows a review of the 
latest applications, such as memories, sensors and actuators. The book concludes with a look at future 
technological advances. An essential reference for entrants to the field as well as for experienced 
researchers. 

Print ISBN:  978-3-527-34127-6 • Cloth • €129.00 • Aug 2017 • 280PP
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Passive Microwave Remote Sensing of the Earth
For Meteorological Applications
Fuzhong Weng

This book covers the fundamentals of satellite microwave instrument calibration, remote sensing sciences 
and algorithms, as well as the applications of the satellite microwave observations in weather and climate 
research.
• Discusses the fundamentals of satellite microwave instrument calibration, remote sensing sciences and 

algorithms
• Applications of the satellite microwave observations in weather and climate research are outlined
• Many innovative techniques for characterizing the on-orbit performance of Advanced Microwave 

Sounding Technology (ATMS) are included in the book
• Readers gain important knowledge of the satellite instrument in-orbit performances for a better utilization of satellite data in 

numerical weather prediction models

Series: Wiley Series in Atmospheric Physics and Remote Sensing
Print ISBN:  978-3-527-33627-2 • Cloth • €159.00 • Aug 2017 • 400PP

Physics of Energy Sources
George C. King
University of Manchester, UK

Physics of Energy Sources provides readers with a balanced presentation of the fundamental physics 
needed to understand and analyze conventional and renewable energy sources including nuclear, solar, 
wind and water power. It also presents various ways in which energy can be stored for future use. The book 
is an informative and authoritative text for students in the physical sciences and engineering and is based 
on a lecture course given regularly by the author. Physics of Energy Sources features include: 
• Analyses of conventional and renewable energy sources in terms of underlying physical principles 
• Integrated application of a wide range of physics, from classical to quantum physics 
• Coverage of nuclear, wind, wave, tidal, hydroelectric, geothermal and solar power, including many 

practical systems 
• Consideration of efficiency for power production as well as energy storage and transportation 
• Consideration of key environmental issues  
• Worked examples in text, and problems and solutions to encourage understanding 
• Derivation of formulae with a minimum of mathematical complexity 

Series: Manchester Physics Series
Print ISBN:  978-1-119-96168-0 • Paper • €57.90 • Jun 2017 • 424PP

Encyclopedia of Computational Mechanics
2nd Edition
Edited by Erwin Stein, René de Borst & Thomas J. R. Hughes
An extensively expanded and revised edition of the leading major reference work in 
computational engineering 
The completely updated Encyclopedia of Computational Mechanics, Second Edition follows 
the same structure as the first edition, yet has been expanded from three to six full volumes 
to give readers a more in-depth and complete understanding of the topic.
Volumes 1 and 2 (Fundamentals) contain contributions related to mathematics, mechanics, 
and computer science, and are structured as discretization methods, treating approximations with finite differences, discrete 
variational forms, boundary integral equations and further problem-oriented techniques, mesh-based and meshfree 
discretizations and the generation and visualization of geometry; Isogeometric analysis as well as various direct and iterative 
solvers; time-dependent parabolic problems and FEMs for the Maxwell equation; further, new chapters on uncertainty 
quantification and related stochastic solution methods are included.
Volumes 3 and 4 (Solids and Structures) are organized into five different parts: structural behavior; constitutive theories and 
their implementation; materials and processing; interaction problems; and identification, stochastics, and optimization.
Volumes 5 and 6 (Fluids) build on the fundamentals of the first volumes, and offer four main groups that describe additional 
basic methodologies used in computational fluid dynamics; cover the various aspects of incompressible viscous flows; focus 
on compressible fluid dynamics; and address problems involving moving domains and free surfaces, and application areas.

Print ISBN:   978-1-119-00379-3 • Cloth • €2010.00 • Sep 2017 • 3256PP
Previous Edition: 978-0-470-84699-5

About the Editors
Erwin Stein, Professor Emeritus, Stein Institut für Baumechanik und Numerische Mechanik, Leibniz Universität, Hannover, Germany.
René de Borst, Professor, Centenary Professor of Civil Engineering, University of Sheffield, UK. 
Thomas J. R. Hughes, Professor of Aerospace Engineering and Engineering Mechanics, Computational and Applied Mathematics Chair III, 
The University of Texas at Austin, Institute for Computational Engineering and Sciences, USA.

Mathematics & Statistics
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Matrix Algebra Useful for Statistics
2nd Edition
Shayle R. Searle & André I. Khuri
A thoroughly updated guide to matrix algebra and it uses in statistical analysis 
and features SAS, MATLAB, and R throughout 
This Second Edition addresses matrix algebra that is useful in the statistical analysis of 
data as well as within statistics as a whole. The material is presented in an explanatory 
style rather than a formal theorem-proof format and is self-contained. Featuring 
numerous applied illustrations, numerical examples, and exercises, the book has been 
updated to include the use of SAS, MATLAB, and R for the execution of matrix 
computations. In addition, André I. Khuri, who has extensive research and teaching 
experience in the field, joins this new edition as co-author. The Second Edition also: 
• Contains new coverage on vector spaces and linear transformations and 

discusses computational aspects of matrices 
• Covers the analysis of balanced linear models using direct products of matrices 
• Analyzes multiresponse linear models where several responses can be of interest 
• Includes extensive use of SAS, MATLAB, and R throughout Contains over 400 examples and exercises to reinforce 

understanding along with select solutions 
• Includes plentiful new illustrations depicting the importance of geometry as well as historical interludes 
Matrix Algebra Useful for Statistics, Second Edition is an ideal textbook for advanced undergraduate and first-year 
graduate level courses in statistics and other related disciplines. The book is also appropriate as a reference for 
independent readers who use statistics and wish to improve their knowledge of matrix algebra.

Series: Wiley Series in Probability and Statistics
Print ISBN:  978-1-118-93514-9 • Cloth • €139.00 • Jun 2017 • 512PP
Previous Edition: 978-0-471-86681-7

About the Authors
Shayle R. Searle, PhD, and recently deceased, was Professor Emeritus of Biometry at Cornell University. He was the author of Linear 
Models, Linear Models for Unbalanced Data, and Generalized, Linear, and Mixed Models (with Charles E. McCulloch), all from Wiley.

André I. Khuri, PhD, is Professor Emeritus of Statistics at the University of Florida. He has published several books in the field of linear 
models and he is a member of numerous academic associations, among them the New York Academy of Sciences. 

An Introduction to Financial Markets
A Quantitative Approach
Paolo Brandimarte
Covers the fundamental topics in mathematics, statistics, and financial 
management that are required for a thorough study of financial markets 
This comprehensive yet accessible book introduces students to financial markets and 
delves into more advanced material at a steady pace while providing motivating 
examples, poignant remarks, counter-examples, ideological clashes, and intuitive traps 
throughout. Tempered by real-life cases and actual market structures, An Introduction to 
Financial Markets: A Quantitative Approach accentuates theory through quantitative 
modeling whenever and wherever necessary. It focuses on the lessons learned from 
timely subject matter such as the impact of the recent subprime mortgage storm, the 
collapse of LTCM, and the harsh criticism on risk management and innovative finance. 
The book also provides the necessary foundations in stochastic calculus and 
optimization, alongside financial modeling concepts that are illustrated with relevant and hands-on examples. 
• Stresses that gut feelings are not always sufficient and that critical thinking and real world applications are 

appropriate when dealing with complex social systems involving multiple players with conflicting incentives 
• Features a related website that contains a solution manual for end-of-chapter problems 
• Written in a modular style for tailored classroom use 
• Bridges a gap for business and engineering students who are familiar with the problems involved, but are less 

familiar with the methodologies needed to make smart decisions 
An Introduction to Financial Markets: A Quantitative Approach offers a balance between the need to illustrate mathematics 
in action and the need to understand the real life context. It is an ideal text for a first course in financial markets or 
investments for business, economic, statistics, engineering, decision science, and management science students.

Print ISBN:  978-1-118-01477-6 • Cloth • €139.00 • Nov 2017 • 608PP

About the Author
Paolo Brandimarte is Full Professor of Quantitative Methods for Finance and Logistics at Politechnico di Torino in Italy.
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Agent-based Modelling of Tax Evasion
Theoretical Aspects and Computational Simulations
Edited by Sascha Hokamp, Laszlo Gulyas, Matthew Koehler & Sanith Wijesinghe

The only single-source guide to understanding, using, adapting, and designing state-of-the-art 
agent-based modelling of tax evasion 
Featuring contributions from distinguished experts in the field from around the globe, Agent-Based Modelling 
of Tax Evasion provides in-depth coverage of an array of field tested agent-based tax evasion models. 
Models are presented in a unified format so as to enable readers to systematically work their way through 
the various modeling alternatives available to them. 
• Presents models in a unified and structured manner to provide a point of reference for readers 

interested in agent-based modelling of tax evasion 
• Explores the theoretical aspects and diversity of agent-based modeling through the example of tax evasion 
• Provides an overview of the characteristics of more than thirty agent-based tax evasion frameworks 
• Functions as a solid foundation for lectures and seminars on agent-based modelling of tax evasion 

Series: Wiley Series in Computational and Quantitative Social Science
Print ISBN:  978-1-119-15568-3 • Cloth • €83.90 • Dec 2017 • 300PP

Applied Probabilistic Calculus for Financial Engineering
An Introduction Using R
Bertram K. C. Chan

• Covers optimization methodologies in probabilistic calculus for financial engineering 
• Answers the question: What does a Random Walk Financial Theory look like? 
• Written in a concise and easy-to-understanding way, making this book attainable for an introductory 

audience 
• Covers the Geometric Brownian Motion (GBM) Model and the Random Walk Model 
• Illustrates portfolio optimization by differential evolution, special numerical methods, and Black-Litterman 

Approach using R 
• Examines modern theories of portfolio optimization, including the Markowitz Model of Modern Portfolio 

Theory (MPT), the Black-Litterman Model, and the Black-Scholes Option Pricing Model

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-38761-9 • Cloth • €139.00 • Oct 2017 • 672PP

A Data Scientist's Guide to Acquiring, Cleaning and Managing Data in R
Samuel E. Buttrey & Lyn R. Whitaker

• The only how-to guide offering a unified, systemic approach to acquiring, cleaning, and managing data 
in R 

• The only single-source guide to R data and its preparation, it describes best practices for acquiring, 
manipulating, cleaning, and maintaining data 

• Begins with the basics and walks readers through all the steps necessary to get data ready for the 
modeling process 

• Provides expert guidance on how to document the processes described so that they are reproducible 
• Written by seasoned professionals, it provides both introductory and advanced techniques 
• Features case studies with supporting data and R code, hosted on a companion website 
A Data Scientist’s Guide to Acquiring, Cleaning and Managing Data in R is a valuable working resource/
bench manual for practitioners who collect and analyze data, lab scientists and research associates of all 
levels of experience, and graduate-level data mining students.

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-08002-2 • Cloth • €65.90 • Oct 2017 • 300PP

Advanced Analysis of Variance
Chihiro Hirotsu

• Written in an expository style, stimulating the reader to consider some of the topics in their own research 
• Focuses on dealing with real data and provides real examples 
• Introduces methods that have originated from the experience of the author, a top expert in the field 
• Provides advanced technologies for data analysis following the precise and exact basic theory of ANOVA

Series: Wiley Series in Probability and Statistics
Print ISBN:  978-1-119-30333-6 • Cloth • €129.00 • Sep 2017 • 416PP
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An Introduction to Discrete-Valued Time Series
Christian H. Weiss

An Introduction to Discrete-Valued Time Series provides a much needed introduction to the field of discrete-
valued time series, with particular focus on count-data time series. The main focus of this book is on 
modelling, and throughout numerous examples illustrate the various models used in discrete-valued time 
series applications. Statistical Process Control (SPC) is also featured and provides coverage on the types of 
control charts such as cumulative sum control charts (CUSUM) and performance evaluation. Classic 
approaches like ARMA models and the Box-Jenkins program are also featured with the basic essentials of 
these approaches summarized in the Appendix. Data examples are also featured whilst all necessary R 
code is housed on a companion website.

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-09696-2 • Cloth • €83.90 • Dec 2017 • 300PP

An Introduction to Statistical Analysis in Research
With Applications in the Biological and Life Sciences
Kathleen F. Weaver, Vanessa C. Morales, Sarah L. Dunn, Kanya Godde & Pablo F. Weaver

• Focuses on developing a conceptual foundation of knowledge in statistical analysis while providing 
readers with opportunities to practice these skills on research-based data sets in biology, kinesiology, 
and physical anthropology 

• Presents an introduction to statistics, step-by-step tutorials within four software platforms (R, SPSS, 
Excel, and Numbers) on how to execute the analyses, and various case studies throughout 

• Aims to develop readers skills including how to report research outcomes, determine the appropriate 
experimental methodology and statistical analysis, and identify the needed research questions and 
testable hypotheses 

• Includes pedagogical elements throughout that enhance the overall learning experience including case 
studies and tutorials, all in an effort to gain full comprehension of designing an experiment, considering biases and uncontrolled 
variables, analyzing their data, and applying the appropriate statistical application with valid justification 

• Supplemented with a companion website that features related R, SPSS, Excel, and Numbers data sets, sample PowerPoint 
lecture slides, and software video tutorials that highlight basic statistical concepts

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-29968-4 • Cloth • €129.00 • Aug 2017 • 312PP

Big Data and Differential Privacy
Analysis Strategies for Railway Track Engineering
Nii O. Attoh-Okine

• Features a unifying framework necessary for handling large volumes of data in railway track engineering 
and utilizes techniques including predictive analytics, machine learning, and data mining 

• Includes practical big data examples used in railway track optimization, such as passenger flow based 
on ticket information, train departure and arrival analysis, service schedule projection 

• Introduces the basics of big data and differential privacy, provides the needed statistical, mathematical, 
and computing fundamentals, and highlights the advantages and disadvantages of traditional data 
analysis techniques 

• Presents numerous applications of differential analytics to analyze and improve transport operations 
including reducing train derailments, increasing velocity of shipments, and reducing emissions 

• Guides readers in implementing big data applications to address common issues in railway track maintenance 
• Demonstrates the advantages and pitfalls of using data analysis software such as R and Spark as well as the open-source 

Apache Hadoop data collection database and its popular implementation, MapReduce

Series: Wiley Series in Operations Research and Management Science
Print ISBN:  978-1-119-22904-9 • Cloth • €139.00 • Jun 2017 • 272PP

Environmental Assessment on Energy and Sustainability by Data 
Envelopment Analysis
Toshiyuki Sueyoshi & Mika Goto

Introduces a bold, new model for energy industry pollution prevention and sustainable growth 
Balancing industrial pollution prevention with economic growth is one of the knottiest problems faced by 
industry today. This book introduces a novel approach to using data envelopment analysis (DEA) as a 
powerful tool for achieving that balance in the energy industries — the world’s largest producers of 
greenhouse gases. It describes a rigorous framework that integrates elements of the social sciences, 
corporate strategy, regional economics, energy economics, and environmental policy, and delivers a 
methodology and a set of strategies for promoting green innovation while solving key managerial challenges 
to greenhouse gas reduction and business growth. 
The book is divided into two sections, the first of which lays out a conventional framework of DEA as the 
basis for new research directions. In the second section, the authors delve into conceptual and 
methodological extensions of conventional DEA for solving problems of environmental assessment in all 
contemporary energy industry sectors.  

Series: Wiley Series in Operations Research and Management Science
Print ISBN:  978-1-118-97934-1 • Cloth • €89.90 • Dec 2017 • 500PP
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Fundamentals of Matrix Analysis with Applications Set
Edward Barry Saff & Arthur David Snider

• Explores the basic workings of the QR algorithm and the random-shift amelioration of its failures 
• Written by a well-known author team and emphasizes physical visualizations of eigenvectors for mirror 

reflections, rotations, row reductions, and circulant matrices before turning to their calculation via the 
characteristic polynomial 

• Addresses the complexity of the construction of generalized eigenvector chains for a defective matrix 
and uniquely presents a formulation based on all possible coefficient matrices that could arise from an 
eigenvalue set 

• Contains a summary, review problems, technical writing exercises, select solutions, and group projects 
within each chapter 

• Interprets similarity transforms as change-of-basis operations, and as such, similarity invariance of eigenvalues, eigenvalue 
multiplicity, and rank do not require formal verification 

• Supplemented by a related website that houses the MATLAB data sets

Print ISBN:  978-1-118-99541-9 • Cloth • €145.00 • Jul 2017 • 676PP

Markov Chains
From Theory to Implementation and Experimentation
Paul A. Gagniuc

• Focuses on the prediction of future events in the behavior of a system (human body, the weather or the 
stock market are examples of such systems) 

• Historical notes shed light on the roots of the important ideas that led to the Markov model development 
and its subsequent variants 

• Takes into account different configurations of Markov Chains and their limitations 
• Presents many examples from simple to complex in a comparative manner with an express use of color 

graphics 
• Accessible to readers without prior extensive knowledge in probability theory 
• Allows the analysis of the algorithms in three different programming or script languages, namely: Visual 

Basic, Java Script, and PHP

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-38755-8 • Cloth • €125.00 • Aug 2017 • 240PP

Meta-heuristic and Evolutionary Algorithms for Engineering Optimization
Omid Bozorg-Haddad, Mohammad Solgi & Hugo A. Loáiciga

• Introduces state-of-the-art metaheuristic algorithms and their applications in optimization, making the 
book an ideal reference for both students and researchers 

• Provides a step-by-step presentation of each algorithm as well as guidelines for practical implementation 
and coding algorithms 

• Discusses and assesses the performance of metaheuristic algorithms and solves multiple problems from 
many fields of inquiry and practice 

• Relates optimization algorithms to engineering optimization problems and utilizes a theoretical approach 
• Fills a gap in the current literature by compiling and explaining the various meta-heuristic and 

evolutionary algorithms in a clear and systematic manner 
• Features clear and concise principles as well as detailed descriptions of important algorithms including the pattern search (PS) 

algorithm; the genetic algorithm (GA); the simulated annealing (SA) algorithm; the Tabu search algorithm (TSA); the ant colony 
optimization (ACO); and the particle swarm optimization (PSO) technique

Series: Wiley Series in Operations Research and Management Science
Print ISBN:  978-1-119-38699-5 • Cloth • €139.00 • Nov 2017 • 320PP

Python for R Users
A Data Science Approach
A. Ohri

• Provides command-by-command translations of R to Python and vice versa 
• Contains examples and applications in both programming languages 
• Includes accompanying website with slides useful for teaching and learning either software 
• Useful for both practitioners and students that know one language and want to learn the other

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-12676-8 • Paper • €73.90 • Dec 2017 • 306PP
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Social Systems Engineering
The Design of Complexity
Csar García-Díaz & Camilo Olaya

A systematic approach to social system design from an engineering perspective 
Social Systems Engineering introduces the characteristic elements of engineering for improving social 
systems. Presenting various engineering methods and tools for accomplishing effective action in complex 
settings, this book provides illustrative cases that show how and why an engineering approach may achieve 
successful results. Key features:   
• Provides a rationale for using engineering epistemologies as a way for effective action in social systems 
• Emphasises the role of locality and contingency in the study and improvement of social systems 
• Explores a wide variety of applications areas such as urban systems, health care systems, and industrial 

ecosystems, together with modelling examples to explore the design aspect of social systems
• Highlights the use of computational models and the development of portfolios of solutions in systems design

Series: Wiley Series in Computational and Quantitative Social Science
Print ISBN:  978-1-118-97445-2 • Cloth • €77.90 • Dec 2017 • 320PP

Social Systems 
Engineering

Spline Collocation Methods for Partial Differential Equations
With Applications in R
William E. Schiesser
Lehigh University
• Introduces numerical methods by first presenting simple examples followed by more complicated 

applications and utilizes R throughout to illustrate efficient, reliable, and accurate solutions of the PDE models 
• Provides new methodologies for solving PDEs, which are one of the most widely forms of mathematics in 

science and engineering 
• Presents spline collocation as a comprehensive approach to the numerical integration of PDEsand an alternative 

to well established methods such as finite differences, finite volumes, finite elements, and spectral methods 
• Discusses how to extend and reproduce numerical solutions and details how the calculations are performed in 

an effort to aid in overall comprehension 
• Identifies the computational requirements of selected algorithms such as the solution of nonlinear equations and 

banded or sparse matrix processing 
• Supplemented with a companion website that contains the related R routines 
• The use of R prevents readers from first having to learn the basic concepts of numerical analysis for PDEs as well as the 

programming of PDE algorithms

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-30103-5 • Cloth • €129.00 • Jul 2017 • 576PP

Statistical Intervals
A Guide for Practitioners and Researchers, 2nd Edition
William Q. Meeker, Gerald J. Hahn & Luis A. Escobar

Statistical Intervals is a guide for practitioners and researchers—providing a detailed, comprehensive, 
modernized treatment of this important subject. With numerous examples, it presents and differentiates—in 
an easy-to-apply manner—the use of confidence intervals (e.g., on population quantiles), prediction 
intervals, and tolerance intervals needed in practice. This new edition, twice the size of the first, includes 
chapters and technical appendices on intervals—such as those based on likelihood, bootstrap, and 
Bayesian methods—developed in the 25 years since publication of the widely acclaimed first edition. 

Series: Wiley Series in Probability and Statistics
Print ISBN:  978-0-471-68717-7 • Cloth • €115.00 • Jun 2017 • 648PP
Previous Edition: 978-0-471-88769-0

Text Mining in Practice with R
Ted Kwartler

A reliable, cost-effective approach to extracting priceless business information from all sources of text 
Excavating actionable business insights from data is a complex undertaking, and that complexity is 
magnified by an order of magnitude when the focus is on documents and other text information. This book 
takes a practical, hands-on approach to teaching you a reliable, cost-effective approach to mining the vast, 
untold riches buried within all forms of text using R. You’ll learn how to: 
• Identify actionable social media posts to improve customer service   
• Use text mining in HR to identify candidate perceptions of an organisation, match job descriptions with 

resumes, and more  
• Extract priceless information from virtually all digital and print sources, including the news media, social 

media sites, PDFs, and even JPEG and GIF image files 
• Make text mining an integral component of marketing in order to identify brand evangelists, impact customer propensity modelling, 

and much more 

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-28201-3 • Cloth • €65.90 • Jul 2017 • 320PP
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Handbook of Composites from Renewable 
Materials
Nanocomposites: Science and Fundamentals, Volume 7
Edited by Vijay Kumar Thakur, Manju Kumari Thakur &  
Michael R. Kessler
The Handbook of Composites From Renewable Materials comprises a set of 8 individual 
volumes that brings an interdisciplinary perspective to accomplish a more detailed 
understanding of the interplay between the synthesis, structure, characterization, 
processing, applications and performance of these advanced materials. The handbook 
covers a multitude of natural polymers/ reinforcement/ fillers and biodegradable materials. 
Together, the 8 volumes total at least 5,000 pages and offers a unique publication. This 
7th volume Handbook is solely focused on Nanocomposites: Science and Fundamentals. 
• A state-of-the-art and highly structured 8-volume handbook that has as its core 

audience researchers in different disciplines as well scientists and engineers in 
industry

• Provides commercially valuable insights in to the potential of composites from 
renewable materials for advanced applications

• Includes contributions from world renowned experts and discusses the combination 
of different kinds of materials procured from diverse resources

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-22381-8 • Cloth • €285.00 • Jun 2017 • 736PP

About the Editors
Vijay Kumar Thakur is a Lecturer in the School of Aerospace, Transport and Manufacturing Engineering, Cranfield University, UK. 
Manju Kumar Thakur has been working as an Assistant Professor of Chemistry at the Division of Chemistry, Government Degree College 
Sarkaghat Himachal Pradesh University, Shimla, India since 2010. 
Michael R. Kessler is a Professor of Mechanical and Materials Engineering at Washington State University, USA as well as the Director of 
the school. 

Scrivener

Biopolymers

Handbook of Composites from Renewable 
Materials, Set
Volumes 1 - 8
Edited by Vijay Kumar Thakur, Manju Kumari Thakur &  
Michael R. Kessler
The Handbook of Composites from Renewable Materials comprises a set of 8 individual 
volumes that brings an interdisciplinary perspective to accomplish a more detailed 
understanding of the interplay between the synthesis, structure, characterization, processing, 
applications and performance of these advanced materials. The handbook covers a 
multitude of natural polymers/ reinforcement/ fillers and biodegradable materials. Together, 
the 8 volumes total at least 5,000 pages and offer a unique publication.
• A state-of-the-art and highly structured 8-volume handbook that has as its core 

audience researchers in different disciplines as well scientists and engineers in 
industry

• Provides commercially valuable insights in to the potential of composites from 
renewable materials for advanced applications

• Includes contributions from world renowned experts and discusses the combination of 
different kinds of materials procured from diverse resources

Print ISBN:   978-1-119-22436-5 • Cloth • €2030.00 • Jul 2017 • 4400PP

About the Editors
Vijay Kumar Thakur is a Lecturer in the School of Aerospace, Transport and Manufacturing Engineering, Cranfield University, UK. 

Manju Kumar Thakur has been working as an Assistant Professor of Chemistry at the Division of Chemistry, Government Degree College 
Sarkaghat Himachal Pradesh University, Shimla, India since 2010. 

Michael R. Kessler is a Professor of Mechanical and Materials Engineering at Washington State University, USA as well as the Director of 
the school. 

Scrivener
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Standard and Super-Resolution Bioimaging Data Analysis
A Primer
Edited by Ann Wheeler & Ricardo Henriques

A comprehensive guide to the art and science of bioimaging data acquisition, processing and analysis 
• A comprehensive textbook and highly descriptive introductory guide discussing the tools for parsing and 

processing image data, as well as the resources and expected industry standards aimed at the 
biological and biomedical sciences 

• Presents a practical approach to image analysis to assist scientists in ensuring scientific data are robust 
and reliable 

• Covers the fundamental principles underlying biological image analysis in such a way as to give a 
beginner a sound scientific base to build on 

Series: RMS - Royal Microscopical Society
Print ISBN:  978-1-119-09690-0 • Cloth • €89.90 • Dec 2017 • 296PP

Nanocarbons for Electroanalysis
Edited by Sabine Szunerits, Rabah Boukherroub, Alison Downard, Jun-Jie Zhu

• A comprehensive look at the most widely employed carbon-based electrode materials and the numerous 
electroanalytical applications associated with them 

• Discusses the diverse applications of nanocarbon materials in electrochemical sensors, with an 
emphasis on the relationship between the carbon structures and surface chemistry, and electrochemical 
performance 

• Electrochemical techniques using nanocarbon materials can provide very simple and inexpensive 
sensing platforms

• Covers a wide array of different carbon nanomaterials including the Nobel Prize winning graphene, 
carbon nanotubes, diamond, diamond nanoparticles, carbon-dots and porous carbons 

• Edited by internationally reknowned experts in the field

Series: Nanocarbon Chemistry and Interfaces
Print ISBN:  978-1-119-24390-8 • Cloth • €155.00 • Oct 2017 • 336PP

Microscopy

Nanotechnology

Technology and Emergency Management
2nd Edition
John C. Pine
Louisiana State University

The first book devoted to a critically important aspect of disaster planning, management, and mitigation 
• Covers the significant changes in GIS that have evolved over the last 10 years including: the 

development of new mapping tools and high-resolution imaging; the increase in computer processing 
power, which allows for computers to be used in the field; and the enhanced analytical capabilities for 
examining current conditions of our natural systems and modeling evolving risks 

• Includes an extensive bibliography with each chapter to clarify the source for many of the concepts 
introduced in the text and to support further reading Includes a solutions manual and PowerPoint slides 
for academic adopters 

• Includes Pre- and Post-test questions for each chapter so that students can measure their knowledge of the material

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-23408-1 • Paper • €83.90 • Nov 2017 • 272PP
Previous Edition: 978-0-471-78973-4

Introduction to Impact Dynamics
T. X. Yu & Xinming Qiu

• A systematic and complete coverage suitable as an advanced text for graduate students and practicing 
engineers

• Considers both the dynamic behavior of materials and stress waves, and the dynamic structural 
response and energy absorption, emphasizing the interaction between material behavior and the 
structural response 

• Provides a comprehensive description of the phenomenon of impact of structures, containing both 
fundamental issues of wave propagation and constitutive relation of materials, and the dynamic 
response of structures under impact loads

• Based on the research and teaching experience of both authors covering the most important issues of 
impact dynamics (stress waves, material properties and energy absorption) and updated developments in the field

Print ISBN:  978-1-118-92984-1 • Cloth • €122.00 • Dec 2017 • 250PP

Introduction 
to Impact 
Dynamics

Security Management

Solid Mechanics
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CompTIA Security+  
Deluxe Study Guide
SY0-501, 4th Edition
Emmett Dulaney
Your complete guide to the CompTIA Security+ Certification Exam 
(SY0-501) 
CompTIA Security+ Deluxe Study Guide provides a comprehensive 
study tool for the SY0-501 exam. With in-depth information on security 
essentials and standards, practical examples, and insights drawn from 
real-world experience, this guide provides you with the information you 
need to be a security administrator, as well as the preparing you for 
the Security+ exam. This deluxe edition of Sybex’s CompTIA Security+ 
Study Guide features additional pages of material, plus free bonuses 
that help explain complex topics. It includes a robust set of learning 
tools, featuring Sybex’s proprietary test engine with chapter review 
questions, a pre-assessment test, hundreds of practice questions, and 
electronic flashcards.
If you’re an IT professional hoping to progress in your career, then you know that the CompTIA Security+ 
exam is one of the most valuable certifications available. Over a quarter million professionals have 
achieved Security+ certification, itself a springboard to prestigious certifications like the CASP, CISSP, and 
CISA. The CompTIA Security+ Deluxe Study Guide: Exam SY0-501 covers 100% of the Security+ exam 
objectives, with clear and concise information on crucial security topics.
• Review network, compliance, and operational security 
• Understand data, application, and host security
• Master the complexities of cryptography
• Get up to speed on threats, vulnerabilities, access control, and identity management

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-41685-2 • Cloth • €83.90 • Jan 2018 • 640PP
Previous Edition: 978-1-118-97868-9

About the Author
Emmett Dulaney is an Assistant Professor at Anderson University. He has written several certification books on 
Windows, Security, IT project management, and UNIX, and was co-author of two of Sybex’s leading certification titles.

Certification
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CompTIA Security+ Study Guide
Exam SY0-501, 7th Edition
Emmett Dulaney & Chuck Easttom
Join the over 300,000 IT professionals who’ve earned Security+ 
certification 
If you’re an IT professional hoping to progress in your career, then you 
know that the CompTIA Security+ exam is one of the most valuable 
certifications available. Since its introduction in 2002, over a quarter 
million professionals have achieved Security+ certification, itself a 
springboard to prestigious certifications like the CASP, CISSP, and 
CISA. The CompTIA Security+ Study Guide: Exam SY0-501 covers 
100% of the Security+ exam objectives, with clear and concise 
information on crucial security topics.
Here, you’ll find everything you need to prepare for the newest version of the Security+ certification exam, 
including insights from industry experts on a wide range of IT security topics such as threats, attacks, and 
vulnerabilities; technologies and tools; architecture and design; identity and access management; risk 
management; cryptography and PKI, and much more. You’ll also gain access to a robust set of learning 
tools featuring electronic flashcards, practice exams, and a searchable key term glossary.
• Contains concise information on security essentials and standards, using practical examples and 

insights drawn from real-world experience, and years of classroom training
• Includes updates covering the latest changes to the exam, including better preparation for real-world 

applications
• Allows access to Sybex’s interactive online learning environment and test bank
• Endorsed by CompTIA and includes the CompTIA Approved Quality Content (CAQC) stamp of approval

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-41687-6 • Paper • €55.90 • Jan 2018 • 552PP
Previous Edition: 978-1-118-87507-0

About the Authors
Emmett Dulaney is an Assistant Professor at Anderson University. He has written several certification books on 
Windows, Security, IT project management, and UNIX, and was co-author of two of Sybex’s leading certification titles. 
Chuck Easttom is CEO and Chief Trainer for CEC-Security, which specializes in IT security training and CISP and 
Security+ exam preparation. He has over 18 years of experience in the IT industry.
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Photoshop CC For Dummies
2nd Edition
Peter Bauer
Get the most up-to-date information on Photoshop CC with this essential guide
Photoshop is the gold standard when it comes to photo and image editing tools. But 
unless you’ve ever taken a class on Photoshop or gotten help from a Photoshop guru, 
you may find yourself completely clueless on how to accomplish anything with the 
software. Photoshop CC For Dummies, Second Edition is the book for those of us who 
don’t know a layer from a level and just want to learn how to make photos look better. 
Whether you want to improve how your family photos look or need to add Photoshop 
skills to aid your career, look inside to find the steps to navigating the software and 
getting top-notch results.
• Teaches the essentials for first-time users before moving on to more advanced techniques
• Includes valuable tips for fixing common photo flaws, improving color quality, adjusting brightness, removing 

unwanted background elements, and more
• Offers insider tips on the best tricks the pros use

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-41811-5 • Paper • €32.90 • Jan 2018 • 448PP
Previous Edition: 978-1-118-64575-8

About the Author
Peter Bauer is a member of the Photoshop Hall of Fame as well as a respected Photoshop author and instructor. He has authored more than 
a dozen books on Photoshop, digital photography, and computer graphics.

iPad For Dummies
10th Edition
Edward C. Baig & Bob “Dr. Mac” LeVitus
Take your world with you with an iPad!
When you’re a person who can’t be chained to a desk for work and entertainment, an 
iPad is you ideal mobility tool. It doesn’t matter if you need to connect to web sites and 
networks, stay in touch with your family or the office, or just settle back with a movie or 
a nice book, your iPad can get the job done. This Tenth Edition offers simple steps on 
handling all your iPads basic functions along with some expert tips on how to squeeze 
all the value out of your iPad.
• Details how to set up your iPad, use the multi-touch interface, and synch your data
• Shows how to surf the web, access your email account, and navigate the new iOS
• Covers capturing and creating memories with photos and videos

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-41712-5 • Paper • €25.90 • Jan 2018 • 384PP
Previous Edition: 978-1-119-28317-1

About the Authors
Edward C. Baig is the tech columnist for USA Today. 
Bob “Dr. Mac” LeVitus is the tech columnist for the Houston Chronicle. The two have paired to coauthor all editions of iPad For Dummies 
and iPhone For Dummies.

Digital Photography & Video
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iPad For Seniors For Dummies
10th Edition
Dwight Spivey
An easy and accessible way for seniors to get to know their iPad
Getting an iPad is a great first step to staying up-to-date with the latest technology, and 
this book can show you how to set up, personalize, and start using it. Larger font, full-color 
pictures, and easy-to-follow steps make it fast and easy to get up and running with your 
new iPad. You’ll also discover how to take and share pictures, make a FaceTime video 
call, download apps, manage appointments with iCal and Reminders, and more. If you’re 
ready to “wow” your friends—and even your grandkids—by showing them you’re hip to the 
latest technology trends, everything you need is inside!
• Walks you through using the iPad to surf the web, check email, and share family photos
• Shows how to capture memories with the iPad’s built in camera
• Discusses how to use your iPad to read newspapers and books, watch TV and movies, and keep sharp with fun games

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-41724-8 • Paper • €25.90 • Jan 2018 • 416PP
Previous Edition: 978-1-119-28015-6

About the Author
Dwight Spivey is a software and support engineer for Konica Minolta, where he specializes in working with Mac operating systems, 
applications, and hardware, as well as color and monochrome laser printers.

CCNA Security Study Guide
Exam 210-260
Troy McMillan

Concise information on Cisco security essentials and standards that will prepare you for Exam 210-260
The CCNA Security program is a three-year certification program intended to provide baseline security 
knowledge and skills for network professionals interested in network security. CCNA Security Study Guide 
provides thorough coverage of Exam 210-260, Implementing Cisco Network Security (IINS). This reliable 
resource will help you gain insights into the installation, troubleshooting, and monitoring of a secure network to 
maintain integrity, confidentiality, and availability of data and devices. It will also allow you to quickly develop 
competency in the technologies that Cisco uses in its security infrastructure.

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-40993-9 • Paper • €55.90 • Jan 2018 • 552PP
Previous Edition: 978-0-470-52767-2

Windows Security Monitoring
Detecting Hackers and Malware with Windows Event Logging
Andrei Miroshnikov

An in-depth look at detecting and stopping suspicious activities on Windows systems
Windows Security Monitoring shows IT security and infrastructure administrators the scenarios they should 
know and plan for to check for suspicious activities on their networks. This is a critical information security 
control. The largest part of the book is scenario-based showing users what to watch for with authentication, 
unauthorized access, local user accounts and security groups, authentication protocols, system events, file 
system, removable storage, Windows registry, kernal objects, and much more.

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-39064-0 • Paper • €55.90 • Jan 2018 • 600PP

Networking
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Software Quality
Concepts and Practice
Daniel Galin

• Includes end-of-chapter review questions and topics for discussions 
• Presents topics related to SQA activities during software development projects and maintenance, SQA 

infrastructure development and maintenance, and standards for software development processes and 
their quality management 

• Emphasizes the application aspects of SQA systems and discusses methods to overcome difficulties in 
the implementation and operation of SQA systems (including practical tips for the implementation team) 

• Includes real-life examples to illustrate implementation difficulties and solutions

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-13449-7 • Cloth • €105.00 • Jan 2018 • 500PP

C# 7.0 All-in-One For Dummies
John Paul Mueller, Bill Sempf & Chuck Sphar
Get started on getting to know C# with this all-in-one guide
C# know-how is a must if you want to be a professional Microsoft developer. It’s also 
good to know a little C# if you’re building tools for the web, mobile apps, or other 
development tasks. This timely guide offers a deep dive into C# for coders still learning 
the nuances of the valuable programming language. Pop it open to get an intro into 
coding with C#, how to design secure apps and databases, and even pointers on 
building web and mobile apps with C#.
• Introduces the key applications created by C# and offers insight into how the 

language is ideal for powering them
• Provides needed insight into developing applications that provide protection 

against hackers
• Touches on everything from C# programming basics and object-oriented C# 

programming to Windows development with WPF, web development with ASP.NET, and 
service-oriented development

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-42811-4 • Paper • €51.90 • Jan 2018 • 840PP

About the Authors
John Paul Mueller is a prolific writer with a focus on programming topics. He’s authored books on Python, Java, HTML, CSS, and JavaScript.

Bill Sempf and Chuck Sphar were co-authors of previous editions of this book.

Programming

Functional Software Size Measurement Methodology with Effort Estimation 
and Performance Indication
Jasveer Singh

• The Functional Software Size Measurement Methodology with Effort Estimation and Performance 
Indication (FSSM) presented in this book allows for projects to be completed within the defined budget 
limits by obtaining accurate estimations

• The methodology provides comprehensive and precise measurements of the complete software 
whereby factual software size determination, development effort estimation, and performance indications 
are obtained 

• Pinpoints one of the major, originating root causes of erroneous planning by disclosing hidden errors 
made in software size measurement, and consequently in effort estimates and project planning 

• All the major relevant and important aspects of software size measurement are taken into consideration 
and clearly presented to the reader 

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-23805-8 • Paper • €125.00 • Jun 2017 • 448PP
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Camera Image Quality Benchmarking
Jonathan B. Phillips & Henrik Eliasson

• Explains in detail the entire process behind performing a complete characterization and benchmarking of 
cameras through image quality analysis 

• Provides best practice measurement protocols and methodologies, enabling readers to develop and define their 
own camera benchmarking system to industry standards 

• Includes many photographic images and diagrammatical illustrations to clearly convey image quality concepts 
• Combines knowledge from many different engineering fields, correlating objective (perception-independent) 

image quality with subjective (perception-dependent) image quality metrics 
• Champions benchmarking approaches that value the importance of perceptually correlated image quality metrics 
• Provides as an enhanced eBook supplementary videos illustrating various types of video image quality attributes, 

animated diagrams for technical illustration and links to international photography standards

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-05449-8 • Cloth • €105.00 • Dec 2017 • 352PP

Electrical & Electronics Engineering

Circuit Oriented Electromagnetic Modeling Using the PEEC Techniques
Albert Ruehli, Giulio Antonini & Lijun Jiang

Bridges the gap between electromagnetics and circuits by addressing electrometric modeling (EM) 
using the Partial Element Equivalent Circuit (PEEC) method 
This book provides intuitive solutions to electromagnetic problems by using the Partial Element Equivalent 
Circuit (PEEC) method. This book begins with an introduction to circuit analysis techniques, laws, and 
frequency and time domain analyses. The authors also treat Maxwell's equations, capacitance 
computations, and inductance computations through the lens of the PEEC method. Next, readers learn to 
build PEEC models in various forms: equivalent circuit models, non-orthogonal PEEC models, skin-effect 
models, PEEC models for dielectrics, incident and radiate field models, and scattering PEEC models. The 
book concludes by considering issues like stability and passivity, and includes five appendices some with 
formulas for partial elements. 
• Leads readers to the solution of a multitude of practical problems in the areas of signal and power 

integrity and electromagnetic interference 
• Contains fundamentals, applications, and examples of the PEEC method 
• Includes detailed mathematical derivations

Series: Wiley - IEEE
Print ISBN:  978-1-118-43664-6 • Cloth • €155.00 • Jul 2017 • 464PP

Object-Oriented Programming with 
SIMOTION
Fundamentals, Program Examples and Software Concepts 
According to IEC 61131-3
Michael Braun & Wolfgang Horn
In mechanical engineering the trend towards increasingly flexible solutions is leading to 
changes in control systems. The growth of mechatronic systems and modular functional 
units is placing high demands on software and its design. In the coming years, 
automation technology will experience the same transition that has already taken place 
in the PC world: a transition to more advanced and reproducible software design, 
simpler modification, and increasing modularity. This can only be achieved through 
object-oriented programming. This book is aimed at those who want to familiarize 
themselves with this development in automation technology. Whether mechanical 
engineers, technicians, or experienced automation engineers, it can help readers to 
understand and use object-oriented programming. From version 4.5, SIMOTION provides the option to use OOP in 
accordance with IEC 61131-3 ED3, the standard for programmable logic controllers. The book supports this way of thinking 
and programming and offers examples of various object-oriented techniques and their mechanisms. The examples are 
designed as a step-by-step process that produces a finished, ready-to-use machine module.

Print ISBN:  978-3-89578-456-9 • Cloth • €39.90 • Jun 2017 • 297PP

About the Authors
Michael Braun is product manager for motion control engineering at Siemens in Erlangen. He communicates customers’ demands to the 
R&D department, pushes the implementation and introduces new software to the market. 

Wolfgang Horn is software manager and developer at the IST in Chemnitz. He is intimately familiar with the architecture and programming of 
SIMOTION.
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Integration of Renewable Sources of Energy
2nd Edition
Felix A. Farret & M. Godoy Simões

The latest tools and techniques for addressing the challenges of 21st century power generation, 
renewable sources and distribution systems 
Written for practicing engineers, researchers and students alike, this book discusses state-of-the art 
mathematical and engineering tools for the modeling, simulation and control of renewable and mixed energy 
systems and related power electronics. 
• Discusses the mathematical formulation of system equations for energy systems and power electronics 

aiming state-space and circuit oriented simulations 
• Studies the interactions between MATLAB and Simulink models and functions with real-world 

implementation using microprocessors and microcontrollers 
• Presents numerical integration techniques, transfer-function modeling, harmonic analysis and power quality performance assessment 
• Examines existing software such as, MATLAB/Simulink, Power Systems Toolbox and PSIM to simulate power electronic circuits 

including the use of renewable energy sources such as wind and solar sources

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-13736-8 • Cloth • €135.00 • Jul 2017 • 600PP
Previous Edition: 978-0-471-71232-9

Introduction to AC Machine Design
Thomas A. Lipo
University of Wisconsin at Madison

The only book on the market that emphasizes machine design beyond the basic principles of AC 
and DC machine behavior 
• Thorough treatment of AC machine design starting from basic electromagnetic principles 
• Covers various design aspects of the design of an induction machine 
• Includes chapters on the design of permanent magnet machines, synchronous machines, and thermal 

design 
• Features a basic treatment of the use of finite elements to compute the magnetic field within a machine 
• Introduces electrical machine design while also being a resource for experienced designers 
• Emphasizes machine design beyond just the basic principles of AC and DC machine behavior 

Series: IEEE Press Series on Power Engineering
Print ISBN:  978-1-119-35216-7 • Cloth • €145.00 • Sep 2017 • 520PP

Current Signature Analysis for Condition Monitoring of Cage Induction Motors
Industrial Application and Case Histories
William T. Thomson & Ian Culbert

Provides coverage of Motor Current Signature Analysis (MCSA) for cage induction motors 
This book has 13 chapters and contains a unique database of 50 industrial case histories on the application of 
MCSA to diagnose broken rotor bars or unacceptable levels of air gap eccentricity in cage induction motors with 
ratings from 127 kW (170 H.P.) to 10,160 kW (13,620 H.P.). There are also unsuccessful case histories which is 
another unique feature of the book. The case studies also illustrate the effects of mechanical load dynamics 
downstream of the motor on the interpretation of current signatures. A number of cases are presented where 
abnormal operation of the driven load was diagnosed. Other unique features include: 
• All case histories are presented in a step-by-step format, with predictions and outcomes supported by current 

spectra and photographic evidence to confirm a correct or incorrect diagnosis
• Chapter 13 presents a critical appraisal of MCSA including successes, failures, and lessons learned via 

industrial case studies
• There are 10 questions at the end of chapters 1 to 12 and answers can be obtained via the publisher 

Series: IEEE Press Series on Power Engineering
Print ISBN:  978-1-119-02959-5 • Cloth • €145.00 • Jun 2017 • 440PP

Hierarchical Protection for Smart Grids
Jing Ma

• A systematic view of hierarchical protection for smart grids, with solutions to tradition protection problems 
and complicated operation modes of modern power systems

• Systematically investigates traditional protection problems from the bird's eye view of hierarchical protection 
• Focuses on multiple variable network structures and complicated operation modes 
• Offers comprehensive countermeasures on improving protection performance based on up-to-date research

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-30480-7 • Cloth • €155.00 • Dec 2017 • 475PP
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Introductory Semiconductor Device Physics for Chip Design and 
Manufacturing
A High Performance Microprocessor Technology Approach
M. Y. Lanzerotti

• Provides physical descriptions and illustrations with data visualizations to facilitate intuitive 
understanding of semiconductor physics, devices and on-chip interconnections 

• Blends theoretical physics treatment with engineering applications and real case studies for 
manufactured chips 

• Presents complementary-metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) transistors in high-performance server 
microprocessors with static CMOS combinational digital circuit design examples 

• Offers a rich array of student problem sets, mid-term exams, and final exams with a glossary at the end 
of the book

Print ISBN:  978-0-470-62454-8 • Cloth • €139.00 • Jan 2018 • 848PP

Power System Wide-area Stability Analysis and Control
Jing Ma

• An essential guide to power system stability and control integrating renewable energy, with a focus on 
nonlinear time-variance, long time-delays, high uncertainties and comprehensive countermeasures 

• Features nonlinear, stochastic analysis of power system stability and control 
• Offers practical countermeasures to optimizing power system performance after considering time 

variance and delays, especially important when integrating large-scale renewable energy 
• Includes rigorous algorithms and simulations that help readers with model design

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-30484-5 • Cloth • €155.00 • Oct 2017 • 524PP
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Parametric Time-frequency Domain Spatial Audio
Edited by Ville Pulkki, Symeon Delikaris-Manias & Archontis Politis

A comprehensive guide that addresses the theory and practice of spatial audio 
• Describes how sound fields and their perceptual attributes are captured and analysed within the time-

frequency domain, how essential representation parameters are coded and how such signals are 
efficiently reproduced for practical applications 

• Provides an in-depth presentation of the principles, past developments, state-of-the-art methods and 
future research directions of spatial audio technologies 

• Includes contributions from leading researchers in the field 
• Offers MATLAB codes with selected chapters

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-25259-7 • Cloth • €119.00 • Dec 2017 • 408PP

Practical Lighting Design with LEDs
2nd Edition
Ron Lenk & Carol Lenk

The essential how-to guide to designing and building LED systems, revised and updated 
The second edition of Practical Lighting Design with LEDs has been revised and updated to provide the 
most current information for developing light-emitting diodes products. Comprehensive in scope, the text 
covers all the information needed to design LEDs into end products.
• Includes four new chapters covering the design of an LED flashlight, USB light, automotive taillight, and 

LED light bulbs 
• Helps readers do the nitty-gritty, day-to-day engineering and systems design to build complete LED 

systems 
• Practical guide on the cutting-edge technology of Light-Emitting Diodes 
• User-friendly format that includes simple notes, examples and gives pointers to explain each of the 

book's topics

Series: IEEE Press Series on Power Engineering
Print ISBN:  978-1-119-16531-6 • Cloth • €119.00 • Jun 2017 • 304PP
Previous Edition: 978-0-470-61279-8
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Real-Time Embedded Systems
Jiacun Wang

• Explains how to make engineering trade-offs of space, power use and performance 
• Teaches how to program an embedded computer, design for reliability and design patterns aimed 

especially at embedded systems development 
• Includes a chapter on practical issues concerning software reliability, aging, rejuvenation, security, power 

management, multi-core programming, and system function allocation 
• Includes case studies in Finite state machines, Model checking, Real-time software design with Unified 

Modeling Language (UML) and more 
• Contains suggestions for reading and end-of-chapter exercises 
• Defines and explains software design for Object-Oriented (OO) design, real-time UML, Input/Output (I/O) 

devices and sofware architectures, and model checking tool, NuSMV 
• Offers additional resources like instructor's guide, PowerPoint slides and case study discussion materials

Series: Quantitative Software Engineering Series
Print ISBN:  978-1-118-11617-3 • Cloth • €129.00 • Sep 2017 • 500PP

Robust Adaptive Dynamic Programming
Yu Jiang & Zhong-Ping Jiang

A comprehensive look at state-of-the-art ADP theory and real-world applications 
This book fills a gap in the literature by providing a theoretical framework for integrating techniques from 
adaptive dynamic programming (ADP) and modern nonlinear control to address data-driven optimal control 
design challenges arising from both parametric and dynamic uncertainties. 
• Covers recent developments in RADP (Robust Adaptive Dynamic Programming) theory and methods 
• Covers practical applications in power systems along with illustrative examples to prove each example 
• Provides and overview of nonlinear control, machine learning, and dynamic control 
• Discusses how RADP theory can be utilized as a novel computational mechanism of human movement 

control 
• Presents a variety of real-world applications

Series: IEEE Press Series on Systems Science and Engineering
Print ISBN:  978-1-119-13264-6 • Cloth • €119.00 • Jun 2017 • 216PP

Short Circuits in Power Systems
A Practical Guide to IEC 60909, 2nd Edition
Ismail Kasikci
University of Applied Sciences, Germany

Reflecting the changes to the all-important short circuit calculations in three-phase power systems according 
to IEC 60909-0 standard, this new edition of the practical guide retains its proven and unique concept of 
explanations, calculations and real-life examples of short circuits in electrical networks. It has also been 
completely revised and expanded by 20% to include the standard-compliant prevention of short circuits in 
electrical networks for photovoltaics and wind energy. By understanding the theory any software allows 
users to perform all the necessary calculations with ease so they can work on the design and application of 
low- and high-voltage power systems. This book is a practitioner’s guide intended for students, electrical 
engineers, engineers in power technology, the electrotechnical industry, engineering consultants, energy 
suppliers, chemical engineers and physicists in industry.

Print ISBN:  978-3-527-34136-8 • Cloth • €109.00 • Nov 2017 • 312PP

The Hologram
Principles and Techniques
Martin J. Richardson & John D. Wiltshire

The practical and comprehensive guide to the creation and application of holograms 
The Hologram: Principles and Techniques is an important book that explores the various types of hologram 
in their multiple forms and explains how to create and apply the technology. 
• Offers a practical step-by-step guide on the making of holograms and their applications 
• Guides the reader through developing an understanding of the recording materials, optics and 

processing chemistry in holography 
• Includes a hologram within the printed book and a case study of the production of the hologram 
• Provides tutorials on the types of lasers required and optical systems, as well as diffraction theory and 

wave front reconstruction 
• Details chemical formulations for processing techniques 
• Contains checklists for faultfinding in hologram recordings and trouble-shooting 
• Presents a number of case studies, including Hologram portraits of famous people created by the authors; the VISA Dove 

hologram and other Optical Variable Devices; the use of holography in the anti-counterfeit security industry and the Bank of 
England's use of holography on currency

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-08890-5 • Cloth • €109.00 • Oct 2017 • 328PP
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Theory and Applications of Image Registration
Arthur Ardeshir Goshtasby
Wright State University

A hands-on guide to image registration theory and methods — with examples of a wide range of real-
world applications 
Theory and Applications of Image Registration offers comprehensive coverage of feature-based image 
registration methods. It provides in-depth exploration of an array of fundamental issues, including image 
orientation detection, similarity measures, feature extraction methods, and elastic transformation functions. 
• Explores the fundamentals of image registration and provides a comprehensive look at its multi-

disciplinary applications 
• Reviews the real-world applications of image registration in the fields of biomedical imaging, remote 

sensing, and computer vision 
• Discusses methods in the registration of long videos in target tracking and 3-D reconstruction 
• Includes a companion website housing a set of image registration software routines for hands-on learning

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-17171-3 • Cloth • €149.00 • Sep 2017 • 500PP

A Project Manager's Book of Forms
A Companion to the PMBOK Guide, 3rd Edition
Cynthia Snyder
Essential project management forms aligned to the PMBOK Guide: Sixth Edition 
A Project Manager's Book of Forms is an essential companion to the Project 
Management Institute's A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge. 
Packed with ready-made forms for managing every stage in any project, this book offers 
both new and experienced project managers an invaluable resource for thorough 
documentation and repeatable processes. Endorsed by PMI and aligned with the 
PMBOK Guide, these forms cover all aspects of initiating, planning, executing, 
monitoring and controlling, and closing; each form can be used as-is directly from the 
book, or downloaded from the companion website and tailored to your project's unique 
needs. This new third edition has been updated to align with the newest PMBOK Guide, 
and includes forms for agile, the PMI Talent Triangle, technical project management, 
leadership, strategic and business management, and more. 
• Adopt PMI-endorsed forms for documenting every process group 
• Customize each form to suit each project's specific needs 
• Organize project data and implement a repeatable management process 
• Streamline PMBOK Guide implementation at any level of project management experience 

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-39398-6 • Paper • €89.90 • Oct 2017 • 288PP
Previous Edition: 978-1-118-43078-1

About the Author
Cynthia Snyder, Project Management Consultant, Issaquah, WA Ms. Snyder Snyder is a well-known project management consultant. 
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Analysis and Performance of Fiber Composites
4th Edition
Bhagwan D. Agarwal, Lawrence J. Broutman & K. Chandrashekhara
Updated and expanded coverage of the latest trends and developments in fiber 
composite materials, processes, and applications 
Analysis and Performance of Fiber Composites, Fourth Edition features updated and 
expanded coverage of all technical aspects of fiber composites, including the latest trends 
and developments in materials, manufacturing processes, and materials applications, as 
well as the latest experimental characterization methods. Analysis and Performance of 
Fiber Composites, Fourth Edition features: 
• Expanded coverage of materials and manufacturing, with additional information on 

materials, processes, and material applications 
• Updated and expanded information on experimental characterization 

methods — including many industry specific tests 
• Discussions of damage identification techniques using nondestructive evaluation (NDE) 
• Coverage of the influence of moisture on performance of polymer matrix composites, 

stress corrosion of glass fibers and glass reinforced plastics, and damage due to low-velocity impact 
• New end-of-chapter problems and exercises with solutions found on an accompanying website 
• Computer analysis of laminates 

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-38998-9 • Cloth • €149.00 • Sep 2017 • 576PP
Previous Edition: 978-0-471-26891-8

About the Authors
Bhagwan D. Agarwal is an independent consultant in the USA. He has been the Vice-President of engineering services at Bodycote 
Polymer–Broutman Laboratory and Dean of Research and Development at the Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur. 

Lawrence J. Broutman is an independent consultant and founder of L.J. Broutman & Associates. He was previously a Professor of Materials 
Engineering at the Illinois Institute of Technology.

K. Chandrashekhara is a Professor of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering and Director of the Composite Manufacturing Laboratory at 
the Missouri University of Science and Technology. He is a Fellow of ASME.

Project Management Metrics, KPIs, and 
Dashboards
A Guide to Measuring and Monitoring Project Performance, 
3rd Edition
Harold Kerzner
With the growth of complex projects, stakeholder involvement, and advancements in 
visual-based technology, metrics and KPIs (key performance indicators) are key 
factors in evaluating project performance. Dashboard reporting systems provide 
accessible project performance data, and sharing this vital data in a concise and 
consistent manner is a key communication responsibility of all project managers. 
Project Management Metrics, KPIs, and Dashboards, Third Edition: 
• Provides complete coverage of what metrics and KPIs are and how to use them
• Features new content on topics ranging from portfolio management and metrics to 

business intelligence tool flexibility
• Offers comprehensive coverage of the different dashboard types, design issues, and applications
• Provides full color dashboards from some of the most successful project management companies including IBM, 

Microsoft, and others
• Aligns with PMI’s PMBOK® Guide and stresses value-driven project management

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-42728-5 • Paper • €77.90 • Nov 2017 • 432PP
Previous Edition: 978-1-118-52466-4

About the Authors
Harold Kerzner, PhD, is Senior Executive Director for Project Management at the International Institute for Learning, Inc. (IIL), a global 
learning solutions company offering professional training and consulting services worldwide. 

International Institute For Learning, Inc. (IIL) is a global leader in professional training and comprehensive consulting services in the areas 
of project, program, and portfolio management, PRINCE2, ITIL, Business Analysis, Microsoft Office Project and Project Server, and Lean Six 
Sigma. IIL is an IIBA-endorsed education provider, a PMI charter global registered education provider, and a member of PMI’s Silver Alliance 
Circle and their Corporate Council.
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Dynamics of Lattice Materials
Edited by A. Srikantha Phani & Mahmoud I. Hussein

• Offers comprehensive treatment of dynamics of lattice materials and periodic materials in general, 
including phononic crystals and elastic metamaterials 

• Provides an in-depth introduction to elastostatics and elastodynamics of lattice materials 
• Covers advanced topics such as damping, nonlinearity, instability, impact and nanoscale systems 
• Introduces contemporary concepts including pentamodes, local resonance and inertial amplification 
• Includes chapters on fast computation and design optimization tools 
• Topics are introduced using simple systems and generalized to more complex structures with a focus on 

dispersion characteristics

Print ISBN:  978-1-118-72959-5 • Cloth • €122.00 • Sep 2017 • 328PP

Introduction to Hydrogen Technology
K. S. V. Santhanam, Roman J. Press, Massoud J. Miri, Alla V. Bailey & Gerald A. Takacs

Introduces the field of hydrogen technology and explains the basic chemistry underlying promising and 
innovative new technologies 
This new and completely updated edition of Introduction to Hydrogen Technology explains, at an introductory 
level, the scientific and technical aspects of hydrogen technology. It incorporates information on the latest 
developments and the current research in the field, including: new techniques for isolating and storing hydrogen, 
usage as a fuel for automobiles, residential power systems, mobile power systems, and space applications. 
• New edition includes chapters on Hydrogen Production, Storage, and Batteries 
• New sections on: advanced hydrogen systems, new membranes and performances used for separations, 

greenhouse gas sensors for recording the atmospheric levels, and comparisons of hydrogen fuel with other 
alternate energy sources such as solar and wind energy 

• Provides a unique learning source that explains at an introductory level the scientific and technical aspects 
hydrogen technology, which can be used as an alternative to the petroleum based energy 

• New edition includes problems at the end of the chapters for students, and a solutions manual for adopters

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-26554-2 • Cloth • €149.00 • Dec 2017 • 448PP
Previous Edition: 978-0-471-77985-8

Modelling Optimization and Control of Biomedical Systems
Edited by Efstratios N. Pistikopoulos, Ioana Nascu & Eirini Velliou

• Theory, algorithms and computational tools are being used by engineers to develop intelligent drug 
delivery systems for personalized healthcare 

• Provides the bridge between theoretical models and biomedical applications 
• Addresses recent developments in anaesthesia, diabetes and leukaemia 
• Provides biomedical system researchers with novel mathematical model-based approaches, along with 

clinical trials 
• Combines contributions from chemical engineers and medical researchers

Print ISBN:  978-1-118-96559-7 • Cloth • €162.00 • Dec 2017 • 480PP
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Nanocellulose and Nanohydrogel Matrices
Biotechnological and Biomedical Applications
Edited by Mohammad Jawaid & Faruq Mohammad

This first book on nanocellulose and nanohydrogels for biomedical applications is unique in discussing 
recent advancements in the field, resulting in a comprehensive, well-structured overview of nanocellulose 
and nanohydrogel materials based nanocomposites. The book covers different types of nanocellulose 
materials and their recent developments in the drug delivery and nanomedicine sector, along with synthesis, 
characterization, as well as applications in the biotechnological and biomedical fields. The book also covers 
the current status and future perspectives of bacterial cellulose and polyester hydrogel matrices, their 
preparation, characterization, and tissue engineering applications of water soluble hydrogel matrices 
obtained from biodegradable sources. In addition, the chitosan-based hydrogel and nanogel matrices, their 
involvement in the current biofabrication technologies, and influencing factors towards the biomedical sector 
of biosensors, biopharmaceuticals, tissue engineering appliances, implant materials, diagnostic probes and 
surgical aids are very well documented. 

Print ISBN:  978-3-527-34172-6 • Cloth • €149.00 • Jul 2017 • 384PP
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Process Engineering
Facts, Fiction and Fables
Norman P. Lieberman

• Uses real-life examples, illustrated by characters who are trying to solve daily problems in process 
engineering that are found in real-world situations 

• Shows the beginning engineer how to avoid common pitfalls 
• Is filled with useful figures and descriptions of the most common problems and solutions found in the plant 
• Is a unique take on process engineering, debunking many of the common myths in process engineering 

and offering the best ways forward 
• Is a must-have for any process engineer or experienced plant operator

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-37027-7 • Cloth • €232.00 • Jul 2017 • 384PP

Scrivener

Small Unmanned Fixed-wing Aircraft Design
A Practical Approach
Andrew J. Keane, András Sóbester & James P. Scanlan

Small Unmanned Fixed-wing Aircraft Design is the essential guide to designing, building and testing fixed 
wing UAVs (or drones). It deals with aircraft from two to 150 kg in weight and is based on the first-hand 
experiences of the world renowned UAV team at the UK's University of Southampton. 
• A practical guide to everything needed to design, build and operate a small fixed wing UAV 
• Covers the design process from initial concepts through CFD and FEA analysis to wind tunnel and 

structural testing 
• Covers initial flight test procedures, maintenance schedules and applications to the Civil Aviation 

Authority for permissions to fly 
• Written by academics with a long track record in the world of aerospace design

Series: Aerospace Series
Print ISBN:  978-1-119-40629-7 • Cloth • €105.00 • Oct 2017 • 512PP

Structural Reliability Analysis and Prediction
3rd Edition
Robert E. Melchers & André T. Beck
Structural Reliability Analysis and Prediction, Third Edition is a textbook which addresses the important issue of 
predicting the safety of structures at the design stage and also the safety of existing, perhaps deteriorating 
structures. Attention is focused on the development and definition of limit states such as serviceability and 
ultimate strength, the definition of failure and the various models which might be used to describe strength and 
loading. This book emphasises concepts and applications, built up from basic principles and avoids undue 
mathematical rigour. It presents an accessible and unified account of the theory and techniques for the analysis 
of the reliability of engineering structures using probability theory. This new edition has been updated to cover 
new developments and applications and a new chapter is included which covers structural optimization in the 
context of reliability analysis. New examples and end of chapter problems are also now included. 
• Covers predicting the safety of structures at the design stage and also the safety of existing deteriorating structures 
• Presents an accessible and unified account of the theory and techniques for the analysis of the reliability of engineering structures 

using probability theory 
• Includes a new chapter on structural optimization in the context of reliability analysis 

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-26599-3 • Paper • €81.90 • Dec 2017 • 424PP
Previous Edition: 978-0-471-98771-0, 978-0-471-98324-8

Computational Continuum Mechanics
3rd Edition
Ahmed A. Shabana
University of Illinois at Chicago

Computational Continuum Mechanics, 3rd Edition is an updated edition covering basic continuum mechanics 
and computational techniques. It covers the important issue of the integration of geometry and analysis 
which is a new and emerging topic not covered in many books. This is the only book that discusses the new 
approach of absolute nodal coordinate formulation, which is emerging as a popular approach for the 
integartion of geometry and analysis. Both problems of small and large deformations are covered in detail 
and it is demonstrated how the computational algorithms can be developed using the basic continuum 
mechanics approaches. The development of complex models is also explained.

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-29321-7 • Cloth • €112.00 • Oct 2017 • 350PP
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Fundamentals of Finite Element Analysis
Linear Finite Element Analysis
Ioannis Koutromanos

• Provides detailed derivations of finite element equations for a variety of problems
• Incorporates quantitative examples on one-dimensional and multi-dimensional FEA
• Provides an overview of multi-dimensional linear elasticity (definition of stress and strain tensors, 

coordinate transformation rules, stress-strain relation and material symmetry) before presenting the 
pertinent FEA procedures

• Discusses practical and advanced aspects of FEA, such as treatment of constraints, locking, reduced 
integration, hourglass control, and multi-field (mixed) formulations

• Includes chapters on transient (step-by-step) solution schemes for time-dependent scalar field problems 
and elastodynamics/structural dynamics

• Contains a chapter dedicated to verification and validation for the FEM and another chapter dedicated to solution of linear 
systems of equations and to introductory notions of parallel computing

• Includes appendices with a review of matrix algebra and overview of matrix analysis of discrete systems
• Accompanied by a website hosting an open-source finite element program for linear elasticity and heat conduction, together with 

a user tutorial

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-26008-0 • Paper • €105.00 • Dec 2017 • 400PP

Robust Adaptive Control for Fractional-Order Systems with Disturbance and 
Saturation
Mou Chen, Shuyi Shao & Peng Shi

• Covers robust adaptive control of fractional-order systems with unknown external disturbance, system 
uncertainty and input saturation 

• Based on the approximation ability of the neural network (NN), the adaptive neural control schemes are 
reported for uncertain fractional-order nonlinear systems 

• Covers the disturbance estimation techniques that have been developed to alleviate the restriction faced 
by traditional feedforward control and reject the effect of external disturbances for uncertain fractional-
order nonlinear systems 

• By combining the NN with the disturbance observer, the disturbance observer based adaptive neural 
control schemes have been studied for uncertain fractional-order nonlinear systems with unknown disturbances 

• The issue of input saturation and the disturbance has been considered together for the control of fractional-order nonlinear 
systems in the present of system uncertainty, external disturbance and input saturation

Series: Wiley-ASME Press Series
Print ISBN:  978-1-119-39327-6 • Cloth • €109.00 • Dec 2017 • 272PP

A Practical Introduction to Human-in-the-Loop Cyber-Physical Systems
David Nunes, Jorge Sá Silva & Fernando Boavida

• An essential practical and theoretical primer to this emerging Internet-of-Things concept, focusing on 
human-centric applications 

• A highly original work written by authors at the cutting edge of research, discussing new topics which, 
until now, have only been available in research papers 

• The topic is timely due to the growing presence of autonomous vehicles, robotics, wireless sensor 
networks, and mobile computing 

• Interest in cyber-physical systems is growing sharply as devices controlled or monitored by computer-
based algorithms become more integrated with the Internet and its users 

• Introduces the basic fundamental concepts, and then offers a hands-on experience with the 
development of a complete system 

• Accompanying website containing the full source-code of the books sample application

Series: Wiley - IEEE
Print ISBN:  978-1-119-37777-1 • Cloth • €109.00 • Dec 2017 • 300PP

From GSM to LTE-Advanced Pro and 5G
An Introduction to Mobile Networks and Mobile Broadband, 3rd Edition
Martin Sauter
A comparative introduction to major global wireless standards, technologies and their applications 
From GSM to LTE-Advanced Pro and 5G: An Introduction to Mobile Networks and Mobile Broadband, 3rd 
Edition provides technical descriptions of the various wireless technologies currently in use. It explains the 
rationales behind their differing mechanisms and implementations while exploring the advantages and 
limitations of each technology. This edition has been fully updated and substantially expanded to reflect the 
significant evolution in mobile network technology occurring over the past several years. The chapter on LTE 
has been extensively enhanced with new coverage of current implementations of LTE carrier aggregation, 
mobility management, cell reselection and handover procedures, as well as the latest developments in 5G 
radio and core networks in 3GPP. It now features additional information on the TD-LTE air interface, IPv6 in 
mobile networks, Network Function Virtualization (NFV) and Narrowband Internet of Things (NB-IOT). Voice-over-LTE (VoLTE) is now 
treated extensively in a separate chapter featuring coverage of the VoLTE call establishment process, dedicated bearer setup, header 
compression, speech codec and bandwidth negotiation, supplementary service configuration and VoLTE emergency calls. In addition, 
extensive coverage of Voice-over-Wifi and mission critical communication for public safety organizations over LTE has been added. 

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-34686-9 • Cloth • €115.00 • Oct 2017 • 496PP
Previous Edition: 978-1-118-86195-0
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GNSS Systems and Engineering
The Chinese Beidou Navigation and Position Location Satellite
Edited by Shusen Tan

• The first book specifically describing the Chinese Beidou timing/navigation system an increasingly 
important contributor to the GNSS 

• Introducing the user location information sharing demands, technologies and development trends 
• Highlights the technical features and broad application prospects of navigation, positioning and short 

message communication of the Beidou satellite system 
• Enhances understanding of the fundamentals and theories of radio navigation and positioning satellite 

systems 
• Offers guidelines as to how to implement their design and construction 
• A comprehensive reference on the subject for those who are doing scientific or engineering research in this area

Print ISBN:  978-1-118-89703-4 • Cloth • €149.00 • Nov 2017 • 324PP

Indoor Wireless Communications
From Theory to Implementation
Alejandro Aragón-Zavala
Tecnológico de Monterrey

Indoor Wireless Communications: From Theory to Implementation provides an in-depth reference for design 
engineers, system planners and post graduate students interested in the vastly popular field of indoor 
wireless communications. It contains wireless applications and services for in-building scenarios and 
knowledge of key elements in the design and implementation of these systems. Technologies such as 
Wireless Local Area Networks, Bluetooth, ZigBee, Indoor Optical Communications, WiMAX, UMTS and GSM 
for indoor environments are fully explained and illustrated with examples. Antennas and propagation issues 
for in-building scenarios are also discussed, emphasizing models and antenna types specifically developed 
for indoor communications. An exhaustive survey on indoor wireless communication equipment is also 
presented, covering all available technologies including antennas, distribution systems, transceivers and 
base stations.

Print ISBN:  978-0-470-74116-0 • Cloth • €105.00 • Sep 2017 • 400PP

Provisioning, Recovery and In-Operation Planning in Elastic Optical Network
Luis Velasco & Marc Ruiz

Explains the importance of Elastic Optical Networks and how they can be implemented by the 
worlds carriers 
This book discusses Elastic Optical Networks (EONs) from an operational perspective. It presents 
algorithms that are suitable for real-time operation and includes experimental results to further demonstrate 
the feasibility of the approaches discussed. It covers practical issues such as provisioning, protection, and 
defragmentation. It also presents provisioning and recovery in single layer EON.
• Presents managing connections dynamically and the flexibility to adapt the connection bitrate to the 

traffic needs fit well for new type of services, such as datacenter interconnection and Network Function 
Virtualization (NFV) 

• Examines the topic in a holistic and comprehensive way, addressing control and management plane 
issues for provisioning, recovery and in-operation planning 

• Covers provisioning, recovery and in-operation planning for EONs at the proposed exhaustive level

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-33856-7 • Cloth • €125.00 • Oct 2017 • 400PP

Small Cell Networks
Deployment, Management, and Optimization
Holger Claussen, David López-Pérez, Lester Ho, Rouzbeh Razavi & Stepan Kucera

The first and only up-to-date guide offering complete coverage of HetNets — written by top 
researchers and engineers in the field 
Small Cell Networks: Deployment, Management, and Optimization addresses key problems of the cellular 
network evolution towards HetNets. It focuses on the latest developments in heterogeneous and small cell 
networks, as well as their deployment, operation, and maintenance. It also covers the full spectrum of the 
topic, from academic, research, and business to the practice of HetNets in a coherent manner. Additionally, 
it provides complete and practical guidelines to vendors and operators interested in deploying small cells. 
• First comprehensive book on HetNets, written by researchers and engineers 
• Review of research outcomes on HetNets based on both theoretical analyses and network simulations 
• Overview of metrocells, picocells and femtocells, repeaters, and radio over fibre 
• Cost effective deployment Case studies included

Series: IEEE Press Series on Networks and Services Management
Print ISBN:  978-1-118-85434-1 • Cloth • €139.00 • Oct 2017 • 552PP
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Autonomous Assembly
Designing for a New Era of Collective Construction
Edited by Skylar Tibbits

We are now on the brink of a new era in construction — that of autonomous assembly. For some time, the 
widespread adoption of robotic and digital fabrication technologies has made it possible for architects and 
academic researchers to design non-standard, highly customised structures. These technologies have 
largely been limited by scalability, focusing mainly on top-down, bespoke fabrication projects, such as 
experimental pavilions and structures. Autonomous assembly and bottom-up construction techniques hold 
the promise of greater scalability, adaptability and potentially evolved design possibilities. By capitalising on 
the advances made in swarm robotics, the collective construction of the animal/insect kingdom, and 
advances in physical computational, programmable materials or self-assembly, architects and designers are 
now able to build from the bottom up. This issue presents future scenarios of autonomous assembly by highlighting the viability of 
decentralised, collective assembly systems, demonstrating the potential to deliver reconfigurable and adaptive solutions.

Series: Architectural Design
Print ISBN:  978-1-119-10235-9 • Paper • €32.90 • Jul 2017 • 136PP

Building Physics
Heat, Air and Moisture: Fundamentals and Engineering Methods with Examples and 
Exercises, 3rd Edition
Hugo S. L. Hens
K.U. Leuven

The book deals with the description, analysis and modeling of heat, air and moisture transport in building 
assemblies and whole buildings with main emphasis on the building engineering applications, including 
examples. The physical transport processes determine the performance of the building envelope and may 
influence the serviceability of the structure and the whole building.
• Content well structured combining theory with typical building engineering practice
• Textbook with solved examples and applications
• Author with international appreciation

Print ISBN:  978-3-433-03199-5 • Paper • €79.00 • Nov 2017 • 330PP

Building Physics

Construction Quantity Surveying
A Practical Guide for the Contractor's QS, 2nd Edition
Donald Towey

Construction Quantity Surveying: A Practical Guide for the Contractor’s QS, 2nd Edition aims to provide 
readers with a practical guide to quantity surveying from a main contractors perspective. Following a brief 
introduction, the books early chapters do cover measurement methodology, including SMM7, NRM and 
CESMM, and then focus on the contractors business, with the rest of the chapters discussing commercial 
and contractual management of a construction project, including day-to-day running from commencement 
through to completion, in a highly practical way. The book demonstrates that quantity surveying is not limited 
to the measurement of trade works, but is in fact a dynamic and central part of the overall management of 
construction projects.

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-31290-1 • Paper • €57.90 • Oct 2017 • 408PP
Previous Edition: 978-0-470-65942-7

Disaster Risk Reduction for the Built Environment
Lee Bosher & Ksenia Chmutina

Disaster Risk Reduction for the Built Environment provides a multi-facetted introduction to how a wide range 
of risk reduction options can be mainstreamed into formal and informal construction decision making 
processes, so that Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) can become part of the developmental DNA. This highly-
illustrated text book provides a broad range of examples, case studies and thinking points that can help the 
reader to consider how DRR approaches might be adapted for differing contexts. 
• Presents the background on DRR and core principles of effective risk management 
• A self-contained resource supported by real-life case examples and illustrations 
• An accessible introductory text, grounded in key academic research and concepts

Print ISBN:  978-1-118-92149-4 • Paper • €57.90 • Jun 2017 • 304PP

Construction

Architecture & Design

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119102359
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=3433031991
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=3433031991
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119312906
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1118921496
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Retrofitting Cities for Tomorrow's World
Edited by Malcolm Eames, Tim Dixon, Miriam Hunt & Simon Lannon

A groundbreaking exploration of the most promising new ideas for creating the sustainable cities of tomorrow
Retrofitting Cities for Tomorrow’s World explores the theoretical and practical aspects of the transition towards 
sustainability in the built environment that will occur in the years ahead. The emphasis throughout is on 
emerging systems innovations and bold new ways of imagining and re-imagining urban retrofitting, set within 
the context of futures-based thinking. 
• Reviews the most promising ideas for how to approach planning and coordinating a more sustainable 

urban future by 2050 through retrofitting existing structures 
• Explores how cities need to govern for urban retrofit and how future urban transitions and pathways can be 

managed, modeled and navigated 
• Offers inter-disciplinary insights from international contributors from both the academic and professional 

spheres 
• Develops a rigorous conceptual framework for analyzing existing challenges and fostering innovative ways 

of addressing those challenges

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-00721-0 • Cloth • €119.00 • Oct 2017 • 288PP

The JCT Minor Works Building Contracts 2016
5th Edition
David Chappell

The revised and updated edition of this classic book on the JCT Minor Works Building Contracts 
The JCT Minor Works Building Contracts 2016 offers a concise overview of this agreement, which continues 
to be the most popular JCT contract. Written in straightforward terms, the book is formatted in short 
chapters with accessible sub-headings, and the author avoids legal and pseudo-legal wording where 
possible. Some explanations from first principles are included where it is thought they would be helpful and 
occasionally, where the precise legal position is unclear, the author uses his significant experience to offer a 
view. Overall, the information is presented in a manner that it is easy to understand, use and reference. 
• Ensure the discussion is easy to comprehend and use by busy architects and contractors 
• Include a Include a number of tables and flowcharts to assist in understanding the way the contract operates
• Include several letter templates that can be used in common situations
• Provide answers to the sorts of problems that commonly arise in the course of a building project

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-41554-1 • Paper • €71.90 • Oct 2017 • 288PP

Security and Privacy in Cyber-Physical Systems
Foundations, Principles and Applications
Edited by Houbing Song, Glenn A. Fink & Sabina Jeschke

• A long-awaited review for all those concerned with the fundamental concepts and the state of the art in 
security and privacy in CPS 

• Provides comprehensive coverage of the technical issues affecting hardware and software in 
infrastructure components, as well as the blending of such systems with personal CPS 

• Discusses various application domains, including energy, medicine, transportation, physical 
infrastructure, agriculture, smart cities, and many more 

• Includes case studies and tutorials and supports university courses such as those in cybersecurity and 
privacy and CPS engineering and programming

Series: Wiley - IEEE
Print ISBN:  978-1-119-22604-8 • Cloth • €119.00 • Aug 2017 • 456PP

Multi-Agent-Based Production Planning and Control
Jie Zhang

• Focuses on the planning and scheduling of production systems for Job Shop Manufacturing and 
Re-entrant Manufacturing 

• Highlights the advanced research works in the field of industrial engineering and management, such as 
numerical optimization methods and wireless sensor networks 

• Enables students, researchers and engineers to understand the fundamentals and theories of multi-
agent based production planning and control 

• Written by an author with more than 20 years experience in this area, it is the result of her study and 
formulation of a complete theoretical system in these technologies 

• Fully illustrated throughout, the methods for production planning, scheduling and controlling are 
presented using experiments, numerical simulations and theoretical analysis

Print ISBN:  978-1-118-89006-6 • Cloth • €182.00 • Jul 2017 • 440PP

Computer Science

Control Process & Measurements

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119007216
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119415543
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=111922604X
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=111889006X
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Digital Signal Processing with Kernel Methods
José Luis Rojo-Álvarez, Manel Martínez-Ramón, Jordi Muñoz-Marí & Gustau Camps-Valls

A realistic and comprehensive review of joint approaches to machine learning and signal processing 
algorithms, with application to communications, multimedia, and biomedical engineering systems 
• Offers a review on joint approaches to machine learning and signal processing algorithms, with 

application to communications, multimedia and biomedical engineering systems 
• Presents the necessary basic ideas from both digital signal processing and machine learning concepts 
• Reviews the state-of-the-art in SVM algorithms for classification and detection problems in the context of 

signal processing 
• Surveys advances in kernel signal processing beyond SVM algorithms to present other highly relevant 

kernel methods for digital signal processing 
• Provides a comprehensive overview of kernel methods in signal processing, without restriction to any one application field 
• Provides example applications and detailed benchmarking experiments with real datasets throughout the book; further worked 

examples with Matlab source code will be hosted on a site developed by the authors

Print ISBN:  978-1-118-61179-1 • Cloth • €129.00 • Dec 2017 • 416PP

Fundamentals of Signal Enhancement and Array Signal Processing
Jacob Benesty, Israel Cohen & Jingdong Chen

• A comprehensive guide to the theory and practice of signal enhancement and array signal processing, 
including matlab codes, exercises and instructor and solution manuals

• Systematically introduces the fundamental principles, theory and applications of signal enhancement and 
array signal processing in an accessible manner 

• Offers an updated and relevant treatment of array signal processing with rigor and concision 
• Features a companion website that includes presentation files with lecture notes, homework exercises, 

course projects, solution manuals, instructor manuals, and Matlab codes for the examples in the book

Series: Wiley - IEEE
Print ISBN:  978-1-119-29312-5 • Cloth • €142.00 • Nov 2017 • 440PP

Signal Processing

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1118611799
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=111929312X
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Business

978-1-119-38750-3 INSPIRED: How To Create Tech Products 
Consumers Love, 2nd Edition

Cagan Cloth Jan 2018 €26.90 4

978-1-119-44053-6 The Leadership Contract: The Fine Print to 
Becoming a Great Leader, 3rd Edition

Molinaro Cloth Dec 2017 €26.90 4

978-1-119-44065-9 The Leadership Contract Field Guide Molinaro Cloth Jan 2018 €29.90 5

978-1-119-32941-1 Introductory Relational Database Design for 
Business, with Microsoft Access

Eckstein, Schultz Cloth Nov 2017 €89.90 5

978-1-118-92992-6 Managing Networks in Project-Based Organisations Pryke Paper Sep 2017 €89.90 5

978-1-119-27023-2 The CEO of Technology: How 21st Century CIOs 
Leverage Innovation to Drive Revenue and Value in 
Competitive Markets

Muller Cloth Jan 2018 €47.90 6

978-1-119-30625-2 The LIVING Supply Chain: The Evolving Imperative 
of Operating in Real Time

Handfield, Linton Cloth Jul 2017 €93.90 6

978-1-119-41018-8 Joint Ventures Involving Tax-Exempt Organizations: 
2017 Cumulative Supplement, 4th Edition

Sanders Paper Dec 2017 €155.00 6

978-1-119-07160-0 Strategic Planning for Public and Nonprofit 
Organizations: A Guide to Strengthening and 
Sustaining Organizational Achievement, 5th Edition

Bryson Cloth Jan 2018 €65.90 6

Finance & Accounting

978-1-119-37803-7 No Small Change: Why Financial Services Needs A 
New Kind of Marketing

Thomson, Camp Cloth Jan 2018 €38.90 8

978-1-119-40892-5 Demographics of Innovation: Why Demographics is 
a Key to the Innovation Race

Liang Cloth Dec 2017 €29.90 8

978-1-119-27284-7 International Private Equity, 2nd Edition Talmor, Vasvari Cloth Jan 2018 €77.90 9

978-1-119-25265-8 Globalization, Gating, and Risk Finance Tapiero, Nyambuu Cloth Dec 2017 €83.90 9

978-1-119-43140-4 Investing in Your 20s and 30s For Dummies, 
2nd Edition

Donnelly Paper Jan 2018 €20.90 9

978-1-119-38005-4 J.K. Lasser’s Your Income Tax Professional Edition 
2018

J.K. Lasser Institute Cloth Jan 2018 €77.90 10

978-1-118-06689-8 Material Adverse Change: Lessons from the M&As 
Failures of the Great Recession

Stefanowski Cloth Jan 2018 €67.90 10

978-1-119-41189-5 Millionaire Expat: How To Build Wealth Living 
Overseas, 2nd Edition

Hallam Paper Jan 2018 €24.90 10

978-1-119-43141-1 Personal Finance in Your 20s and 30s 
For Dummies

Donnelly Paper Jan 2018 €20.90 10

978-1-119-35672-1 The Investment Writing Handbook: How to Craft 
Effective Communications to Investors

Kedem Cloth Jan 2018 €65.90 11

978-1-119-29553-2 Candlestick and Pivot Point Trading Triggers + 
Website: Setups for Stock, Forex, and Futures 
Markets, 2nd Edition

Person Paper Jan 2018 €73.90 11
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978-1-119-36691-1 2017 Valuation Handbook Grabowski, Nunes, 
Harrington

Cloth Jan 2018 €870.00 11

978-1-119-02329-6 Principles of Islamic Accounting Baydoun, Sulaiman, 
Ibrahim, Willett

Paper Jan 2018 €97.90 11

978-1-118-79740-2 Valuation for Financial Reporting: Fair Value 
Measurement in Business Combinations, Early 
Stage Entities, Financial Instruments and Advanced 
Topics, 4th Edition

Edwards, Hitchner, 
Mard

Cloth Jan 2018 €122.00 12

978-1-119-39654-3 Wiley GAAP 2018: Interpretation and Application 
of Generally Accepted Accounting Principles, 
2nd Edition

Flood Paper Jan 2018 €129.00 12

978-1-119-39656-7 Wiley GAAP 2018: Interpretation and Application of 
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles Set

Flood Paper Jan 2018 €272.00 12

Social Sciences & Humanities

978-1-5095-2372-6 Standpoints: 10 Old Ideas in a New World Brinkmann Cloth Jan 2018 €51.90 14

978-1-5095-2373-3 Standpoints: 10 Old Ideas in a New World Brinkmann Paper Jan 2018 €16.90 14

978-1-118-79602-3 A Companion to Simone de Beauvoir Hengehold, Bauer Cloth Sep 2017 €155.00 15

978-1-118-78387-0 A Companion to Confucius Goldin Cloth Sep 2017 €155.00 15

978-0-470-65754-6 The Wiley Blackwell History of Islam Salvatore, Tottoli, 
Rahimi

Cloth Nov 2017 €169.00 15

978-1-119-15815-8 Theology: The Basic Readings, 3rd Edition McGrath Paper Jan 2018 €24.90 15

978-1-119-07700-8 A Social and Cultural History of Late Antiquity Boin Cloth Jan 2018 €105.00 16

978-1-119-07681-0 A Social and Cultural History of Late Antiquity Boin Paper Jan 2018 €46.90 16

978-1-4051-8817-3 The Western Mediterranean and the World: 400 CE 
to the Present

Ruiz Cloth Oct 2017 €77.90 16

978-1-4051-8816-6 The Western Mediterranean and the World: 400 CE 
to the Present

Ruiz Paper Oct 2017 €32.90 16

978-1-4051-3502-3 A History of Eighteenth-Century British Literature Richetti Cloth Sep 2017 €112.00 16

978-1-118-30872-1 The Romantic Poetry Handbook O'Neill, Callaghan Paper Dec 2017 €23.90 16

978-1-118-78394-8 The International Encyclopedia of Intercultural 
Communication, 3 Volume Set

Kim Cloth Dec 2017 €620.00 17

978-1-119-23716-7 A Companion to Fandom and Fan Studies Booth Cloth Jan 2018 €202.00 17

978-1-5095-1750-3 Reporting Elections: Rethinking the Logic of 
Campaign Coverage

Cushion, Thomas Cloth Jan 2018 €65.90 17

978-1-5095-1751-0 Reporting Elections: Rethinking the Logic of 
Campaign Coverage

Cushion, Thomas Paper Jan 2018 €21.90 17

978-1-5095-1050-4 Understanding Development, 2nd Edition Hopper Cloth Jan 2018 €83.90 18

978-1-5095-1051-1 Understanding Development, 2nd Edition Hopper Paper Jan 2018 €24.90 18

978-1-5095-2659-8 Why Bother with Elections? Przeworski Cloth Jan 2018 €51.90 19

978-1-5095-2660-4 Why Bother with Elections? Przeworski Paper Jan 2018 €16.90 19
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978-1-5095-1862-3 Civil Disobedience Scheuerman Cloth Jan 2018 €65.90 20

978-1-5095-1863-0 Civil Disobedience Scheuerman Paper Jan 2018 €20.90 20

978-0-7456-9845-8 The Political Power of Global Corporations Mikler Cloth Jan 2018 €71.90 20

978-0-7456-9846-5 The Political Power of Global Corporations Mikler Paper Jan 2018 €23.90 20

978-1-5095-1725-1 Would the World Be Better without the UN? Weiss Cloth Jan 2018 €71.90 20

978-1-5095-1726-8 Would the World Be Better without the UN? Weiss Paper Jan 2018 €21.90 20

978-1-118-87433-2 Economic Geography: A Critical Introduction Barnes, Christophers Cloth Jan 2018 €77.90 20

978-1-118-87432-5 Economic Geography: A Critical Introduction Barnes, Christophers Paper Jan 2018 €32.90 20

978-1-119-16471-5 The Psychology of Human Sexuality, 2nd Edition Lehmiller Cloth Dec 2017 €89.90 21

978-1-119-16473-9 The Psychology of Human Sexuality, 2nd Edition Lehmiller Paper Dec 2017 €44.90 21

978-1-119-24229-1 Online Teaching at Its Best Nilson, Goodson Paper Jan 2018 €47.90 21

978-1-119-24050-1 Engaging Archaeology: 25 Case Studies in 
Research Practice

Silliman Cloth Jan 2018 €99.90 22

978-1-119-24051-8 Engaging Archaeology: 25 Case Studies in 
Research Practice

Silliman Paper Jan 2018 €36.90 22

Health Sciences

978-1-118-52862-4 Essential Human Development Webster, Morris, 
Kevelighan

Paper Jan 2018 €59.90 24

978-3-527-33899-3 Inflammation: From Molecular and Cellular 
Mechanisms to the Clinic, 4 Volume Set

Cavaillon, Singer Cloth Nov 2017 €649.00 24

978-0-470-65474-3 ABC of Pleural Diseases Hunt, Maskell, 
Gleeson

Paper Jan 2018 €34.90 25

978-1-118-79573-6 PACS and Imaging Informatics: Basic Principles 
and Applications, 3rd Edition

Huang Cloth Jan 2018 €259.00 25

978-1-118-28028-7 Veterinary Epidemiology, 4th Edition Thrusfield, Christley Paper Jan 2018 €105.00 25

978-1-118-73979-2 Interpretation of Equine Laboratory Diagnostics Pusterla, Higgins Cloth Nov 2017 €129.00 26

978-1-119-01735-6 Physical Rehabilitation for Veterinary Technicians 
and Nurses

Goldberg, Tomlinson Paper Nov 2017 €85.90 26

Science

978-1-119-19243-5 Antimicrobial Resistance in Wastewater Treatment 
Processes

Keen, Fugère Cloth Jan 2018 €155.00 28

978-1-118-92459-4 AC Circuits and Power Systems in Practice Vertigan Cloth Dec 2017 €109.00 28

978-1-119-11752-0 Advances in Biofeedstocks and Biofuels: 
Production Technologies for Biofuels, Volume 2

Singh, Chaudhary Cloth Jul 2017 €232.00 28

978-1-119-06364-3 Electric Powertrain: Energy Systems, Power 
Electronics & Drives for Hybrid, Electric & Fuel Cell 
Vehicles

Hayes, Goodarzi Cloth Dec 2017 €112.00 28
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978-1-118-80347-9 Electrical Power System Essentials, 2nd Edition Schavemaker,  
van der Sluis

Cloth Jul 2017 €69.90 29

978-1-119-17935-1 Electricity Markets: Theories and Applications Lin, Magnago Cloth Oct 2017 €129.00 29

978-1-119-11737-7 Environmental Aspects of Oil and Gas Production Robertson, Chilingar Cloth Jul 2017 €259.00 29

978-1-119-04126-9 Flexible Pipes: Advances in Pipes and Pipelines Bai, Bai, Ruan Cloth Jun 2017 €259.00 29

978-1-119-18733-2 Grid-Integrated and Standalone Photovoltaic 
Distributed Generation Systems: Analysis, Design 
and Control

Zhao, Wang, Zhang Cloth Oct 2017 €129.00 30

978-1-119-32360-0 Lignocellulosic Biomass Production and Industrial 
Applications

Kuila, Sharma Cloth Jul 2017 €202.00 30

978-1-119-09776-1 Offshore Wind Energy Technology Anaya-Lara, Tande, 
Uhlen, Merz

Cloth Dec 2017 €122.00 30

978-1-118-89443-9 Optimization of Energy Systems Dincer, Rosen, 
Ahmadi

Cloth Jul 2017 €129.00 30

978-1-119-35577-9 Power System Dynamics and Stability: With 
Synchrophasor Measurement and Power System 
Toolbox, 2nd Edition

Sauer, Pai, Chow Cloth Sep 2017 €119.00 31

978-1-119-41014-0 Signal Processing for Radiation Detectors Nakhostin Cloth Dec 2017 €TBA 31

978-0-470-76773-3 Guidelines for Pressure Relief and Effluent 
Handling Systems, 2nd Edition

CCPS (Center for 
Chemical Process 
Safety)

Cloth Jun 2017 €329.00 31

978-1-119-12156-5 An Introduction to Textile Coloration: Principles and 
Practice

Wardman Paper Oct 2017 €83.90 32

978-1-118-85908-7 Academic Entrepreneurship: How to Bring Your 
Scientific Discovery to a Successful Commercial 
Product

Marcolongo Paper Dec 2017 €63.90 32

978-1-119-32350-1 Adhesion in Pharmaceutical, Biomedical and 
Dental Fields

Mittal, Etzler Cloth Jul 2017 €232.00 32

978-1-119-05310-1 Analytical Characterization of Biotherapeutics Lill, Sandoval Cloth Sep 2017 €202.00 32

978-1-119-28631-8 Analytical Characterization Methods for Crude Oil 
and Related Products

Shukla Cloth Dec 2017 €155.00 33

978-1-118-62212-4 Anticancer Therapeutics: From Drug Discovery to 
Clinical Applications

Todd, Groundwater, 
Gill

Cloth Dec 2017 €175.00 33

978-1-118-85849-3 Business Chemistry: How to Build and Sustain 
Thriving Businesses in the Chemical Industry

Leker, Gelhard,  
von Delft

Cloth Dec 2017 €97.90 33

978-3-527-34305-8 Catalysis: Concepts and Green Applications, 
2nd Edition

Rothenberg Paper Nov 2017 €65.00 33

978-1-119-41824-5 Chemicals and Methods for Conservation and 
Restoration: Paints, Textiles, Fossils, Wood, 
Stones, Metals and Glass

Fink Cloth Aug 2017 €202.00 34

978-0-470-94237-6 Comprehensive Quality by Design for 
Pharmaceutical Product Development and 
Manufacture

Reklaitis, Seymour, 
García-Munoz

Cloth Oct 2017 €182.00 34

978-3-527-33538-1 Drug Selectivity: An Evolving Concept in Medicinal 
Chemistry

Handler, Buschmann Cloth Nov 2017 €159.00 34
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978-1-119-07563-9 Dynamic Covalent Chemistry: Principles, Reactions 
and Applications

Zhang, Jin Cloth Oct 2017 €182.00 34

978-1-119-95238-1 Experimental Organic Chemistry, 3rd Edition Cranwell, Harwood, 
Moody

Paper Aug 2017 €67.90 35

978-3-527-33999-0 Fundamentals of Ionic Liquids: From Chemistry to 
Applications

MacFarlane, Kar, 
Pringle

Cloth Sep 2017 €89.00 35

978-1-119-40757-7 Groundwater Remediation: A Practical Guide for 
Environmental Engineers and Scientists

Cheremisinoff Cloth Aug 2017 €259.00 35

978-3-527-32645-7 Tools for Green Chemistry: Volume 10 Anastas, Beach, 
Kundu

Cloth Jun 2017 €149.00 35

978-1-118-97111-6 ICH Quality Guidelines: An Implementation Guide Teasdale, Elder, Nims Cloth Oct 2017 €362.00 36

978-1-119-96229-8 Introduction to Renewable Biomaterials: First 
Principles and Concepts

Ayoub, Lucia Cloth Oct 2017 €89.90 36

978-3-527-34106-1 Microfluidics: Fundamentals, Devices and 
Applications

Song, Cheng, Zhao Cloth Dec 2017 €179.00 36

978-1-118-96025-7 MALDI-TOF and Tandem MS for Clinical 
Microbiology

Shah, Gharbia Cloth Jun 2017 €155.00 36

978-1-119-15983-4 Metalloprotein Active Site Assembly Johnson, Scott Cloth Oct 2017 €195.00 37

978-1-119-04241-9 Molecular and Biochemical Toxicology, 5th Edition Smart, Hodgson Cloth Jan 2018 €179.00 37

978-1-119-14346-8 Multivalency: Concepts, Research & Applications Huskens, Prins, 
Haag, Ravoo

Cloth Jan 2018 €119.00 37

978-1-119-12808-3 Nanoporous Catalysts for Biomass Conversion Xiao, Wang Cloth Oct 2017 €149.00 37

978-1-118-79211-7 Personalizing Precision Medicine: A Global Voyage 
from Vision to Reality

Pothier Paper Sep 2017 €31.90 38

978-1-118-89520-7 Pharmaceutical Quality by Design: A Practical 
Approach

Schlindwein, Gibson Cloth Jan 2018 €83.90 38

978-3-527-34098-9 Reactive Extrusion: Principles and Applications Beyer, Hopmann Cloth Oct 2017 €149.00 38

978-3-527-34074-3 Resource Efficiency of Processing Plants: 
Monitoring and Improvement

Krämer, Engell Cloth Nov 2017 €149.00 38

978-3-527-34242-6 Single-Chain Polymer Nanoparticles: Synthesis, 
Characterization, Simulations and Applications

Pomposo Cloth Sep 2017 €149.00 39

978-3-527-34196-2 Solvents as Reagents in Organic Synthesis: 
Reactions and Applications

Wu Cloth Oct 2017 €159.00 39

978-1-119-38350-5 Statistics for Process Control Engineers: A Practical 
Approach

King Cloth Oct 2017 €142.00 39

978-1-119-10306-6 Targeted Biomarker Quantitation by LC-MS Weng, Jian Cloth Sep 2017 €202.00 39

978-3-527-34251-8 Enzyme Kinetics: Principles and Methods, 
3rd Edition

Bisswanger Cloth Aug 2017 €139.00 40

978-1-119-23848-5 Reversible Ligand Binding: Theory and Experiment Bellelli, Carey Cloth Dec 2017 €105.00 40

978-1-118-02402-7 Doppler Radar Physiological Sensing Boric-Lubecke, 
Lubecke, Droitcour, 
Park, Singh

Cloth Jul 2017 €145.00 40
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978-1-119-40643-3 Advances in High Temperature Ceramic Matrix 
Composites and Materials for Sustainable 
Development: Ceramic Transactions Volume 263

Singh, Ohji, Dong, 
Koch, Shimamura, 
Clauss, Heidenreich, 
Akedo

Cloth Jul 2017 €259.00 40

978-3-527-34159-7 Catalysis: An Integrated Textbook Hanefeld, Lefferts Paper Nov 2017 €79.00 41

978-3-527-34013-2 Catalytic Hydroarylation of Carbon-Carbon Multiple 
Bonds

Ackermann, Gunnoe, 
Habgood

Cloth Nov 2017 €149.00 41

978-1-119-32619-9 CESP Set 2016 ACerS (American 
Ceramics Society, 
The)

Cloth Jul 2017 €750.00 41

978-3-527-33268-7 Concepts of Modern Catalysis and Kinetics, 
3rd Edition

Chorkendorff, 
Niemantsverdriet

Paper Aug 2017 €89.00 41

978-3-527-34333-1 Design of Nanostructures: Self-Assembly of 
Nanomaterials

Bohidar, Rawat Cloth Aug 2017 €149.00 42

978-3-527-34356-0 Durability of Fiber-Reinforced Polymers Miyano, Nakada Cloth Oct 2017 €119.00 42

978-3-527-33865-8 Green Materials for Electronics Irimia-Vladu, 
Glowacki, Sariciftci, 
Bauer

Cloth Oct 2017 €149.00 42

978-1-119-16034-2 Hybrid Nanomaterials: Advances in Energy, 
Environment and Polymer Nanocomposites

Srivastava, Mittal Cloth Aug 2017 €232.00 42

978-3-527-34270-9 Nano- and Biomaterials: Compounds, Properties, 
Characterization and Applications

Abdullaeva Cloth Aug 2017 €139.00 43

978-3-527-34213-6 Multifunctional Nanocomposites for Energy and 
Environmental Applications

Guo, Chen, Lu Cloth Nov 2017 €299.00 43

978-1-119-12330-9 Photomechanical Materials, Composites, and 
Systems: Wireless Transduction of Light into Work

White Cloth Jul 2017 €202.00 43

978-1-119-38863-0 Probabilistic Physics of Failure Approach to 
Reliability: Modeling, Accelerated Testing, 
Prognosis and Reliability Assessment

Modarres, Amiri, 
Jackson

Cloth Jul 2017 €202.00 43

978-1-119-40638-9 Progress in Adhesion and Adhesives: Volume 2 Mittal Cloth Jul 2017 €232.00 44

978-3-527-33869-6 Responsive Polymer Surfaces: Dynamics in 
Surface Topography

Liu, Broer Cloth Aug 2017 €129.00 44

978-1-119-99091-8 X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy for the Chemical 
and Materials Sciences

Evans Cloth Jan 2018 €129.00 44

978-1-119-99090-1 X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy for the Chemical 
and Materials Sciences

Evans Paper Jan 2018 €55.90 44

978-1-118-98539-7 Electromagnetic Compatibility: Analysis and Case 
Studies in Transportation

Baker Cloth Jun 2017 €135.00 44

978-3-527-40921-1 Fundamentals of Ionizing Radiation Dosimetry, 
2nd Edition

Andreo, Burns, 
Nahum, Seuntjens, 
Attix

Cloth Jul 2017 €159.00 45

978-3-527-41351-5 Infrared Thermal Imaging: Fundamentals, Research 
and Applications, 2nd Edition

Vollmer, Möllmann Cloth Oct 2017 €189.00 45

978-1-119-05189-3 Introduction to the Physics of Electron Emission Jensen Cloth Nov 2017 €142.00 45

978-3-527-34127-6 Magnetoelectric Polymer-Based Composites: 
Fundamentals and Applications

Lanceros-Méndez, 
Martins

Cloth Aug 2017 €129.00 45
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978-3-527-33627-2 Passive Microwave Remote Sensing of the Earth: 
For Meteorological Applications

Weng Cloth Aug 2017 €159.00 46

978-1-119-96168-0 Physics of Energy Sources King Paper Jun 2017 €57.90 46

978-1-119-00379-3 Encyclopedia of Computational Mechanics, 
2nd Edition

Stein, de Borst, 
Hughes

Cloth Sep 2017 €2,010.00 46

978-1-118-93514-9 Matrix Algebra Useful for Statistics, 2nd Edition Searle, Khuri Cloth Jun 2017 €139.00 47

978-1-118-01477-6 An Introduction to Financial Markets: A Quantitative 
Approach

Brandimarte Cloth Nov 2017 €139.00 47

978-1-119-08002-2 A Data Scientist’s Guide to Acquiring, Cleaning and 
Managing Data in R

Buttrey, Whitaker Cloth Oct 2017 €65.90 48

978-1-119-30333-6 Advanced Analysis of Variance Hirotsu Cloth Sep 2017 €129.00 48

978-1-119-15568-3 Agent-based Modelling of Tax Evasion: Theoretical 
Aspects and Computational Simulations

Hokamp, Gulyas, 
Koehler, Wijesinghe

Cloth Dec 2017 €83.90 48

978-1-119-38761-9 Applied Probabilistic Calculus for Financial 
Engineering: An Introduction Using R

Chan Cloth Oct 2017 €139.00 48

978-1-119-09696-2 An Introduction to Discrete-Valued Time Series Weiss Cloth Dec 2017 €83.90 49

978-1-119-29968-4 An Introduction to Statistical Analysis in Research: 
With Applications in the Biological and Life 
Sciences

Weaver, Morales, 
Dunn, Godde, 
Weaver

Cloth Aug 2017 €129.00 49

978-1-119-22904-9 Big Data and Differential Privacy: Analysis 
Strategies for Railway Track Engineering

Attoh-Okine Cloth Jun 2017 €139.00 49

978-1-118-97934-1 Environmental Assessment on Energy and 
Sustainability by Data Envelopment Analysis

Sueyoshi Cloth Dec 2017 €89.90 49

978-1-118-99541-9 Fundamentals of Matrix Analysis with Applications 
Set

Saff, Snider Cloth Jul 2017 €145.00 50

978-1-119-38755-8 Markov Chains: From Theory to Implementation 
and Experimentation

Gagniuc Cloth Aug 2017 €125.00 50

978-1-119-38699-5 Meta-heuristic and Evolutionary Algorithms for 
Engineering Optimization

Bozorg-Haddad, 
Solgi, Loáiciga

Cloth Nov 2017 €139.00 50

978-1-119-12676-8 Python for R Users: A Data Science Approach Ohri Paper Dec 2017 €73.90 50

978-1-118-97445-2 Social Systems Engineering: The Design of 
Complexity

García-Díaz, Olaya Cloth Dec 2017 €77.90 51

978-1-119-30103-5 Spline Collocation Methods for Partial Differential 
Equations: With Applications in R

Schiesser Cloth Jul 2017 €129.00 51

978-0-471-68717-7 Statistical Intervals: A Guide for Practitioners and 
Researchers, 2nd Edition

Meeker, Hahn, 
Escobar

Cloth Jun 2017 €115.00 51

978-1-119-28201-3 Text Mining in Practice with R Kwartler Cloth Jul 2017 €65.90 51

978-1-119-22381-8 Handbook of Composites from Renewable 
Materials: Nanocomposites: Science and 
Fundamentals, Volume 7

Thakur, Thakur, 
Kessler

Cloth Jun 2017 €285.00 52

978-1-119-22436-5 Handbook of Composites from Renewable 
Materials, Set: Volumes 1 - 8

Thakur, Thakur, 
Kessler

Cloth Jul 2017 €2,030.00 52
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978-1-119-09690-0 Standard and Super-Resolution Bioimaging Data 
Analysis: A Primer

Wheeler, Henriques Cloth Dec 2017 €89.90 53

978-1-119-24390-8 Nanocarbons for Electroanalysis Szunerits, 
Boukherroub, 
Downard, Zhou

Cloth Oct 2017 €155.00 53

978-1-119-23408-1 Technology and Emergency Management, 
2nd Edition

Pine Paper Nov 2017 €83.90 53

978-1-118-92984-1 Introduction to Impact Dynamics Yu, Qiu Cloth Dec 2017 €122.00 53

Technology, Engineering, Architecture & Construction

978-1-119-41685-2 CompTIA Security+ Deluxe Study Guide: SY0-501, 
4th Edition

Dulaney Cloth Jan 2018 €83.90 55

978-1-119-41687-6 CompTIA Security+ Study Guide: Exam SY0-501, 
7th Edition

Dulaney, Easttom Paper Jan 2018 €55.90 56

978-1-119-41811-5 Photoshop CC For Dummies, 2nd Edition Bauer Paper Jan 2018 €32.90 57

978-1-119-41712-5 iPad For Dummies, 10th Edition Baig, LeVitus Paper Jan 2018 €25.90 57

978-1-119-41724-8 iPad For Seniors For Dummies, 10th Edition Spivey Paper Jan 2018 €25.90 58

978-1-119-40993-9 CCNA Security Study Guide: Exam 210-260 McMillan Paper Jan 2018 €55.90 58

978-1-119-39064-0 Windows Security Monitoring: Detecting Hackers 
and Malware with Windows Event Logging

Miroshnikov Paper Jan 2018 €55.90 58

978-1-119-42811-4 C# 7.0 All-in-One For Dummies Mueller, Sempf, Sphar Paper Jan 2018 €51.90 59

978-1-119-23805-8 Functional Software Size Measurement 
Methodology with Effort Estimation and 
Performance Indication

Singh Paper Jun 2017 €125.00 59

978-1-119-13449-7 Software Quality: Concepts and Practice Galin Cloth Jan 2018 €105.00 59

978-3-89578-456-9 Object-Oriented Programming with SIMOTION: 
Fundamentals, Program Examples and Software 
Concepts According to IEC 61131-3

Braun, Horn Cloth Jun 2017 €39.90 60

978-1-119-05449-8 Camera Image Quality Benchmarking Phillips, Eliasson Cloth Dec 2017 €105.00 60

978-1-118-43664-6 Circuit Oriented Electromagnetic Modeling Using 
the PEEC Techniques

Ruehli, Antonini, Jiang Cloth Jul 2017 €155.00 60

978-1-119-02959-5 Current Signature Analysis for Condition Monitoring 
of Cage Induction Motors: Industrial Application and 
Case Histories

Thomson, Culbert Cloth Jun 2017 €145.00 61

978-1-119-30480-7 Hierarchical Protection for Smart Grids Ma Cloth Dec 2017 €155.00 61

978-1-119-13736-8 Integration of Renewable Sources of Energy, 
2nd Edition

Farret, Simões Cloth Jul 2017 €135.00 61

978-1-119-35216-7 Introduction to AC Machine Design Lipo Cloth Sep 2017 €145.00 61

978-0-470-62454-8 Introductory Semiconductor Device Physics 
for Chip Design and Manufacturing: A High 
Performance Microprocessor Technology Approach

Lanzerotti Cloth Jan 2018 €139.00 62

978-1-119-30484-5 Power System Wide-area Stability Analysis and 
Control

Ma Cloth Oct 2017 €155.00 62
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978-1-119-25259-7 Parametric Time-frequency Domain Spatial Audio Pulkki, Delikaris-
Manias, Politis

Cloth Dec 2017 €119.00 62

978-1-119-16531-6 Practical Lighting Design with LEDs, 2nd Edition Lenk, Lenk Cloth Jun 2017 €119.00 62

978-1-118-11617-3 Real-Time Embedded Systems Wang Cloth Sep 2017 €129.00 63

978-1-119-13264-6 Robust Adaptive Dynamic Programming Jiang, Jiang Cloth Jun 2017 €119.00 63

978-3-527-34136-8 Short Circuits in Power Systems: A Practical Guide 
to IEC 60909, 2nd Edition

Kasikci Cloth Nov 2017 €109.00 63

978-1-119-08890-5 The Hologram: Principles and Techniques Richardson, Wiltshire Cloth Oct 2017 €109.00 63

978-1-119-17171-3 Theory and Applications of Image Registration Goshtasby Cloth Sep 2017 €149.00 64

978-1-119-39398-6 A Project Manager’s Book of Forms: A Companion 
to the PMBOK Guide, 3rd Edition

Snyder Paper Oct 2017 €89.90 64

978-1-119-38998-9 Analysis and Performance of Fiber Composites, 
4th Edition

Agarwal, Broutman, 
Chandrashekhara

Cloth Sep 2017 €149.00 65

978-1-119-42728-5 Project Management Metrics, KPIs, and 
Dashboards: A Guide to Measuring and Monitoring 
Project Performance, 3rd Edition

Kerzner Paper Nov 2017 €77.90 65

978-1-118-72959-5 Dynamics of Lattice Materials Phani, Hussein Cloth Sep 2017 €122.00 66

978-1-119-26554-2 Introduction to Hydrogen Technology Santhanam, Press, 
Miri, Bailey, Takacs

Cloth Dec 2017 €149.00 66

978-1-118-96559-7 Modelling Optimization and Control of Biomedical 
Systems

Pistikopoulos, Nascu, 
Velliou

Cloth Dec 2017 €162.00 66

978-3-527-34172-6 Nanocellulose and Nanohydrogel Matrices: 
Biotechnological and Biomedical Applications

Jawaid, Mohammad Cloth Jul 2017 €149.00 66

978-1-119-37027-7 Process Engineering: Facts, Fiction and Fables Lieberman Cloth Jul 2017 €232.00 67

978-1-119-40629-7 Small Unmanned Fixed-wing Aircraft Design: A 
Practical Approach

Keane, Sóbester, 
Scanlan

Cloth Oct 2017 €105.00 67

978-1-119-26599-3 Structural Reliability Analysis and Prediction, 
3rd Edition

Melchers, Beck Paper Dec 2017 €81.90 67

978-1-119-29321-7 Computational Continuum Mechanics, 3rd Edition Shabana Cloth Oct 2017 €112.00 67

978-1-119-26008-0 Fundamentals of Finite Element Analysis: Linear 
Finite Element Analysis

Koutromanos Paper Dec 2017 €105.00 68

978-1-119-39327-6 Robust Adaptive Control for Fractional-Order 
Systems with Disturbance and Saturation

Chen, Shao, Shi Cloth Dec 2017 €109.00 68

978-1-119-37777-1 A Practical Introduction to Human-in-the-Loop 
Cyber-Physical Systems

Nunes, Sá Silva, 
Boavida

Cloth Dec 2017 €109.00 68

978-1-119-34686-9 From GSM to LTE-Advanced Pro and 5G: An 
Introduction to Mobile Networks and Mobile 
Broadband, 3rd Edition

Sauter Cloth Oct 2017 €115.00 68

978-1-118-89703-4 GNSS Systems and Engineering: The Chinese 
Beidou Navigation and Position Location Satellite

Tan Cloth Nov 2017 €149.00 69

978-0-470-74116-0 Indoor Wireless Communications: From Theory to 
Implementation

Aragón-Zavala Cloth Sep 2017 €105.00 69
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978-1-119-33856-7 Provisioning, Recovery and In-Operation Planning 
in Elastic Optical Network

Velasco, Ruiz Cloth Oct 2017 €125.00 69

978-1-118-85434-1 Small Cell Networks: Deployment, Management, 
and Optimization

Claussen,  
López-Pérez, Ho, 
Razavi, Kucera

Cloth Oct 2017 €139.00 69

978-1-119-10235-9 Autonomous Assembly: Designing for a New Era of 
Collective Construction

Tibbits Paper Jul 2017 €32.90 70

978-3-433-03199-5 Building Physics: Heat, Air and Moisture: 
Fundamentals and Engineering Methods with 
Examples and Exercises, 3rd Edition

Hens Paper Nov 2017 €79.00 70

978-1-119-31290-1 Construction Quantity Surveying: A Practical Guide 
for the Contractor’s QS, 2nd Edition

Towey Paper Oct 2017 €57.90 70

978-1-118-92149-4 Disaster Risk Reduction for the Built Environment Bosher, Chmutina Paper Jun 2017 €57.90 70

978-1-119-00721-0 Retrofitting Cities for Tomorrow’s World Eames, Dixon, Hunt, 
Lannon

Cloth Oct 2017 €119.00 71

978-1-119-41554-1 The JCT Minor Works Building Contracts 2016, 
5th Edition

Chappell Paper Oct 2017 €71.90 71

978-1-119-22604-8 Security and Privacy in Cyber-Physical Systems: 
Foundations, Principles and Applications

Song, Fink, Jeschke Cloth Aug 2017 €119.00 71

978-1-118-89006-6 Multi-Agent-Based Production Planning and Control Zhang Cloth Jul 2017 €182.00 71

978-1-118-61179-1 Digital Signal Processing with Kernel Methods Rojo-Álvarez, 
Martínez-Ramón, 
Muñoz-Marí, 
Camps-Valls

Cloth Dec 2017 €129.00 72

978-1-119-29312-5 Fundamentals of Signal Enhancement and Array 
Signal Processing

Benesty, Cohen, 
Chen

Cloth Nov 2017 €142.00 72
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